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Summary
The interaction between snow avalanches and structures represents a topic of interest
both from a scientific point of view, since different study domains and knowledge
are involved (structural mechanics, fluid dynamics. . . ), and due to its applicability in
practice for a correct design of structures located in avalanche risk areas. In this thesis
the interaction between the snow avalanches and structures is investigated together
with the avalanche dynamics.
Chapter 1 deals with the state of the art of the avalanche dynamics and interac-
tion between snow in movement and structures. The snow avalanches are classified,
giving the basics concepts. Secondly the different approaches to study the interaction
between avalanches and structures are analysed. The observations of the damages
caused on structures by real events are not sufficient to understand all the complex
processes inner the dynamics itself and the impact strictly. Furthermore experiments
are carried in order to analyse deeper velocity profiles, to which pressure ones are
linked, entrainment of snow, from which the volumes involved depended as well as
the pressure behaviour. In fact pressure values evolve in time and in space and change
with the obstacle shape. Experimental studies are made at real scale avalanches, in
the test sites, or at reduced scale, in laboratory chutes. To translate the results from
the small scale to the real one similitude criteria have to be satisfied. Hence the
dimensional analysis is proposed. Another approach to study the problem in object
is to use analytical and numerical models. For this reason a summary of the state
of art of dynamics models is proposed, focusing the attention on those taking into
account the erosion and the interaction with obstacles. From both experimental and
theoretical analysis recommendations are born in order to help the expert to correctly
design the structures in avalanche areas.
In Chapter 2 a new model is described, able to provide the pressure and the
velocity in all the points of the avalanche, without impose a proportional relationship
between them. The model describe the evolution of the avalanche shape thanks
to the level set method, suitable for free-boundary problems, and the Navier-Stokes
equations, since the avalanche is considered a fluid. A first validation on experimental
data of a laboratory chute is given. Afterwards the attention is set at the avalanche
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bottom. In particular the boundary condition of the slip velocity is analysed, giving
an analytical justification. The slip condition, coupled with a non-newtonian fluid, is
able to correctly describe the velocity profile. Finally a new model for the erosion is
proposed, starting from general continuum mechanics hypothesis. In particular both
the avalanche and the snow at rest are considered as the same fluid having a viscosity
depending from the shear rate. It is shown as the model is in agreement with other
theories in the literature and takes into account the influence of snow and avalanche
properties, the avalanche depth, the slope angle, and the position in the avalanche
(front or tail).
Chapter 3 focuses the attention on the definition of a model to describe the
impact of an avalanche with obstacles. Different approaches can be pursued: a sta-
tionary and a transient ones, as well as a two-dimensional analysis in the avalanche
depth plane, in the slope plane and a three-dimensional one. Some preliminary sim-
ulations are shown and qualitatively compared with the state of the art concerning
the impact pressure. For instance the pressure profile along the avalanche depth, the
influence on the obstacle shape and dimension, and the dependence on the relative
position obstacle-avalanche (directly or not directly exposed) are investigated.
In Chapter 4 the new Italian P.ta Seehore test site is described. Its peculiarity
is to study the small-medium avalanches that occurred with high frequency, since
artificially triggered for safe reasons. The attention is focused on the design of an
obstacle, located in the avalanche track, to study the interaction between snow in
movement and structure. The static and dynamic test carried to characterise it are
shown as well as its instrumentation. Finally an overview of the surveys is proposed
focusing the attention on the measurements carried in some events.
Chapter 5 deals with the analysis of the measurement data concerning experi-
ments in the P.ta Seehore test site from different point of view. Firstly, the erosion
and deposition processes are analysed, using laser scan data, analytical and numerical
methods and presenting a new cheap test to detect the net erosion and deposition.
Secondly, a commercial dynamics model is applied to obtain the flow density and
velocity at the obstacle, data not experimentally recorded. Thirdly, our dynamics
model is used for instance to simulate the creation of a dihedral shape upward the
obstacle, experimentally measured and to give information on the pressure. Finally
analytical approaches are used to describe the pressure, applying for instance the
Mohr-Coulomb criterion, to simulate the pressure in the avalanche tail. Concepts
reported in the available recommendations, as for instance the compressibility of the
snow during the impact are used too.
In Chapter 6 applications concerning the impact against houses destroyed in
15th of December 2008 are reported. In particular both the transient and stationary
models (in their two and three-dimensional versions) are applied and compared with
a back-analysis of damages. General laws for the influence of the impact angle on
the pressure are respected as well as the areas of positive and negative pressure.
ix
In addition, the protection role played by a house on the structures downstream,
especially in term of reduced pressures, is analysed.
The Conclusions and outlooks finalize the work.
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Chapter 1
State of the art on snow
avalanche-structure interaction
1.1 Slow and fast kinematics of snow
1.1.1 Avalanche definition and classification
Snow avalanche is defined as a rapid gravity-driven mass of snow that, once released
by the snow pack rupture, moves down mountain slopes [15]. In fact the movement of
the avalanche is principally due to the gravity, and not to the wind as in the snowdrift
process, and it is rapid, with a velocity measured in m/s to contrast the creep and
glide movements (see Sec. 1.1.2) that are measured in order of mm/day or cm/day.
An avalanche path can be divided into [205]:
the release zone: the area where the snow becomes unstable and, after the snow
pack rupture, starts to move. Depending on the characteristic of this zone
the avalanche can be classified into a loose snow avalanche (Fig. 1.12.a) or
a slab one (Fig. 1.12.b). The former starts from a point and, collecting mass,
develops into a fan-like shape, usually of small dimensions. It requires wet or dry
cohesionless snow. The second has a well defined fracture line which confines
the release zone. If its crown (upper limit) and its flanks (lateral limit) are
well visible, the lower limit (the stauchwall) is not always recognizable. Slab
originates when a strong layer of cohesive snow is deposited on a weak layer,
or when weak bonds between layers exist. Usually slab avalanches have more
catastrophic effects than the loose snow avalanches, since they involve larger
masses.
the flowing zone or the track: the slope between the starting zone and the de-
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position one. It can be canalized (channeled avalanche) or an open slope
(open-slope avalanche). Here, the avalanche is fully developed and attains its
maximum velocity. The avalanche can erode significant quantity of mass, while
generally the deposit is insignificant and arrives only in gullies and behind rocks.
the run-out zone: where the avalanche decelerates rapidly and deposits (Fig. 1.2.a).
[a] [b]
Figure 1.1: [a] Loose snow avalanche near Davos (CH). [b] A slab release at Seehore
(see Ch. 4). Photos E. Bovet.
Several types of classifications exist for avalanches, based on different criteria.
For instance, depending on the position of the the sliding surface, the surface-layer
avalanches sliding within the snowcover are distinguished from the full depth ones
moving on the ground (Fig. 3.16.b).
Based on the form of movement, three types of avalanches are defined: (i) flowing
or dense-snow avalanches, which move close to the ground, (ii) powder or aerosol
avalanches, which are less affected by the topography and (iii) mixed avalanches.
After the release, avalanche moves towards the valley. Impacting the ground
irregularities, the slab creates rounded snow particles. The interstitial space is filled
by air. Frequently a powder part surrounds the dense core. In this case a mixed
avalanche is formed [204]. It is composed by three components: (i) the avalanche core
or dense layer, (ii) the saltation layer and the (iii) powder cloud or aerosol.
The avalanche core is the densest part (200-500 kg/m3) of the avalanche. It is
composed by rounded particles with a diameter of few centimeters or rounded lumps
of several meters: greater the cohesion in the snow and larger the particles. The
motion of this layer is governed by the friction and collisional processes of the moving
snow particles. The dense core is easily perturbed by irregularities in the terrain.
Measurements from [74] show that the density is higher in the front of the avalanche
than in the body. Usually density measurements are done with snow at rest, in the
undisturbed snow cover or in the deposit. A dense avalanche is composed only by
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this core. The velocity ranges between 1 and 30 m/s, its flow height between 0.3 and
3 m, and the pressure between 10 and 1000 kPa. The wet snow avalanches, compared
to the dry ones, are slower (few meters per second up to 30 m/s) and therefore the
runout distance is usually shorter. However, the impact on obstacles is considerable
due to the higher density of wet snow.
The saltation layer is formed by particles ejected from the dense layer. It is lo-
cated ahead and above the dense layer. The saltation layer contains particles ranging
in size from fine-grained snow to snowballs up to about 50 centimeters in diameter.
By video and pressure measurement [103, 185] the saltation layer can been identified.
In fact this layer is characterised on having numerous individual peaks probably pro-
duced whenever a clods of snow strikes the load cell. The density is assumed to vary
between 10 and 100 kg/m3, the velocity between 20 and 60 m/s, the height between
1 and 5 m and the pressure between 20 and 200 kPa.
The powder cloud is formed by the particles that, from the saltation layer or
directly from the snow cover, are brought into suspension by the airborne shear stress.
Typical particle sizes are in a range from 0.1 mm to 1.2 mm. Powder clouds and
saltation layer may move independently from the dense layer and are less influenced
by terrain irregularities. The cloud part frequently covers longer distances. The
dynamics of the powder snow avalanches is dominated by the turbulent air flow.
Powder avalanches are normally generated from a dry, non-cohesive and low density
new snow cover. The density is estimated between 1 and 10 kg/m3, the velocity
between 20 and 100 m/s, the height can reach hundred of meters and the pressure
about between 1 and 20 kPa. A powder or airborne avalanche is an avalanche
dominated by this component (Fig. 1.2.a).
[a] [b]
Figure 1.2: [a] A granular deposit in Gressoney's valley (AO). Photo E. Bovet. [b] A
powder avalanche in Rhêmes' valley (AO). Photos RAVDA.
As concerns the avalanche size [78], the following classification by runout length
and volume is made: sluff (path < 50 m, volume < 100 m3), small (path < 100 m,
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volume < 1.000 m3), medium (path < 1.000 m, volume < 10.000 m3), large (path
1-2 km, volume < 100.000 m3) and very large (path ∼ 3 km, volume > 100.000 m3)
avalanches.
1.1.2 Creep and snow glide
In this section, to be complete, a general overview of the slow movements of the snow
is given.
The snow cannot be considered a solid, since deformation stops after a limited time
under a limited load, but a compressible fluid. A Newtonian fluid can be used with
an axial viscosity, i.e. the ratio between stresses and deformation rates, remaining
constant. This is an acceptable approximation, even if snow is better described as a
non-Newtonian fluid, having the viscosity changing with load and deformation [181].
Because of its high viscosity, slow internal movements downwards take place [181].
Due to its internal weight the snowpack moves slowly and continuously down slope
following two types of movement [112, 142]: snow creep and snow glide. Snow creep
is caused by the weight of the snow cover that generates perpendicular and parallel
to the slope forces. Hence snow creep v is the resultant of the vertical settlement w
(associated to the fact that snow is a compressible fluid) of the snow cover and the
internal shear deformation u parallel to the slope (Fig. 1.3). Typical creep rates are
mm to cm per day. At the ground the snow creep is zero [140].
Figure 1.3: Creep and snow glide definition, from [140].
A movement in the snow-ground interface may occur too, called snow glide
u0. It represents the slip of the entire snow cover over the ground without essential
deformation within the snow cover. Typical glide rates are mm to more than m per
day. Remember that, on the other hand, the avalanches (the main object of this
thesis) is of order of m per second.
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The glide is facilitated by many factors [112, 121, 140], like a wet ground or with
a low roughness, as long-bladed grass or bare rock. The bottom of the snow cover
must have a temperature above 0 ◦C in order that a thin free water layer can be
formed. In fact with a dry boundary layer (a temperature below 0◦) snow cover does
not glide even on a grass surface. A wet snow layer can be formed by a rainfall
prior the first snow fall, melting by solar radiation or intrusion of liquid water flowing
along the ground. Snow glide starts at a slope of 15◦ and increases with increasing
inclinations ψ. Finally, since the weight increases the shear stress, a large snow depth
(h) increases snow glide velocity. Sometimes this influence is obscured by changes in
characteristic of the snow. Since the snow viscosity depends on temperature, each
temperature change must cause a modification in glide viscosity [112].
Free water at the interface has two principal effects on glide mechanics. Firstly
it promotes separation of the snowpack from the ground at the interface. In this
way the irregularities on the ground surface are drowned, the friction diminishes and
hence the snow can move [146]. Secondly, the increasing of water content decreases
the snow viscosity. This influence on the stiffness of the snow slab makes movement
of the snowpack over ground roughness features easier [146].
Pressure
Dynamic avalanche loads can be exceeded by higher static loads (<100 kN/m) on
narrow masts or longer structures due to the creep and gliding, especially in areas
with large snow depths and low ground roughness. Different snow pressure laws are
presented in [140]. The snow pressure depends on the snow density, snow depth, slope
angle, gliding factor and efficiency factor (i.e. the ratio of the real snow pressure to
that acts on an infinitely long plane). If the design for supporting structures built
in long lines is well know, the pressure on narrow structures like mast is not well
established.
Based on the back-pressure zone concept, that is the range behind the barrier
where additional compressive stresses are created, the Swiss guidelines affirm that the
snow pressure S′N [kN/m] per unit length across the slope on a rigid wall is:
S′N = ρg
H2
2
KN (1.1)
where H is the vertical snow depth. N is a gliding factor and depends on the ground
roughness and slope exposition. The creep-factor K depends on snow density ρ and
on slope angle ψ. This formula is valid for infinitely long plane. On small obstacles,
since additional end-effects are to be considered, additional terms, depending on the
snow thickness and on the width of the structure, appear [140].
Another conservative model to calculate snow forces acting on a mast consists
on considering an isolated snow block gliding free on the ground [140]. This model
provides an upper limit for the snow pressure.
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Finally [132, 133] found that snow creep pressure q on a mast is given by:
q = K2ρgh
2C sinψ (1.2)
where h is the depth measured perpendicular to the ground, K2 is a factor depending
on the snow depth and C depends on the mast diameter and on the slope angle ψ.
This model gives a lower boundary for the snow pressure force [140].
The stresses in different sections of the masts can be computed from the strains.
Measurements showed that the load increased with depth below the surface of the
snow. The load distribution with depth for the mast is almost linear in the earlier
winter but tends to be more uniform in the later winter, when the pressure was at its
maximum [132]. The distribution for the wall element is different, with the highest
pressure in the middle height of the element for the whole winter [143].
Plan de la Tour test site
In order to measure the snow-gliding and the pressure on defence structures, within
the Operational programme Italy - France (Alps - ALCOTRA) Project RiskNat 
Gestione in sicurezza dei territori di montagna transfrontalieri the Plan de la Tour
test site has been realized. It is located in Aosta Valley in the release area of the
avalanche that the 15th of December 2008 destroyed houses of Les Thoules village
(see Ch. 6). The site is at 2550 m asl and it is characterised by a slope angle between
28◦ and 45◦. Installed in October 2010, the instrumentation is located in the upper
part of the release zone. In order to measure the snow-gliding two couples of snow-
shoes connected to related specific snow-gliding sensors were placed: a couple within
the area covered by snow umbrellas and another outside it. Data-loggers measuring
the temperature at the snow/soil interface were placed close to each couple. The data
are recorded continuously every 30 minutes. In addition the measurements of the
pressure, caused by the slow movements on the defence structures, are performed by
monitoring the deformation of one of the cross beams, composing the snow umbrella,
and the overall force on the foundation. Eight strain transducers were installed on
a beam of the retaining structure in order to evaluate the curvature under the snow
load. Besides, strain gauges were directly stuck on both the plates constituting the
link between the mast and the foundation rod. Power supply is given by a nearby
solar panel and the acquisition system is composed by a programmable device which
records the strain every 30 minutes. The combination of snow-gliding data with snow
pressure measurements might help to understand the behaviour of snow umbrellas in
avalanche release areas [19].
Model description
In this section a model, to describe both the slow movements of the snow cover and the
related pressure, is proposed. It will be tested on the Plan de la Tour experimental
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Table 1.1: Different values for the coefficients in Eq. 1.5.
Author a0 a1
Kojima [126] 8.64 106 0.022
Mellor [150] 5.00 107 0.021
Fromm et al.[99] 6.20 106 (x-dir) 0.020 (x-dir)
6.4 106 (z-dir) 0.026 (z-dir)
data when they will be available. A preliminary study on the creep is done considering
the snow cover as a Stokes flow, since the low velocities involved [99]:
∇ · (η∇u) = ∇p+ f (1.3)
∇ · u = 0 (1.4)
with η the viscosity, u the velocity vector, p the pressure and f the external force,
that in our analysis is the gravitational one.
In literature different laws for the viscosity are present. For instance it can be
estimated as:
η = a0e
a1ρ (1.5)
where the coefficients a0 and a1 are reported in Tab. 1.1.
Let's note that [99] used two different parameterizations to investigate the creep
parallel (x-direction) and perpendicular to the slope (z-direction).
Two-dimensional analysis
A sample 2D of 0.2 m length for 1 m depth is considered. Eq. 1.3 is solved using
the Finite Element Method Comsol Multiphisics tool [3]. As boundary condition
the normal stress equal to zero on all the boundaries and a no-slip condition at
the base are imposed. The density is considered equal to ρ=300 kg/m3. Different
slopes (Fig. 1.4.a,b) as well as various coefficients (Fig. 1.4.c) of the viscosities can be
considered obtaining different results of pressure and displacement. Let note that the
velocity is of order of 10−6-10−8 m/s, comparable with the measures in mm-cm/day.
An example of the snow deformed is shown in (Fig. 1.5.a). Finally the results are
compared with a hydrostatic pressure showing that this last one is more cautionary
in respect of the pressure calculated introducing a viscosity law (Fig. 1.5.b).
1.2 Different study approaches
Snow avalanches involve several aspects of human life, i.e civil constructions, trans-
portation, tourism and energy supply (Fig. 1.6). To mitigate avalanche risk authorities
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[a] [b]
[c]
Figure 1.4: [a] Velocity parallel and [b] perpendicular to the ground for a slope of 10◦,
15◦, 30◦ for the Kojima case. [c] Displacement for a slope of 10◦for the Kojima and
Mellor case.
[a] [b]
Figure 1.5: [a] Deformed shape at 10◦for the Mellor cases and [b] comparison between
the pressure obtained by the model and the hydrostatic pressure.
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Table 1.2: Impact pressure and potential damage, from [145].
Impact pressure Pdyn [kPa] Potential Damage
1 Break windows
5 Push in doors
30 Destroy wood-framed structures
100 Uproot mature spruce
1000 Move reinforced-concrete structures
can exploit two kinds of defense strategies: urban planning based on hazard maps and
structural defenses. However, both these instruments are based on an estimation of
the destructive forces induced by the avalanche impact.
The evaluation of the pressure caused by an impacting avalanche is fundamental in
order to design correctly the structures located in avalanche area and, consequently, to
guarantee the safety of persons, animals and objects. To reach this goal different basic
concepts will be introduced, as the non-dimensional numbers useful to characterise
the different regimes assumed by an avalanche, as well as the role of the dimension
of the obstacle, of the avalanche kind (dense or powder) and of the dense flow-regime
(gravitional or dilute). However, before to introduce this concepts and the different
laws describing the pressure on obstacles, it must be briefly remembered the methods
used by researchers in order to study this very complex problem: (i) back-analysis of
real events, (ii) experimental approach at full-scale in test sites or at small-scale in
laboratory, (iii) analytical methods and (iv) numerical techniques.
1.2.1 Back-analysis of real events
On the basis of the damages effects of real events [145], thanks to a structural analysis,
the impinging pressure can be estimated (see Ch. 6) [37, 41, 97]. This analysis has to
be pursued taking into account that the same magnitude pressure of a dense or of a
powder avalanche can have a different effect on the damages [172]. The approximate
average impact pressure and potential damage is given in Tab. 1.2, from [145], or in
Fig. 1.7, in which differences occur depending on the avalanche kind, and in Figg. 1.8
and 1.9, in which the effects are divided into damages on people, building, natural
spaces, infrastructures and works.
1.2.2 Experimental approach
The observation of the damages caused on structures by real events are not sufficient to
understand all the complex processes inner the dynamics itself and the strictly impact.
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[a] [b]
[c] [d]
[e] [f]
[g] [h]
Figure 1.6: [a] Damages of a building occurred in 1972 in Rhêmes' aalley (AO). [b]
Damages during winter 2008-09 occurred in Champorcher's valley (AO). [c] Avalanche
on the road in Gressoney's valley (AO) in 2008. [d] Damages on a ski-lift in 1971 in
Aosta Valley. [e] Damages to wood, [f] to a car crashed, [g] to a pole, [h] to a house
caused by the powder part of an avalanche occurred in Morgex (AO) in 1999. Photos
RAVDA.
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Figure 1.7: Swiss classification according to impact pressures and potential damages,
from [172].
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Figure 1.8: Intensity scale for the avalanche risk (part I), from [172].
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Figure 1.9: Intensity scale for the avalanche risk (part II), from [172].
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Furthermore experiments are carried in order to analyse deeper velocity profiles, to
which pressure ones are linked, entrainment of snow, from which the volumes involved
depend as well as the pressure behaviour. In fact pressure values evolve in time, in
space and change with the obstacle shape. Experimental studies are made in real
avalanches scale in the test sites, or in reduced scale in laboratory chutes.
Real scale test sites
In Europe several test sites at real scale are present to study the avalanche dynamics
and interaction with structures. They allow to study into detail physical dynam-
ics processes (as erosion and deposition, powder formation. . .) and, consequently, to
validate and calibrate dynamics models. They are (for a comprehensive review see
[115, 119]): Col du Lautaret (Fig. 1.11.a) and Taconnaz in France (Fig. 1.11.b), Núri-
ain Spain, Ryggfonn in Norway, Vallée de la Sionne (Fig. 1.11.c,d), Val Medel and
Mettlenruns in Switzerland, Monte Pizzac [188] in Italy, Großer Gröben and Schnan-
nerbach in Austria, Flateyri in Iceland.
At present, only few of them are still operative. In Fig. 1.10 some of the peculiari-
ties of some of these test sites are reported [12, 37, 103, 157, 173, 197, 200]. The steps
to follow in order to instrument a test site (the individuation of the site, the choice of
the instrumented obstacle and the procedures to follow during the experiments) for
the study of the dynamics and of the interaction between an avalanche and a structure
are presented in [12].
The avalanche impact pressure is measured by means of load transducers or in-
direct methods. The obstacles simulating real building and structures exposed to
avalanche are of different types: beam-supported plates with adjustable height, wedge-
shaped mounds, variable-angle wedge-shaped objects, girder masts, oval-shaped or
circular towers, impact walls, roofs of avalanche shed, power line cables, dams, and
tunnel-bridges with pressure transducers.
Among them the new Italian Seehore test site (see Ch. 4) was equipped, distin-
guishing from the other existing test sites for different aspects:
• the avalanches are of small size, contrarily to the majority of the others sites;
• the obstacle is vertically placed and not perpendicular to the flow;
• the frequency of the events is higher, under favorable meteorological conditions;
• the release processes are studied into detail.
The experiments at real scale, although allow the investigation of the real dynamics
processes, have the disadvantage to be expensive, to have a complex logistics, and
to be meteorological condition dependent. Besides due to the variability and the
complexity of the snow, and to the destructive effects of the avalanche, it is difficult
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Figure 1.10: Peculiarities of some existant test sites, data from [12, 119]
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[a] [b]
[c] [d]
Figure 1.11: [a] Col du Lautaret: one of the two obstacle devices. [b] Taconnaz test
site: the dam, the braking mounds and a damaged deflecting wall. [c] Vallée de la
Sionne: avalanche path and bunker for observations. [d] Vallée de la Sionne: some
obstacles. Photos E. Bovet.
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to achieve systematic measurements. To avoid such problems experiments at small
scale are done. An additional positive point in laboratory the initial conditions are
controllable and tests are reproducible.
Small scale laboratory experiments
Small scale laboratory experiments (for details see [119]) can be done with granular
flows (as at Bristol (UK), Grenoble-IRSTEA (F), Pavia(I), Reykjavík (IS), Rutschbahn
(CH)), suspension flows (Grenoble-IRSTEA (F), Zurich-VAW-ETHZ (CH) or with
snow flows (Col du Lac Blanc- IRSTEA (F) and Weisslfuhjoch (CH)).
For instance in the Weisslfuhjoch chute (Fig. 1.12.a), 34 m long and 2.5 m wide,
up to 25 m3 snow are released. The chute is equipped with velocity (Fig. 1.12.b)
and force measurement devices. Many studies (for instance [116, 123, 124, 168, 201])
are done concerning impact force on retarding walls, snow retention capacity of rigid
avalanche defence structures and snow nets, test on sensors for the measurement of
velocity and density, basal friction, velocity profiles and the rheology of snow. In
particular a detailed study concerning the velocity profile will be done in Sec. 2.1.3.
[a] [b]
Figure 1.12: [a] The chute at Weissfluchjoch (CH) of the SLF and [b] its velocity
sensors. Photos E. Bovet.
However, in order to extrapolate the results obtained in small scale to the real
one, a dimensionless analysis (see Sec. 1.3.1) has to been carried. Unfortunately
it is difficult to find a material able to respect all the similarity criteria with the
consequence that is questionable to extrapolate results to different scales [200]. Full-
scale experiments are therefore always necessary to validate small-scale experiments
as well as numerical models of avalanche dynamics.
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1.2.3 Analytical and numerical approaches
Analytical laws are proposed basing on the analogies with fluids [118], granular ma-
terials [58, 88, 89] or projectiles [108]. The interaction between avalanches and struc-
tures is modeled thanks to numerical techniques [166], as the FEM (Finite Element
Method) [39, 45] or the VOF (Volume Of Fluid) method [62]. The DEM (Discrete
Element Method) can be used to investigate basic physical processes at small-scale
[88, 94, 95]. The results can be combined with full-scale terrain observations [46, 153]
or with laboratory experiments [89, 105, 153, 156, 198, 199]. A summary of the ex-
isting models is proposed, based on the European report [109] (see the bibliography
within for major details on each model developed until 1998 describing the avalanche
dynamics).
State of the art: empirical models
The empirical models are based on statistical elaboration of data, without taking
into account the physics of the problem (see [25, 109] and the bibliography within
for an exhaustive state of the art). The advantages of the empirical models are the
simplicity in use to estimate the runout distance and that the existence of uncertainly
in measurements and modeling of physical processed is known and can be quantified.
The disadvantages are to regardless of the physics problem and to not determine
velocity, flow depth and pressure.
Such methods allow the determination of the runout distance through a regressive
analysis (topographical-statistical models) or through the nearest neighbors method
(comparative models).
The topographical-statistical models contain both the regressive and the in-
ferential models. The first ones are based on statistical regressions, in which the
maximum runout distance is related to topographical peculiarities of the avalanche
path, as the total height difference between the starting point and the lowest point
or the curvature of the avalanche path. In particular the αβ-model relates the incli-
nation of the total avalanche path α to the slope β, between starting zone and the
point of 10◦ inclination along terrain profile, with a linear law [18, 135]:
α = mβ + c. (1.6)
Applications on Italian cases studies are done too [29, 40, 56].
The second ones are based on the adaptation of distribution probability laws to
sample runout distances [147]. In particular the additional term δ, defined as the
angle of the runout zone (between β and α points), is added. On the basis of the
acceptable risk, it is used for land-use planning purposes by defining the probability
of non-exceed (having an Extreme Value Type I or Gumbel distribution) a specified
value of the runout ratio:
RR =
tanβ − tanα
tanα− tan δ . (1.7)
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In the comparative laws a multi-variate statistic is used. The nearest neighbors
method consists on finding the similarities between two or more paths considering
the meteorological situations too. A multi-dimensional space, containing the relevant
parameters for the prediction of the dependent variable (i.e. runout distance), is
coupled to a table of known values for the dependent variable. Hence, knowing the
independent variable, the prediction of the dependent one can be made searching the
nearest neighbor in this space [109].
Finally some models evaluate the risk to people inhabiting structures in avalanche-
prone terrain, based on historical information too [109]. Risk is defined as the product
of the encounter probability (the temporal and spatial excess probability of avalanch-
ing as a function of the location), the exposure (time that people or object are under
threat) and vulnerability (damage that is caused to the exposed people or objects).
State of the art: dynamical models
The dynamical models, on the contrary, are based on the physics of the processes
and allow to determinate, for instance, the velocity and the flow depth. The first
dynamics models were developed in the former Soviet United at the end of years `30,
but translated and thus known to the rest of Europe only at the end of the `90 [182].
Hence, Voellmy [208] is often considered the first to study avalanche dynamics.
Models can have different dimensions. Let underline that a quasi two-dimensional
model means one-dimensional equation with depth or width averaged, while a quasi
three-dimensional model means a one-dimensional model with weight and height
averaged, or a two-dimensional model with averaged height.
At the time of [109] any models are able to calculate the punctual distribution
of the pressure, and only the Voellmy-Salm-Gubler model [183] is able to give the
pressure on the obstacle.
In the following models for dense, powder avalanches will be presented, as well as
the combination of these. Finally slush models exist too [109].
Before to explain the different avalanche dynamics models, a model describing
the trigger is analysed. A new stress-energetic model for snow avalanche triggering
based on a shear lag model is proposed by [59, 61]. The model is extended through
two different approaches to identify the failure condition: a tensional approach and
a fracture mechanics one. They suppose the presence of a defect, called the super
weak zone, above the weak layer. In general, shear failure initiates in the weak layer
beneath the slab and then it propagates as a shear fracture within the weak layer.
Hence the avalanche can release only if the energy release rate is larger than the crit-
ical value and the stress at the defect border is larger than the shear strength.
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Dense avalanche models. The dense avalanches can be considered as a sliding
block or a deformable body (see [109] and the bibliography within for an exhaustive
state of the art).
In the sliding block approach, the motion is described for a rigid body on a
linear slope (or a flexible body following the terrain) or for its center of mass using
the conservation of the moment. To contrast the gravitational force, the resistant
force can be expressed as [55, 180]:
R = µN +Bu+ Cu2 (1.8)
that is the sum of a Coulomb term (proportional to the normal force N through the
dry friction term µ), the viscous force Bu and a velocity squared term similar to the
Chezy resistance for turbulent water flow in open channels (in many models C is a
function of ξ, well described later). The viscous force is often neglected [167, 208], even
if [159] show its importance expecially in the boundary shear-layer near the bottom,
on the basis of the velocity profiles. µ can be constant [54] or velocity dependent too
[147, 159]. For practical use the sliding blocks models were used following for instance
the procedures in [183], even if more complex models, as AVAL-1D [34, 63, 190]
supplanted it. The combination of the two terms µN + Cu2 is now known as a
Voellmy fluid.
The motion can be also described through the energy conservation among the
kinetic, potential and losses of energy which occur [127].
A centre-of-mass model for avalanche motion on deflecting dam is proposed by
[113]. Using a simplified geometry for the dam the influence of impact velocity, run-
up height, terrain slope angle, dam configuration and orientation is studied. The
effects of energy loss due to impact may be investigated too.
The avalanche can be considered a deformable body. The flowing snow is a
continuum medium that can be considered [109] a fluid subjected to hydraulics laws,
a granular material or a block series [111].
The hydraulic laws are based on the shallow water equations (also called Saint
Venant equations). It is assumed, in fact, that the avalanche flow depth is small in
comparison to the sliding extent of the avalanche with the consequence that the model
is depth averaged. Hence no information on the velocity or pressure profiles along the
avalanche depth can be investigated.
Firstly the attention is focused on the RAMMS model, since applied in Sec. 5.1.4
and Sec. 5.2. RAMMS is developed by the WSL-SLF of Davos (CH), as an evolution
of the AVAL-1D [34, 63, 190], no more described here. Avalanche is considered a
unsteady and non-uniform motion with varying mean velocity U(x, y, t) and height
h. The depth averaged mass and momentum balance equations are [30, 31, 32, 66, 65]:
∂t(h) + ∂x(hUx) + ∂y(hUy) = Q˙(x, y, t)
∂t(hUx) + ∂x(hU
2
x + gz
h2
2 ) + ∂y(hUxUy) = Gx − Sx
∂t(hUyx) + ∂x(hUxUy) + ∂y(yhU
2
y + ka/p
h2
2 ) = Gy − Sy
(1.9)
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to which an additional equation accounting for the random kinetic energy R(x, y, t) =
1
h
∫ h
0
1
2 [u
2
x + u
2
y + u
2
z] associated with particle velocity fluctuations (ux, uy and uz) is
added:
∂t(hR) + ∂x(hRUx) + ∂y(hRUy) = α(SU˙)− β(Rh) (1.10)
Gx = gxh and Gy = gyh are the driving, gravitational acceleration, S = (Sx, Sy)′ is
the friction:
Sx =
Ux
||U || [µ(R)gzh+
g||U ||2
ξ(R) ]
Sy =
Uy
||U || [µ(R)gzh+
g||U ||2
ξ(R) ]
(1.11)
The Voellmy frictions µ and ξ coefficients are reduced with R as the following:
µ(R) = µ0 exp(− RR0 )
ξ(R) = ξ0 exp(− RR0 )
(1.12)
with µ(R = 0) = µ0 and ξ(R = 0) = ξ0. α(SU˙) represents the production of
fluctuation energy and −β(Rh) its decay. Snow is entrained at a rate of Q˙(x, y, t) =
ρi
ρ κiU until no more snow can be entrained. Hence Q˙(x, y, t) depends on the mean
velocity U =
√
U2x + U
2
y , the density of the avalanche ρ and the density of the layer
i eroded through a dimensionless entrainment coefficient κi. κi = 0.8 − 1 allows to
describe the ploughing or the frontal erosion [102], producing large flow height at
the avalanche head, while smaller values (less than 0.5) represent the basal erosion
[30, 66, 65]. Conversely, snow deposition, that occurs when the mean velocity is zero, is
modeled starting from the consideration that avalanches have different flow regimes
at the front and at the tail suggesting a position-dependent frictional component.
As the random kinetic energy decreases towards the tail, friction increases, causing
avalanches to deposit mass and stop even on steep slopes. Some application of the
model are present in [57, 64, 139].
The NIS model [161, 162], proposed by Norem, Irgens and Schieldrop, considers
the avalanche a material with constitutive relations including the viscosity and visco-
elasticity of a CriminaleEricksenFilbey fluid [70], combined with plasticity for a
cohesive material:
τxz = a+ bp
k
e + ρmγ˙
n (1.13)
σx = −(pe + pu)− ρ(ν1 − ν2)γ˙n (1.14)
σy = −(pe + pu)− ρν2γ˙n (1.15)
σz = −(pe + pu) (1.16)
τyz = τyx = 0 (1.17)
with pe the effective pressure, pu the pore pressure, ρ the density, ν1 and ν2 the normal
stress viscosities, m the shear stress viscosity, γ˙ the shear velocity, a the cohesion, b
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the dry friction coefficient and n=2 for inertial regime avalanches. Since the shear
stress is not zero, the vertical velocity profile is not constant. In particular the ratio
between the velocity at the base u0 and at the top surface uh of the flow of height h
depends on the ground roughness through the coefficient of viscous sliding s:
uh
u0
=
[
1 +
2h
3
√
s
ρ(m− bν2)
]
> 1 (1.18)
Other examples of depth-averaged models are the Italian VARA [25] and the model
of the Moscow State University [109].
Some models consider avalanche a granular material, cohesionless, incompress-
ible and subjected to the Coulomb internal friction, as in the Savage-Hutter model
[79, 184, 209]. Their depth-averaged equations, here reported in the 1-dimensional
form for simplicity, are:
∂h
∂t
+
∂
∂x
(hu) = 0
∂u
∂t
+ u
∂u
∂x
= sin ζ − tan δsgn(u)(cos ζ + λκu2)− Kap cos ζ ∂h
∂x
(1.19)
with h and u the height and velocity of the flow, ζ the slope angle, δ the non-constant
bed friction angle, λ the ratio between the longitudinal length scale and the scale for
the radius of curvature of the bed profile, κ the curvature, Kap the earth pressure
coefficient and  the ratio between the depth scale and the longitudinal length scale.
As a consequence of internal friction, longitudinal active and passive stresses in the
avalanche body are present [180]. Body is rigid and cannot deform until stresses are
lower than a critical value, since a MohrCoulomb yield condition is supposed. When
velocity gradients reach the critical value, deformation takes place: an elongation
(active state) with increasing speed, and a compression (passive state) with decreasing
speed.
Barpi and Borri Brunetto applied the Cellular Automata to describe the avalanche
motion in three dimensions [28]. The avalanche is divided into small regular elements
(cells or elementary automata) interacting by simple laws, obtaining a reduction from
a computational point of view. The erosion occurs if the impact pressure of the
avalanche leading edge is larger than the strength of the layer. The deposition is
possible only when its kinetic energy falls below a threshold value. Each cells is
characterised by different heights: non-erodible height (i.e. altitude of the ground),
erodible heights (i.e. snow cover layers), flow height, kinetic head (i.e. height cor-
responding to the kinetic energy per unit of weight of the snow material associated
to the cell). From each cell the flow can go to the neighboring cells, leading to vari-
ation of their height. The motion is then modeled assuming that the whole system
tends to a configuration of maximum stability. The capabilities of the model are
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shown simulating documented avalanches that occurred in Susa valley (Western Ital-
ian Alps). Using a digital terrain model, the model is able to reproduce the correct
three-dimensional avalanche path and the deposit volume.
The Smoothed Particles Hydrodynamics (SPH) is applied to the avalanche dy-
namics too [96]. This technique, similarly to the MPS (moving-particle semi-implicit)
method [165], is based on the transformation of the mesh in particles (Fig. 1.13).
The input parameters are the terrain topography and the release volume. Snow is
considered a granular material, modeled as a incompressible continuum medium, char-
acterised by density, viscosity and shear modulus. A coulomb friction is introduced.
The model is compared with experimental data collected at the Seehore test site (see
Ch. 4), in particular considering the front velocity, the impact pressure and the runout
distance. Finally considerations on the velocity profile are done.
Figure 1.13: The deposition zone after the impact against the obstacle at the Seehore
test site modeled with the SPH method, from [96].
Powder avalanche models. The powder snow avalanche can be modeled as a
block, a density current or a biphase current (see [109] and the bibliography within
for an exhaustive state of the art).
Density current models are based on local balances of total mass and linear
momentum. They are often integrated over the current height, or on each layer. In
a binary description, mass and momentum balances are formulated for each of the
phases and their interaction is accounted for by the mutual interaction force. The
interaction must be prescribed by a constitutive relation. An intermediate approach
is to consider separate mass balances for snow and air, but only one momentum
balance for the mixture. Extra diffusive and advection terms can be incorporated in
the snow mass and mixture momentum balances to approximately describe the effects
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of relative motion. Since powder-snow avalanches are highly turbulent, the equations
have to be time averaged and closed by a turbulence closure model, e.g. a k− model.
A steady flow condition is often supposed and a set of ordinary differential equations
involving variations in the direction of the flow is derived.
In the block models the powder avalanche is treated as a mass point described
by ordinary differential equations at which additional equations for the size change are
specified. In such zero-dimensional models, the centre-of-mass (or front) of coordinate
x(t) is the basic dynamical variable from which the velocity is derived. On the contrary
in models describing the avalanche as a flow, the basic dynamical variable is the
velocity and the coordinate x plays the role of a parameter like the time. Nevertheless,
for practical applications the recent numerical models for powder snow avalanches
seem now to be able to reasonably simulate runout zones and stagnation pressure
distributions.
The AVAER model can be applied only if the powder part is independent from the
dense core. It derives from laboratory experiments done using water and water with
salt [36, 202] or with powder in order to simulate the powder of an avalanche. The
avalanche maintains its semi-ellipsoidal shape, while length, height and width growing
due to air entrainment. The mass balance takes into account air entrainment, while
the snow entrainment is specified by the user. Rastello [174] proposed a simplified
model that gives analytical solutions for the velocity, volume and density. The eroded
snow is a percentage of the snow cover. This model is implemented using the fuzzy
logic too [27]. Giving a predetermined degree of variation, or fuzziness, in model
parameters (as volume, difference between snow density and air density, height of
the snow cover, added mass coefficient) it is possible to quantify the influence of
the incertitude on the results of the model (velocity and pressure). In particular the
pressure is the more influenced parameter by the imprecision in the input parameters.
Besides, Kulikovskiy and Sveshnikova [109] consider the powder avalanche as a
cloud of prescribed geometrical form, that changes during the motion. Fukushima
and Parker [109] model the cloud as an elliptic half cylinder in which the ratio be-
tween length and the height are dependent on the slope angle. Other models are based
on the similarity with submarine turbidity currents, as in [100]. There the body of the
avalanche rather its head is described through four equations (the conservation equa-
tions of fluid mass, snow-particle mass, momentum of the cloud and kinetic energy of
the turbulence). SL-1D describes the avalanche through the saltation and suspension
layers [114]. The suspension layer is described thanks to balance equations for air
mass, snow mass, total momentum, turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation. In the
saltation layer the air mass and momentum are neglected while the snow mass and
momentum are solved. The height of the saltation layer is proportional to the velocity
squared.
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Coupled models. Coupled models are used to describe the dense and the powder
part of the avalanche [203, 204] (see [109] and the bibliography within for an exhaustive
state of the art). The SL-1D model can be coupled to a model for the dense layer
giving a complete coupled model [114]. The Russian quasi two-dimensional coupled
model [109] considers the avalanche as two layers: a dense layer underneath a powder
one, interacting with each other. The velocity and the density are averaged over the
thickness of the layer, as in the hydraulic approach.
The Naaim's quasi three-dimensional coupled avalanche model [155] simulates the
dense part as a granular dense flow using the shallow water equations. The friction
term τ allows to describe different rheological behaviour, as the Bingham fluids, the
granular ones and the Voellmy fluids. The balance of mass and momentum read:
∂
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(1.20)
where h is the flow depth, u = (u, v)′ is the velocity, θx and θy are the terrain slope
angle in the x and y directions, k is the active or passive earth pressure coefficient.
The powder part [155] is supposed to be a two-phases flow formed by air and snow
particles in suspension, subjected to the gravity. Mass and momentum conservations
are considered separately for each phase (air and particle). The model is based on the
classical k −  model. The erosion occurs only when a threshold value is overcame.
Under this value deposition occurs.
Models for entrainment
Different approaches are used for the entrainment. In this section only some of them
are reported: see [23, 83, 102] for an exhaustive state of the art. For instance Maeno
and Nishimura [159, 109] consider the entrainment rate α dependent on the velocity
α = α∞(1− exp(−u/um)) (1.21)
where α∞ is the rate at large velocity and um is a constant.
Brugnot and Pochat [52] insert the entrainment of snow supposing that a given
snow depth h0, provided by the user in each section, is completely recovered at the
avalanche front level, and not in the avalanche body as it is supposed to be in the
reality. In their model the density ρ varies with the velocity following:
ρ =
ρ0
1 + α(u− uo) (1.22)
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where ρ0 is the density at rest, u0 the threshold velocity at which the density varies
and α the coefficient of variation.
The Hungr 's [111] continuum model, ideated for rapid flow slides, debris flows and
avalanches, considers the flowing mass a series of blocks contacting each other, free
to deform and with a constant volume. Entrainment and deposition are simulated
changing the volume of each boundary and mass block in each time step, in assigned
entrainment or deposition zones along the path, by an amount proportional to the
distance traveled. The rates of deposition and erosion are constant percentages of the
cross-sectional area per unit displacement. However the implementation and results
of the changing mass model are not presented in Hungr's work.
In the model of Briukhanov et al. [51] entrainment at the flow front is modeled as
an hydraulic jump. The boundary between the moving avalanche snow and the static
snow is supposed to be a shock wave perpendicular to the flow. Proper boundary
conditions therefore describe the snow entrainment.
Grigorian and Ostroumov [23, 106] proposed a gradual entrainment from the bed,
assuming that the boundary of the moving avalanche and the undisturbed snow cover
is a compressive shock wave (inclined to the bed), in which the snowpack is destructed
and involved into the motion. The quantity of eroded snow is proportional to the load
p (sum of hydrostatic and dynamic pressure) generated by the moving snow on the
static snow. In the model the compression of the eroded snow is taken into account.
This theory is applied by [190] who include entrainment in a depth-averaged numerical
avalanche dynamics model and back-calculate some well documented avalanche events
of the Monte Pizzac and Vallée de la Sionne test sites. The erodible snow is constituted
by several layers with different densities and heights. The entrainment friction is
considered to be negligible in comparison to the other friction sources.
Eglit [81] models the avalanche as two layers: a lower dense layer (with density ρ1
and velocity u1) and an upper powder one (with density ρ2 and velocity u2). Mass is
exchanged between these two components and between the dense/powder parts and
the underlying snowcover (with density ρ0). The volume exchange rate between the
dense layer and the snowpack is proportional to |u1| ρ1ρ0ρ1+ρ0 while the volume exchange
rate between the powder part and the static snow is proportional to |u2| ρ2ρ0ρ2+ρ0 .
Naaim et al. [153] consider avalanches a cold, dry and cohesion-less gravitational
granular flow. Hence they apply the shallow water theory to granular flow by Sav-
age and Hutter. Their formulation of deposition and erosion processes is based on
properties of the granular flows [155, 169].
The SAMOS model [179] considers both the dense part and the powder part.
Separate models for the layers are employed. For the dense core a two-dimensional
shallow-water model with a Mohr-Coulomb-like fluid is used. The powder part is con-
sidered a fluid of variable density, according to the volume fraction of snow particles.
The turbulent friction is taken into account through a standard k −  model. The
models are coupled by an additional transition-method that describes the exchange
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of mass and momentum between the layers. Erosion occurs in the frontal part of
the avalanche and the snow eroded goes partially in the dense layer and in part in
the powder component depending on (i) the ratio between the flow height and the
erodible snow height, (ii) the ratio between the density of the dense flow and of the
erodible snow cover and (iii) the Froude number.
1.3 General notions
In this section the following notation is used: u = |u| is the velocity (depth-averaged
velocity); p the pressure; ρ the density (depth-averaged density); g the gravity ac-
celeration; h and H the flow depth and the obstacle height, respectively; l and D
the avalanche and the obstacle width, respectively; ϕ and ψ the deflecting and slope
angle, respectively.
1.3.1 Dimensional analysis
The procedure to follow to translate the results obtained in a small scale to a real scale
is presented here. In fact, while the geometry may be simply scaled, other parameters,
such as pressure, velocity and type of fluid need to be altered.
Results on small scales are applicable to real scale when the similitude is achieved.
To this aim the following criteria are required: (i) geometric similarity: the model
is scaled; (ii) kinematic similarity: fluid flows have similar streamlines; (iii) dynamic
similarity: ratios of all forces acting on corresponding fluid particles and boundary
surfaces in the two systems are constant.
To obtain a dynamic similitude it is sufficient that all the dimensionless groups are
equal in the small scale situation and in the real one. In the following the dimensionless
analysis is therefore presented.
The physical variables have dimensions, i.e. are measured through basic instru-
ments. The basic instruments necessary to measure all the physical variables identify
the set of fundamental units. For instance, in the International System of Units (SI)
the length, the mass and the time measured respectively in m, kg and s are funda-
mental quantities.
The Buckingham theorem [149] affirms that from m physical variables ex-
pressed as a function of n fundamental independent quantities, m − n independent
dimensionless groups can be formed.
A dimensionless group is not unique, since it can be replaced, for instance, by its
inverse or potence.
Hence, when the set of group is identified, it is not necessary to use the dimen-
sion analysis. The link between the different groups is experimentally established or
defined using physical laws. If only a group is present, it is a constant.
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An example of application of this theory is to consider, like in [149], a submarine
under water. Its velocity is due to the motors force and to the resistance (Dr) of the
water. Dr is a function of the velocity u of the submarine, as well as of the physics
properties of water (such as the density ρ and the friction, measured through the
viscosity µ), and of the submarine length l. We suppose that all the submarines have
the same shape, in order that all the linear dimensions (diameter,. . .) are proportional
to l. Hence the n = 5 physical variables (Dr, u, ρ, µ and l) are a function of m =
3 fundamental independent quantities (length, mass and time). Consequently the
dimensionless groups are 5− 3 = 2.
A first group can be defined as ρlavbµc corresponding to the SI units:
[kg/m3] · [ma] · [(m/s)b] · [(kg/ms)c] (1.23)
To have a dimensionless value c = −1, b = 1 and a = 1. Therefore the first group is
ρlv/µ. The second group has to be independent from the first one: it is sufficient that
at least one parameter belonging to the first group is not present in the second one.
In our case Dr replaces µ. The second group is hence Drρdleuf , with the exponents
d = −1, e = −2 and f = −2. Therefore it is Dr/ρl2u2.
The physical meaning of the groups is the following. ρlu/µ = Re is the Reynolds
number and can be considered a dimensionless velocity. It appears in mechanics of
fluids in which the inertia and the viscosity of the fluid play an important role. Re
gives a measure of the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces. In practice this number
characterizes different flow regimes, such as laminar or turbulent flow. Dr/ρl2u2 can
be rewritten in function of the area A as Dr/0.5ρu2A = Cd. Cd represents the drag
coefficient and can be considered a dimensionless resistance. Finally giving the Re
the best shape of submarine is the one that minimizes the Cd value.
Avalanche application of the dimensionless analysis
Those concepts can be easily translated into the avalanche interaction with obstacles,
with the only difference that the structure is at rest and the fluid (the avalanche) is
in movement.
In this case the variables are: the velocity u, the density ρ, the height h and the
width l of the avalanche, the height and width of the obstacle H and D, the impact
pressure p (that corresponds to the previous drag resistance Dr). Both H and D are
necessary to study obstacles having different shapes. In addition to the flow height
h the avalanche width l of the avalanche is introduced to distinguish the case of an
impact against a large obstacle (where the avalanche width l is of the same order of
the obstacle width D) from an impact against a small one.
Hence we have m = 7 physical variables expressed in the n = 3 fundamental
quantities. Therefore 4 groups are necessary. The first one is uahb with a = 1, b = 1/2.
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Introducing the gravity acceleration g it becomes the Froude number:
Fr = u/
√
gh (1.24)
that is the ratio between the kinetic energy and the potential one. In the second
group there are p, ρ and u obtaining the drag coefficient:
Cd =
2p
ρu2
(1.25)
The third group is the ratio D/l, that indicates if the obstacle is small or large in
comparison to the flow.
Finally the fourth group is the aspect number:
Aobs = H/h (1.26)
defined as the ratio between the obstacle height H and the flow depth h.
Finally let note that the definition of these 4 groups is valid for the inertial regime
(in which Fr  1), hence in the gravitational regime (Fr  1) the pressure is not
p = 12Cdρv
2 but p = ζρgh, see Sec. 1.4). In this case the group Cd should be replaced
by ζ = pρgh .
For instance, on the basis of the Fr and Aobs number, [91] distinguish the for-
mation of an upstream granular jump, from a downstream jet and from an upstream
dead zone.
Let note that in the case in which the viscosity µ of the avalanche is considered,
since an additional variable is introduced, the new group Reynolds number:
Re = ρDu/µ (1.27)
has to be introduced. A simple relationship links Re to the Fr number:
Fr =
u
(gh)1/2
=
uh
µ
µ
g1/2h3/2
= Re
µ
g1/2h3/2
(1.28)
If usually in the common avalanche models present in the literature the viscosity of
avalanche is neglected, in the new model presented in Ch. 2 it is present. Hence the
Re number should be taken into account too.
In the interaction between avalanches and obstacles other dimensionless numbers
can be used like the Froude number of the obstacle Frobs = u/
√
gH, that is linked,
for large obstacles, to the previous dimensionless numbers:
Fr2obs = Fr
2 1
H/h
(1.29)
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In the following the slope corrected Froude number:
Fr∗ = u/
√
gh cosψ (1.30)
that takes into account of the slope ψ will be used too, as well as the ratio D/h in
the case of small obstacles.
For small-scale powder avalanche, in addition to the Re number other possible
groups as (i) the densimetric Froude number Frd = u√ ρ−ρref
ρref
gh
, (ii) the density ratio
ρ−ρref
ρref
are used, where ρ is the aerosol density and ρref is the ambient fluid density,
and (iii) the velocity ratio
u
ucp
between the avalanche velocity u and the particles
chute speed ucp [87].
To conclude, to translate the concepts obtained by laboratory experiments to the
real scale avalanches all the dimensionless groups has to be conserved, in order to
obtain a perfect similitude. Unfortunately, it is often impossible to achieve strict
similitude [131]. In these cases some aspects of similitude may be neglected, focusing
on only the most important parameters. For instance, in granular experiments a
geometrical similitude criterion used is that based on the ratio between the flow
height h and the diameters of the grains in the flow dg. However this criterion is not
always satisfied, since usually the real avalanches, especially those of dry snow, have
the ratio h/dd more bigger than that of the granular experiment.
1.4 Influence of avalanche kind
Considering the avalanche an homogenous fluid, the equation of the conservation of
the momentum in its integral form (V is the control volume) is given by [16]:∫
V
∂ρu
∂t
dV +
∫
∂V
(ρuu− p1 + σ) · ndA =
∫
V
pgdV (1.31)
That is the velocity variation is given by the difference between the gravitational term
and the flux of ρuu − p1 + σ through ∂V. If the surface ∂V contains the obstacle
surface ∂O, the force exerted on the obstacle is given by:
F =
∫
∂O
(ρuu− p1 + σ) · ndA (1.32)
Consequently three contributions are present [16]:
• kinetic term: even if it is possible to find the magnitude order of |u| and of ρ it
is difficult to calculate the kinetic tensor;
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• pressure: it is possible to calculate it for a permanent and uniform regime and
for a fixed geometry;
• the stresses generated inside the fluid (τ = σ · n): the behaviour law of the
sliding snow are not well known.
Since these terms have not the same magnitude order, it is possible to distinguish,
thanks to the Froude number definition, three different regimes [16]:
inertial regime: Fr  1: ρu2  −p+ τ , (where u = |u| and τ = σ · n) that means
the kinetic terms is preponderant, for instance, to the friction with the soil. For
this kind of regime, the avalanche is assimilated to a perfect fluid. The aerosol
avalanches and the very fast dense dry avalanches can be considered in this
class. The obstacle can be easily surrounded by the top or by the side. The
pressure depends essentially on the velocity and on the density (p = 12Cdρu
2).
More details will be done in Sec. 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8. The pressures generated are
not always catastrophic [16]. Since the velocity depends on the flow depth and
on the slope, the Froude number is independent on the velocity and on the flow
depth, but only depending on the slope, on the fluid rheology and on the limit
conditions [87]. A shear velocity profile is found in this supercritical regime
[195].
gravitational regime: Fr  1: ρu2  −p+ τ , that means the snow rheology and
the boundary conditions (for instance if there is a slip or a no-slip condition
along the obstacle) play the most important role [16]. In this regime the flow
is very slow and quasi static, and can be considered a granular flow. Since
in this situation the avalanche is similar to a very viscous fluid, the wet-snow
avalanches in the deposit area can be considered in this class, but also, under
certain circumstances (low velocity), the tail of dry snow avalanches [195]. The
obstacle can stop the snow, as well as it can create a dead zone after it, as
well as it can be submerged by a succession of snow waves. The destructive
effect is linked to the moving mass (even several meters of deposits (h) can
occur): p = ζρgh. For details see Sec. 1.4.1 and 1.4.2. Hence the main role is
played by the height and the inclination, and not by the velocity. The pressure
magnitude order is lower than this of the inertial regime. The friction force is
proportional to the avalanche weight, and consequently to the flow depth. A
plug flow velocity profile is found in this subcritical regime [195].
intermediate regime [87]: Fr ' 1: the basal friction depends on the square of the
velocity, typical of the inertial regime, and a constraint linked to the flow depth,
typical of the gravitational one. The Froude number is relied to the flow depth.
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1.4.1 Design of protection dams impacted by a slow regime
(gravity) avalanche
A particular case of the gravity regime is due by wet-snow avalanches. In fact they
are characterised by a slower velocity and a higher flow depth giving a low Froude
number. Their particular behaviors, even if they are not quantitatively described,
should be considered during the dam design (see [117] and the bibliography therein).
Their slow velocities have as consequence that the avalanche follows more the
terrain morphology and even a little obstruction can deviate the flow, making the
direction unpredictable with possible negative consequences particularly at the lower
end of the dams. Besides, the storage volume (since the snow is piled up), as well
as the deposit depth, are more important factors than the velocity for the design
purpose. If multiple events occur, the storage space has to be calculated as twice the
volume of the maximum avalanche. In addition wet avalanches can carry rocks and
large quantities of loose materials. The ploughing and the compression of snow are
preponderant on the entrainment process. Sometimes their boundaries are distinct,
in other cases they can widen laterally. Finally, due to the large friction angle, the
accumulation can occur at the terrain above 25◦.
1.4.2 Wet avalanches: the Mohr-Coulomb criterion applica-
tion
The approach proposed by [26] can be used in order to estimate the pressure of
a wet avalanche acting on an obstacle. The model proposed in [26] is based on a
theory concerning the formation and destruction of chains of stress around structures
in wet snow avalanches [192, 196]. For Froude numbers less than 1 the pressure
is not significantly velocity dependent, even if practitioners use the same formula
(Eq. 1.41) used for the inertial regime as there is no established alternative. Recently
[103] show that the Bernoulli formula underestimates the impact pressure in the case
of the gravitational regime [196]. In wet avalanches the pressure linearly increase
with the depth (p = ζρgh, with ζ a fitting parameter) and it is about eight times
larger than the hydrostatic snow pressure. In addition the amplitude of pressure
fluctuations increases with flow depth in wet dense avalanches, while the dry ones
have the opposite behavior. The drag force is originated from a distribution of force
chains that depart from the object and disperse into the bulk. The fluctuations arise
from the formation and rupture of these chains. [192] expect that ζ is lower for larger
obstacle diameter. For densities above a minimum threshold value, force chains evolve
and pressure increases with density.
At a macroscopic scale, such mechanism is explained by a shear failure occur-
ring between freely flowing snow and a packed snow dead-zone volume against the
structure, according to a MohrCoulomb failure criterion.
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According to [192] the pressure can be calculated as:
p = ζρgh (1.33)
where ζ is an empirical parameter, g is the gravity acceleration, ρ and h are the
avalanche density and flow height. In order to estimate ζ the following theory is
presented.
Thanks to the linearity of Eq. 1.33 the MohrCoulomb shear failure criterion,
where the yield shear stress depends on the normal pressure, can be used. The
avalanche forms shear failure surfaces between freely flowing snow and a confined
snow volume against the obstacle.
[a] [b]
[c] [d]
Figure 1.14: [a] Failure surface orientation. [b] Passive pressure at failure given by
the MohrCoulomb criterion. [c] Snow deposited on the sensor surface: [d] cantilever
sensor, from [26].
The failure surfaces and their directions (defined through the angle α) are related
to the internal friction angle of the material φ (Fig. 1.14) through: α = pi/4 − φ/2.
This surface depends on the properties of the snow and on the structure geometry.
The yield stress of snow is reached on such failure surfaces and represents the
macroscopic threshold force necessary to break the microscopic chain forces between
snow particles [192].
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The Mohr-Coulomb approach, known as yield-line theory, is commonly used to
estimate the limit-load of structures or soils. Soil mechanics approaches have already
been applied to avalanche sciences [79].
We consider a general case in which a wall is pushed slowly against the snow in
the horizontal direction until snow failure. The horizontal pressure σh (named the
passive lateral earth pressure) is proportional to the vertical pressure σv at the same
point through the HPEP coefficient Kp:
Kp = σh/σv (1.34)
The passive pressure σh corresponds to an upper equilibrium on Mohr's circle.
The shear stress τ on an arbitrary surface in the snow is assumed to be limited by
the Mohr Coulomb failure criterion (the soil mechanics formalism is used in coherence
with [192]):
τ < c+ σn tanφ (1.35)
where c denotes the cohesion. The passive earth pressure coefficient Kp is given [192]:
Kp =
cos2 φ
cos δ[1−√sin(δ + φ) sinφ/cosδ] (1.36)
and σh is equal to [192]:
σh = Kpσv + 2c
√
Kp(1 + cw/c) = Kpσv +Kpcc (1.37)
where cw represents the friction forces.
[26] assume that a dead zone forms locally against the obstacle and that its incli-
nation follows the failure surfaces (related to α). The impact pressure is then found
by Eq. 1.38:
p = σh = K
′
pρgz +K
′
pcc (1.38)
since σv = ρgz. The local HPEP coefficients K ′p and K
′
pc are introduced taking into
account the obstacle geometry and the corresponding snow deposit having a dihedral
shape [26]:
K ′p = Kp
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K ′pc = cKpc
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(
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h
w
)
cotα (1.40)
where h is the structure height, w its width, e its thickness and µ is the Coulomb
sliding friction coefficient.
From Eq. 1.33, the empirical coefficient ζ is equal to K ′p.
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1.5 Influence of size
Size obstacle influence
In addition, also the dimension of the obstacle can influence the impact pressure. For
instance, a small obstacle size (as a pylon, masts of electrical power lines, ski lift,
cable cars, a little breaking mound) does not modify significantly the flow velocity,
direction and depth. The impact pressure, if the flow is inertial, can be calculated
by p ∝ ρu2/2. On the contrary, a large obstacle (as a wall, a house, a dam, a big
breaking mound) can modify and stop the flow, and consequently the velocity field
(for instance the flow direction) and the pressure [16]. For instance, for a deflecting
dam, for high values of the Froude number (Fr ≥ √2/ cosϕ) [16], the avalanche
can overlap the dam. On the contrary, for lower values of the Froude number, the
avalanche is deflected. Consequently the impinging pressure has to be calculated on
the two phases: the impact (i) with the undisturbed avalanche front and (ii) with
the deviated flow, in which the centrifugal force created by the curvature of the
streamlines, as well as the influence of the deviation angle, have to be taken into
account. The different approaches used for large and small obstacles impacted by an
avalanche in the inertial regime are described in Sec. 1.7 and Sec. 1.8.
In addition, the dimensionless coefficients Cd and ζ depend on the obstacle size
too. For instance, in the inertial regime Cd, deepened in Sec. 1.6.1, decreases when
l/D decreases and it is relied to H/h. In the gravitational regime, ζ is linked to width,
surface properties, morphology and packing of grains, or to width and thickness of
the channel. Besides, ζ depends on h/D, on the internal friction and cohesion of the
flowing material and on the wall friction.
Finally the ratio between the tangential stress and the normal one increases with
smaller obstacles, explained by [196] considering the larger the obstacle the larger the
deposit. The deposit changes the angle of incidence between avalanche and obstacle
increasing the tangential component of the stress.
Size sensors influence
Depending on the size of the sensors different avalanche features can be investigated
[200].
Large scale sensors [103, 128, 196] allow to collect measurements that can be
used to validate models based on fluids mechanics equations for a homogenous and
continuous media, because at such scale the avalanche has those properties. Since the
values of the pressure are integrated on the whole surface of the obstacle, information
concerning the spatial variability of pressure and, consequently, the internal structure
of the flow is loosen [200].
Large plate gives peak pressures having an order of magnitude lower than this
measured with small cells. The size effect is more pronounced for wet avalanches,
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maybe due to larger particles on average [148].
To this goal small load cells have to be used [122, 130, 148, 160, 163, 185]. Even in
this way, however, there are some disadvantages. Firstly avalanche can't be considered
a continuous flowing medium, since the snow heterogeneities are too big compared to
the scale of measurement, becoming hence questionable a fluid mechanics approach.
Due to this heterogeneity, and in particular to the fact that a sensor can be hit by a
snow block or particles, short and high peak of pressure [148] are measured. If these
values are extrapolated to a large area, the mean pressure is overestimated [148, 196]
if the sensor size is smaller than the particle one. To reach consistency with larger
scale results, the high temporal variations are smoothed with a low pass filter [196].
In particular, the frequency of particles impacts, and consequently, the flow density
decrease rapidly from bottom to the top of the flow [148]. However, for instance in the
Vallée de la Sionne test site, this feature doesn't influence the results, since the most
frequent particle dimensions are comparable with the sensor ones. In fact, because of
the inverse segregation the larger particles are more frequent in the deposition area.
Besides, even when a large particle impact, it fractures transmitting only a part of
the particle impulse.
Secondly, the sensors are located on structures that, to resist to the avalanche
impact have to be of a large size. Consequently they are subjected to the obstacle
effect, like the creation of a stagnation zone and vertical or lateral deviation, present,
for instance, in the granular medium and in the plastic flows too. This mechanism of
snow deposition behind the obstacle can be related to the local avalanche deceleration
[196]. Besides larger the obstacle is more snow is deposited.
A third approach is proposed by [200] who, thanks to a suitable experimental
structure, quantified both the snow-obstacle interaction and the impact pressure (de-
termined from an inverse analysis of the obstacle deformation) at the scale of the
structure. In this way the characteristic of the flow can be derived even consider-
ing the overall response of the structure and consequently with the fluid mechanics
approach.
1.6 Impact pressure calculation
The pressure from avalanche is by nature strongly time-dependent [26, 38, 195, 196,
187] with (i) more or less large fluctuations at high frequency around the mean value,
(ii) the presence of a maximum mean pressure pmax, (iii) the probable occurrence in
some circumstances of several peaks in pressure (pp before the maximum pmax) that
may correspond to various surges, (iv) the possible existence of a residual pressure pres
(generally for large obstacles relatively to the flow size). For an example of the residual
pressure see Sec. 5.4.2. Large fluctuations in the inertial regimes are associated to
single-particles or clusters impacts. In the gravity regime, instead, oscillations are
explained by the formation and rupture of force chains present in the granular media
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and the stick-slip processes among the grains or between grain and obstacles [26, 192].
Finally, spatially fluctuations are recorded on large obstacles [128]. In the following,
we do not consider the spatio-temporal force fluctuations. We will only refer to the
time-averaged pressure.
Generally, for practical design of protection against avalanches, the analogy with
the fluid mechanics is used to calculate the impact pressure as the product between
the dynamic pressure and the drag coefficient Cd [183]:
p =
1
2
Cdρu
2 (1.41)
However, this is only a possible way to calculate the pressure [16]. In fact, the
impact pressure, and consequently its expression, depends on the avalanche kind and
flow regime, on the obstacle dimension and shape and on the relative position of
the obstacle in the confront of the avalanche flow. However, nowadays, the classical
methods do not take into account all these aspects.
Usually, the following simplifications are done [16]. Firstly, the impact dynamic
pressure is related to the static one, in coherence with the Eurocode [7] considering
the static equivalent. Secondly, only pressure mean values are considered. In fact, as
seen before, the signal is very variable (there are peak of pressure of 2-3 times major
than the mean values). Thirdly, fluctuations in flow density are assumed to be small
and have little influence on the motion of the avalanche.
1.6.1 Drag coefficient Cd
The drag coefficient definition derives from the fact that the total drag force on a
body FD is the sum of the pressure drag Fp and the friction drag Ff :
FD = CdA
ρu2∞
2
= Fp + Ff = CpA
ρu2∞
2
+ CfBL
ρu2∞
2
(1.42)
where A is the projected area of the body normal to the flow, u∞ is the flow velocity
upstream the body, L is the length of the surface parallel to the flow and B the
width of the surface. The coefficients Cp and Cf , and consequently Cd too, depend
on the geometry of the body and on factors defining the flow state, as the Froude
and Reynolds numbers. If the flow is around two sides of the body, Ff has to be
multiplied by a factor 2, since Eq. 1.42 gives the drag on only one side of the body.
In addition to the dynamic drag, a static load Fstatic has to be added in the case
of only partly immersed obstacles [117]:
Fstatic = (ρ− ρair)g cosψD (h1 − h2)
2
2
(1.43)
where ρair is the air density, h1 and h2 are the flow depths upstream and downwind
the obstacle and D is the obstacle width across the flow. In these cases, in fact, a
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fluid-free zone, named vacuum area, is developed behind the obstacle. Its depth and
extent depends on properties and velocities of the flow. Fstatic becomes negligible
for Fr∗  1, while for Fr∗ < 1 (as in the snow creep or gliding) dominates the
drag. Remember that Fr∗ is the slope corrected Froude number (see Sec. 1.3.1).
A static load from avalanche deposits continues to be present after the stop of the
avalanche since the cohesive strengths of the avalanche prevent the vacuum behind
from closing. Finally, small obstacles partially submerged have a reduced overall drag
compared with a confined setting due to the increased possibility of the material to
flow around the obstacle [117].
Cd depends on obstacle dimension and shape as well as on the kind of snow. For
instance masts hit by a powder part or fluidised layer (saltation) have Cd varying
among 1, 1.5 and 2 according to the geometry shape (circular, triangular and squared
respectively). For a dry dense avalanche the difference is for a circular shape in
which Cd = 1.5. The values grow for a wet dense avalanche: 3 − 5 for a circular
shape, 3 − 6 for a triangular one and 4 − 6 for a squared one, as recommended
by [117]. Those values probably overestimate the actual impact pressure for high
velocities, since generally the mean density decreases with increasing of the velocity,
and thus Cd should decrease. However, in combination with ρ=300 kg/m3 they are
a compromise in order to take into account the effects of the snow clods impacts.
Different studies are made experimentally, i.e. [148, 163, 185, 186], finding quite
similar values. For example, from the Ryggfonn (N) data a value of Cd equal to 2.5
for dry-snow avalanches and to 6.3 for wet-snow avalanches is proposed. A different
approach is pursued differentiating the Cd value only on the shape of the masts (1
if circular, 1.5 if triangular and 2 if squared). Finally [183] recommended Cd equal
to 2 for big obstacles and for small rectangular ones, and Cd equal to 1 for small
cylindrical ones with a ρ=300 kg/m3. This value can be increased until 6 for very
small structures.
The difference in the Cd values should be practically translated the preference of
circular shapes to the squared ones: hence a chimney with a circular base should be
preferred.
[195] show a dependence on the flow regime (i.e. slow wet avalanches or fully
fluidized powder flow) too. In particular, like in [200], they suggest that Cd decreases
with increasing Fr. Additional consideration on the drag coefficient are present in
[103].
Furthermore the drag factor can be expressed [200] as the product of two factors:
Cd = CrC0(α) = Cr2(1− cosα) (1.44)
where Cr is the contribution of the flow regime and C0 of the geometry obstacle
through α, that is the half of the angle of the dihedral stagnation zone upward the
obstacle. Thereby, by increasing the angle (due to the formation of the deposit), the
pressure decreases. The same result is noticed by [196]: in the first second there are
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peaks of pressure that are suddenly reduced, because of the snow deposition in front
of the obstacle that partially protects the structure. For a Froude number of 5, the
product CrC0 is close or lower than 2, in good agreement with the Swiss procedure
[200]. Finally
Cr = AFr
−n (1.45)
with A = 10.8, n = 1.3 (fitted values by [200]). Other values for n are found in
Bingham case (n = 2) and in viscoplastic yield-stress fluids (n = 1.7). Finally,
remember that, Eq. 1.41 should be limited to flow regimes with Fr greater than 1.
Granular experiments Granular experiments are made to find the Cd coefficient
too, as in [95, 110].
For instance, [94, 95] use glass beads in a channel 2 m long. Even if the Cd is
generally defined in the steady state, they extent the results to the transient regime
since the time evolution of the different flow characteristics involved is known. To
study the only interaction with the obstacle, a previous simulation (based on the
discrete element method) is carried by [95] to determine the characteristics of the
flow (depth, velocity and density) outside the zone of the obstacle influence. This
latter is estimated as 3.75 times the width of the obstacle from the obstacle. Their
studies concern the influence of the open angle and curvature too. [94, 95] find that
Cd varies with the ratio between the obstacle height and the flow thickness. The
Cd for a frontal obstacle is on average 30% higher than with a 45◦ one. In the 45◦
obstacle, since the grains are deviated, their energy, and by consequence their force,
is less transmitted.
The tallest obstacles have a Cd about 30% more than that had by obstacles with
the height comparable to the flow thickness [94, 110]. For a height of the obstacle
between 0.5 and 3.5 times the flow thickness the variation of the Cd do not depend
on the obstacle shape [94]. The drag coefficient do not vary for obstacles tall more
two times the flow thicknesses. In fact the grains can not jump the obstacle, since
they are sidewards deviated by the obstacle.
The interaction between supercritical granular flow against mast (like those of
electrical power lines, cable cars, ski lifts) is investigated too. Some experiments were
carried out in a chute 7.5 m long and 0.35 m wide of the Hydraulics and environmental
Engineering Department of the University of Pavia. [110] analyse the dependence be-
tween the total force against high rectangular and cylindrical obstacles and the width,
height and shape. Besides they study the height of the run up and the characteristic
of the flow.
The results are similar in the case in which the obstacle is exceeding about 3
times the flow depth [110]: the granular material, thrown upwards and to the sides,
produces an airborne, fan shape stream of material. They show as the run-up and
the throw-height are independent relatively on the width and on the shape of the
structure. Besides the rise in the flow depth and in the load are similar in shape,
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while they disagree in the tail. Finally, for the cylindrical obstacles, the total force is
about 30 % lower than that for the rectangular ones, obtaining a Cd of about 0.7-0.85.
1.6.2 Involved height and height of run up
For the dense component, the height involved Htot in the impact is calculated as the
sum of the snow cover depth (Hs), the avalanche depth (h) and the height of run up
(hr):
Htot = Hs + h+ hr (1.46)
To estimate the run-up several attempts can be applied [92].
Kinetic energy approach
In the first approach, practically used by engineering, the height of run-up derives
from the conversion of the kinetic energy into potential energy:
h+ hr
h
= 1 +
1
2
(Fr∗ sinϕ)2 (1.47)
where ϕ is the angle between the deflector and the flow, Fr∗ =
u√
gh cosψ
, ψ is the
slope angle [92]. In this formulation no energy is lost during the impact. Consequently
hr =
1
2
(u sinϕ)2
g cosψ
(1.48)
By sinϕ is considered only the component of the velocity perpendicular to the flow.
For the details in the Swiss recommended expressions see Sec. 1.7.1 and 1.8.1.
The same concept of the run-up was used by [144] to evaluate how much an
avalanche can climb in the opposite slope depending on the kinetic energy and the
energy dissipated in the impact.
Shock theory approach
The second one is based on the shock theory in the shallow flows and it is relevant for
small-scale laboratory flows of water or granular materials ([92] and the bibliography
within). Thanks to the conservation of mass and momentum the ratio between the
depth h upstream and h+ hr downstream the shock is given by:
h+ hr
h
=
1
2
(
√
1 + 8(Fr∗ sinβ)2 − 1) (1.49)
where β is the shock angle.
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Figure 1.15: Example of a catching dam in Airolo (CH). Photo E. Bovet.
Laboratory chute scale: application. For instance, [92] experimentally study
the maximal flow height using a channel 10 m long and 0.2 m wide putting at the
end a deflector dam. They have two cameras to film the experience, showing two
transient phases (when the front of the snow interacted with the obstacle and when
the flow came to rest) intermediated by a stationary phase, in which the flow depth
is calculated.
In the stationary phase the maximum run-up is higher with higher Froude number,
or for a fixed Froude number, it increases for higher deflecting angle with the obstacle
[92].
Their experimental results are in agreement with the kinetic energy approach,
while are overestimated by the shock theory one [92].
Recent dam approach
Recent studies (see [117] and the bibliography therein) found that the dam height H
(Fig. 1.15), normal to the terrain, is given by:
H = hr + hs, (1.50)
where hr is the run-up of the avalanche and hs is the snow depth upstream of the dam.
In particular the shock dynamics and the necessity to prevent supercritical overflow
are used to derive run-up heights:
hr = max(Hcr + hcr, h2 + ∆Hψ⊥ + ∆Hk), (1.51)
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where:
Hcr + hcr =
h1
k
+
(u1 sinϕ)
2
2g cosψ
k2(1− k−2(Fr⊥)−4/3) (1.52a)
Fr =
u1√
g cosψh1
(1.52b)
Fr⊥ = Fr sinϕ (1.52c){
k = 0.75 for α > 60◦,
k = 0.75 + 0.1(60◦ − α)/30◦ for 30◦ ≤ α ≤ 60◦ (1.52d)
h2 = h1(2
√
(6Fr2⊥ + 4) cos δ + 1))/3 (1.52e)
δ =
1
3
[
pi
2
− tan−1
(
9Fr2⊥ − 8
Fr⊥
√
27(16 + 13Fr2⊥ + 8Fr
4
⊥)
)]
(1.52f)
∆Hψ⊥ =
√
2 tanψ⊥
2Fr cosϕ
ξ (1.52g)
∆Hk =
√
2(u1 cosϕ)
2
2Fr cosϕg cosψRk
ξ (1.52h)
HD =
cosψ − sinϕ sinψ cotα
1− cos2 ϕ sin2 ψ H (1.52i)
u1 and h1 are the velocity and the flow depth at the dam, ϕ is the deflecting angle
(ϕ = 90◦ for a catching dam), k is the momentum loss coefficient (only for dams higher
several times h1), α is the angle of the upper dam side with respect to the terrain,
Hcr is the critical dam height (that is the height at which the avalanche changes from
a supercritical flow state to a subcritical one), hcr is the corresponding critical flow
depth, h2 is the flow depth downstream the shock, ∆Hψ⊥ is the extra deflecting dam
height due to terrain slope towards the dam, ξ is the distance along the dam from
its upstream end, ∆Hk is the extra height due to the centripetal force and occurs for
deflecting dams with a radius of curvature Rk, and HD is the vertical dam height
measured in a vertical cross section normal to the dam axis in an horizontal plane.
Besides ϕ ≤ ϕmax−10◦, with ϕmax = pi2− 2
3/4
Fr1/2
− 21/4
6Fr3/2
otherwise h2 in Eq.(1.52e)
has to be calculated whit ϕ = 90◦. Finally, the possibility of an increased run-out
distance and the lateral spreading for a deflecting dam, as well as the storage volume
for a catching dam have to be considered during the design.
Some practical examples are reported in [12].
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1.7 Loads on large obstacles: walls
1.7.1 Swiss recommendations
Dense flow
As concern large obstacles of heightH [183] the perpendicular pressure pn is calculated
with Cd = 2:
pdn =
1
2
Cdρu
2 sin2 ϕ. (1.53)
The deflection angle ϕ is equal to 90◦ in the case of perpendicular impact. A minimum
of ϕ = 20◦ has to be considered for the edges parallel to the flow. For safety reasons,
ρ=300 kg/m3. The Swiss normative considers that a wall can create a dead zone
downwind, assuming an angle of 20o, while some French technicians rises the angle
to 45o [104]. Besides, note that velocity u is constant along the avalanche depth.
The tangential pressure (pt) is obtained by
pdt = µpdn (1.54)
with µ = 0.3− 0.4 [183].
The impact against a wall can create a vertical pressure, acting for instance against
the advanced roof or a balcony, equal to 0.4 times the reference pressure [80, 104].
The snow deposited on a structures creates a vertical pressure equal to (h−H)ρg.
Finally, the deviation in the vertical plane has to be taken into account too [9, 80].
Eq. 1.48 becomes
hr =
u2
2gλ
. (1.55)
The empirical dissipation coefficient λ depends on the kind of the snow: λ = 1.5 for
dry, mostly fluidised flows, and 2 ≤ λ ≤ 3 for dense flows.
At the heights Hs, h and hr a different load is associated: in the snow cover any
forces are transmitted, in the h the pressure distribution is uniform, while in the hr
it decreases linearly to 0.
Some authors disagree with these rules. For instance [195] recognize that the
load can be transmitted through the snowcover, since a part of the snow-cover can
be entrained by the avalanche. However, to consider a higher snow cover depth
is precautionary since the moments calculated become larger. Besides [196] show as
even if the magnitude of the total force experimentally measured is consistent with the
Swiss procedure, unless a case explained with the flow regime, the load distribution is
quite different. In particular, the lower part is underestimated. In addition avalanche
run-up is not visible, on the contrary of the Swiss procedure [196].
Besides on the whole height of application ha = h+u2/3g, where h is the avalanche
depth and the second term represent the run-up, [16] associate a uniform pressure.
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Table 1.3: Actions on a snow shed [9].
Action Normal to Parallel to
the ground surface the ground surface
Natural snow cover [kN/m2] qnS = γdS cosβ qpS = qnS tanβ
Avalanche deposit [kN/m2] qnA = γdA cosβ qpA = qnA tanβ
Sliding avalanche [kN/m2] qnL = γdL cosβ qpL = µqnL
Deviation force [kN/m2] qnU =
γdLu
2
L sinα
6dLg
qpU = µqnU
Finally, let note that in France [104] the height at which the impact pressure has to
be applied is defined as a fixed value (3m, 4m, 5m) depending on the different French
regions.
Snow sheds. Particular guidelines are defined to determine avalanche actions on
snow sheds [9, 141]. The loads (Tab. 1.3) are calculated in relation to the inclination
β of the snow shed roof and the deviation angle α, that is the difference between
the slope angle and β. In particular the actions due to (i) the natural snow cover,
(ii) the avalanche deposit and (iii) the sliding avalanche have to be calculated, in
both the normal and parallel to the ground surfaces, in function of β. A deviation
force, related to α is added and it becomes bigger close to the deviation point. The
specific weights γ and the friction coefficient µ are defined for different types of snow
and sliding surfaces. dS , dA, dL are the heights of the natural snow cover, avalanche
deposit and sliding flow respectively, uL is the velocity and g=9.81 m/s2.
Several studies are made with granular materials concerning snow sheda. For
instance, [71] analyse the vulnerability of an avalanche protection gallery giving in-
certitudes on some input parameters too. They conclude that a dynamic analysis
is necessary to complement the static analysis, not only for its greater values, but
also to adapt reinforcement rod geometry to dynamic action. The concrete can be
damaged before reaching the static reference load [71]. The vertical pressure Pn and
the tangential one Pt can be calculated by the following :
Pn =
Eh0 sinβ
L
(1.56)
Pt = cPn (1.57)
where E is the dynamic pressure, h0 the avalanche thickness before the break in slope,
L the distance between the avalanche edge and the break in slope, β the deviation
angle between the gallery and the ground slope and c a coefficient varying from 0.3
and 0.4.
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Besides [136] study the snow avalanche loading against a snow shed both in a
real scale and in laboratory with a granular flow. They find that the ratio between
the tangential and normal pressure varies between 0.2 and 0.6. From the laboratory
test they find that the pressure is very high just after the change of the slope and
decreases with the distance, in particular it reaches the hydrostatic pressure when
the ratio between the distance from the change of the slope and the thickness of the
flow is higher than 5. The impact pressure plays a very important role since it can
be 7-10 times greater than the hydrostatic pressure. To have the same damage effect
the static load must be 1.5-1.7 times larger than the maximum value of the dynamic
loading. Consequently, considering the safety coefficients around 2, the dynamic effect
is not critical [136].
Fluidised/saltation layer and powder part
Issler considers the impact pressure:
ppn = fρu
2 sin2 ϕ (1.58)
where f is between 0.5 and 1. It is closer to 1 the higher the velocity u, the deflecting
angle ϕ, the density ρ of the powder part and the particle size within the flow. In
addition, f = 1 is recommended for perpendicular impact. Vertical profiles of pressure
and density are not specified. The density is 10-50 kg/m3 within the saltation layer
and 1-10 kg/m3 in the powder part. The depth of the saltation layer is 1-5 m and
the depth of the powder part several tens of meters.
1.7.2 European recommendations
Since large obstacles make the flow direction, not only a normal force but also a
horizontal and a vertical shear forces are present [117]. The vertical force [208], one
of the major cause for the destruction of buildings, is in the range of 0.3 to 0.5 times
the normal force.
Peak of pressure
To be more precise, Eq. 1.31 and consequently Eq. 1.41 is not true during the first
milliseconds of a vigorous impact. For instance, [130, 185] observed a short peak
pressure ppeak of order of milliseconds, which is several times the base pressure. In
the experiments this peak of pressure is not usually recorded at the initial impact
instant, due to its short duration. However thanks to an inverse analysis, this effect
can be taken into account [38].
As explained in [117], using the impulse force, the difference in pressure ∆p is
given by:
∆p = ρCpsu (1.59)
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where the celerity of the pressure (sonic) wave is Cps ∼ 30 m/s.
Experiments found ppeak/ρu2 ≈ 2.4− 3.3 [185] in agreement with other reported
values. For instance ppeak/ρu2 ≈ 6 for the dry and moist avalanches and ppeak/ρu2 ≈
2.6 for the wet ones [148], equal to 2.46 for [163]. In addition dry avalanches show
higher values of peak of pressure and higher ratio between peak and averaged pressure,
by about a factor 2, then the wet avalanches [148]. In general [82, 129] the ratio
increases when the velocity u1 and the density ρ1 upstream decrease and when the
flow height h1 upstream increases. Wet avalanches have hence a lower peak of pressure
and higher average pressures then dry avalanches for a given speed [148].
Finally, let note that some peaks of pressure, during the motion of the avalanche,
can be also associated with velocity surges, impact of solid debris chunks, peaks in
density, or a combination of these effects [148].
Loading after the initial peak and compressibility of snow
On longer time-scales than the duration of the pressure peak the avalanche, when
meets the obstacle, begins to spread outside ways and splash up and it is prevented
from moving ahead. At the same time, the mixture of air and snow close to the wall
is compressed and stopped. Consequently, the snow is piled up in front of the wall
and a wave propagates upstream through the incoming avalanche with a velocity w.
The wave front is a non material discontinuity. From the jump conditions across the
singularity w can be found:
w ≈ (u1 · n)n
(ρ2h2/ρ1h1)− 1 (1.60)
where the subscript 1 indicates quantities upstream of the shock and 2 denotes quan-
tities on the downstream side. Let note that the ratio ρ2h2/ρ1h1 is larger than 1.
Hence the dynamic impact force becomes:
FIx = ρ1u
2
1
[(
1 +
1
(ρ2h2/ρ1h1)− 1
)
+
1
2Fr21
]
h1b (1.61)
and thus greater than the equation without the snow compression. In particular, for
Fr1 > 2.5, the difference is lower than 25%. For Fr1 > 2 the pressure can be reduced
proportional to h1/h2, due to the increase in flow depth, while for Fr1 < 2 the impact
force should be increased by a factor 1.2, and even more if Fr1 < 1. The densities
and the depths before and after the shock are related each others through the Froude
number. The jump ρ2h2 − ρ1h1 depends on the impact pressure, on the ability of
the avalanche to change direction and to increase its height h2 (for laterally extended
obstacles) and on the compressibility of snow-air mixture:
ρ2
ρ1
(
h2
h1
)2
− h2
h1
− 1 +
(
ρ2
ρ1
h2
h1
)−1
− 2Fr21 = 0 (1.62)
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Snow compressibility
The field measurements around the obstacle of test sites as well around the structures
impacted by avalanches show as the the snow is compressed. Voellmy [208] proposed
the following relationship linking the density ρ to the dynamic overpressure p:
ρ
ρ0
=
1 + pp0
1 + ρ0ρF
p
p0
(1.63)
where ρ0 is the initial density, p0 ≈ 105 Pa is the atmospheric pressure, and ρF is
the upper limit density, depending on the kind of snow (ρF = 600 kg·m−3 for dry
large-grained snow, ρF = 800 kg·m−3 for dry fine-grained snow, ρF = 1000 kg·m−3 for
water-saturated snow). Generally the density is 1.5−3 times ρ0. However, the density
measured can be higher since this compression of snow happens instantaneously with
the consequence that the encapsulated air has not the time to escape during this
compression, but only during the consolidation. [128] found a similar relationship
(with a factor of 2) linking the density before and after the impact of the flowing
avalanche. [129] found that the maximal density increase depends on the velocity and
may be up 2 − 3. Furthermore, the final density ρf , with a maximum of ρf = 600
kg/m3 can be linked to the maximum pressure pmax through the following relationship
[151]:
ρf = ρ0
(
pmax
pmax − u2ρ0
)
(1.64)
Design loads
To design buildings or wall-like structures it is important to estimate the maximum
force F and moment M due to the avalanche. Here the wall is considered wide enough
so that the majority of the avalanche does not flow horizontally around it and it is
at least laterally confined by the neighboring flow. To be applied in the design these
calculated loads have to be multiplied by safety factors [117].
The avalanche expert should decide case-by-case which flow component consider
(Fig. 1.16). For instance, a wet avalanche may not have the powder part.
Pressure transmitted through the snowpack
The pressure is:
ps(z) =
{
pd
z−z0
hs−z0 for z > z0
0 for z ≤ z0 (1.65)
where hs and hd are the heights of the snowpack and of the dense flow, respectively,
z0 = max(hs − 2hd, 0), and pd is the dynamic pressure of the dense flow at the lower
boundary (Eq. 1.67). The total lift force is negligible. In this section static loads
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Figure 1.16: Impact pressure distribution due to an avalanche on a wall in the different
components, from [117].
related to the snow cover on the ground or previous deposit are not taken into account
[117].
Dense flow
A peak value reasonably estimated of ppeak = 3ρ1u21 affecting an area of height h1 has
to be considered, depending on the risk accepted. In addition its pulse in moment
associated, in which the point of attack should be at a minimum distance hs + h1
from the ground, has to be taken into account [117].
After this time of peak pressure, estimated on the order of 0.1 s, the pressure
decreases to the recommended mean values [117]:
Fdx = ρ1u
2
1
[(
1 + 1(ρ2h2/ρ1h1)−1
)
+ 1
2Fr21
]
h1
h2
(zhd − zhs)b
Fdz = c1Fdx
(1.66)
where zhd and zhs are the z-coordinates of the fluid flow and of the snowpack, respec-
tively (see Fig. 1.16), c1 is between 0.1 and 0.6 depending on avalanche type [141, 208]
and ρ1=300 kg/m3 usually. Consequently:
pd ≈ ρ1u21
[(
1 +
1
(ρ2h2/ρ1h1)− 1
)
+
1
2Fr21
]
h1
h2
= ρ1u
2
1
[
f(Fr1) +
1
2Fr21
]
h1
h2
(1.67)
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with f(Fr1) ≈ 1.2 and h2/h1 = 3− 8. The moment about the y-axis is:
Mdy =
zhs + zhd
2
Fdx (1.68)
For the balcony or ledges the vertical forces have to be considered in the moment too.
Fluidised flow or saltation layer
The dynamic pressure is assumed to decrease with increasing height [117]:
pfl = pzhfl + (pd − pzhfl)
(
zhfl − z
zhfl − zhd
)nf
(1.69)
where hhfl = zhd + ce(0.1)u1, 1 < ce < 3, pzhfl = ρe
u21
2 , ρe=15kg/m
3, nf = 1 is
recommended even id nf = 4 was proposed. For the corresponding Fflx, Fflz,Mfly
see [117]. If the avalanche is preceded by a fast moving fluidised head the equations
have to be used with an appropriate ρ1.
Suspension part or powder part
The dynamic pressure rapidly decreases with height from the value of lower boundary
(pd or pfl) to the one of the upper boundary pa [117]:
pp(z) = max
(
pzhfl
(
zhp − z
zhp − zhfl
)3
, pa
)
(1.70)
where pa = ρa
u21
2 , ρa=1.25 kg/m
3 is the air density, the height of the snow cloud
hp = (10
−5s−2)ltracku21 depends on the travel distance along the track ltrack. For the
corresponding Fpx, Fpz and Mpy see [117].
Deflecting angle
If a wall is hit by an avalanche with an angle ϕ, the velocity to be used in the
determination of the pressures is equal to u1 cosϕ, while it remains the same in
the thickness of the fluidised and powder part [117]. Tangential components are
Fdy = min(c1Fdx, τyA) and Ffly = min(c1Fflx, τyA) with τy=10kPa is the critical
stress [196], and A is the contact area of the structure hit by an avalanche [117].
1.7.3 A frictional model of large flat obstacles
In the case of large obstacles peculiar effects linked with the modification of the flow
geometry (strong deflection of the free-surface and of the internal streamlines) in
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the vicinity of the obstacle should be considered. For instance, a general equation
giving the force impressed on a wall impacted by a free-surface gravity-driven flow
is recently derived for granular flows [58, 88, 89]. This equation takes into account
the formation of a quasi-static, dead zone upstream of the wall that coexists with the
inertial zone above that allows the flow to over the wall. The force (per unit width)
is then expressed as the sum of different contributions:
F = FNu + Fh + F
N
w − µ¯zm
[
FTw + F
T
u
]
(1.71a)
FNu /L = ρu
2h[1− (1− κϕ) cosϕ] (1.71b)
Fh/L =
1
2
ρgh2 cosψ (1.71c)
FNw /L = ρ0
V0
L
g sinψ (1.71d)
FTw /L = ρ0
V0
L
g cosψ (1.71e)
FTu /L = −ρu2h(1− κϕ) sinϕ (1.71f)
where FNu is the normal kinetic force associated with the deflection of the flow, Fh
is the hydrostatic force related to the incoming flow and FNw − µ¯zm
[
FTw + F
T
u
]
is the
apparent weight of the volume disturbed by the wall (component of the weight parallel
to the slope, FNw , minus the basal friction force between the dead zone and the flow
bottom, which takes into account the tangential kinetic force associated with the flow
deflection). The effects concerning the dead zone process can also occur in presence
of small obstacles [26]. We defined the following variables: κ = (1 − e)/(pi/2) is the
velocity reduction coefficient where e is the restitution coefficient of snow granules, L
is the width of the wall close to the transverse width of the incoming avalanche, V0 is
the volume disturbed upstream of the obstacle, and ϕ (rad.) is the mean deflection
angle at the top of the wall. As a first approximation, ϕ can be estimated with the
following equation from the minimum (ψmin) and maximum (ψmax) friction angles:
ϕ =
1
2
(
ψmax
ψmax − ψmin
)
(ψ − ψmin). (1.72)
An exact solution is provided for V0/` in [58, 89]. However, as a first approxima-
tion, V0/` can be expressed as:
V0
`
=
hH
2 tanϕ
(
2 +
H
h
)
, (1.73)
where H is the wall height. ρ is the fluid density of the incoming undisturbed
flow (= φρP for a granular fluid where φ is the volume fraction and ρP the particle
density) and ρ0 denotes a mean density to take into account the compaction of the
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material inside the dead zone (ρmax being the density of the material inside the dead
zone):
ρ0V0 = ρ
(
V0 − H
2`
2 tanϕ
)
+ ρmax
H2`
2 tanϕ
. (1.74)
The previous equation is not valid if L/` << 1: lateral fluxes should be considered
here, as discussed in [90].
1.7.4 Powder component: wind effects approach
Besides, the interaction between an aerosol and a structure can be compared with
the wind effects. The technical regulations concerning the wind actions on structures,
in fact, introduce an additional parameter, named the pressure coefficient Cp (to be
more precise the external pressure coefficient Cpe and the internal one Cpi), to relate
the values on the different parts of the structure. For instance, [7] proposes for a
square of edge B and an area larger than 10 m2 a factor Cpe equal to +0.8 for the
upwind side, to -0.5 for the downwind one, and to a factor varying from -1.2 in the first
B/5 reached by the flow, to -0.8 in the remaining lateral side. Let us note that these
values are quite different in other regulations as in [5, 8, 10]. Finally, in Switzerland
there are three possibilities to find a reference pressure for the powder component:
(i) using the result of a numerical model, (ii) doing a damages back-analysis or (iii)
taking a values in the range of 3-5 kPa.
1.8 Load on small obstacles: masts
1.8.1 Swiss recommendations
The impact force on narrow obstacles is:
Fm = CdAp(z) (1.75)
where Cd=1, 1.5, 2 depending on the shape (circular, triangular and squared, respec-
tively), A = htotD is the projected area, W the obstacle width, htot = hd + hstau,
hd the flow height, hstau = u
2
2gλf(
D
hd
), with λ as in Sec. 1.7.1, f( Dhd ) depends on the
ratio D/hd (0.1 ≤ f( Dhd ) ≤ 1) [183]: smaller the obstacle higher the possibility to
escape laterally is. Besides smaller flow depth avalanches have a larger force than the
bigger ones, due to the function f(b/Hf ). Unfortunately, for small obstacles, the last
term shows some deficiencies. Within the flow height the pressure is constant, while
it decreases linearly in the run-up height.
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Figure 1.17: Cpe from CNR [5].
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1.8.2 European recommendations
Pressure transmitted through the snowpack
The same pressure (Eq. 1.65) of the wall case is used.
Dense flow
The force exerted is:
Fdx = Cd∗D(zhd − zhs)pd (1.76)
where pd = ρdu2f/2, ρd=300 kg/m
3, zhd = min(hd + zhs, Hmast), Cd∗ = Cd +
fs(hd)/Fr
2, fs(hd) ≈
√
hd/D in the wet-snow avalanche, Cd as in Sec. 1.6.1. As
for large obstacle, a pressure peak has to be considered for a time of 0.1 s, without
using a Cd coefficient. In particular for the squared masts (no analysis are made for
circular and triangular shapes) it is ppeak = 2ρdu2f . A factor 2, and not a factor 3
has to be considered, due to the flexibility of the flow to diffuse the peak towards the
sides, and to upward propagation towards the free surface.
Fluidised flow or saltation layer
The same pressure expression (Eq. 1.69) of the wall is used, while the forces and
moment of the wall case are multiplied by the coefficient Cd.
Suspension part or powder part
The same pressure expression (Eq. 1.70) of the wall is used, while the forces and
moment of the wall case are multiplied by the coefficient Cd.
1.8.3 A non-newtonian viscous model for small obstacles
Recent measurements on full-scale snow avalanches evidenced the fact that the pres-
sure can remain high in spite of a low incoming velocity [192, 195, 200]. The theoretical
framework to take into account this behaviour assumed that it is attributed to the
prevailing effect of the fluid rheology in the low-velocity flow regime [154]. This theory
is based on the analogy with viscous fluids. A collection of experimental data on drag
coefficients concerning both newtonian and non-newtonian fluids at intermediate and
low values of the Reynolds number Re are taken. Under the hypothesis of shallow
flows, the macroscopic viscosity η and a Reynolds number based on depth-averaged
velocity and obstacle width, Re = uD/η are derived. With the assumption of the
Reynolds similitude, the obtained formulae for simple fluids are extended in order to
find a general formulation, relating the drag coefficient Cd to the Froude number Fr,
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the slope angle ψ and the ratio between the flow depth and the obstacle width h/D
[93, 154]:
Cd(Re, n) = 271(3 + logRe)
−3.37f(n)Re
n−1
5 , (1.77)
where:
f(n) =
n3
3
− 5n
2
4
+
7n
6
+
3
4
, (1.78a)
Re(n) =
[(
2n+ 1
n
)
D
h
]n
Fr2
tanψ(cosψ)n
, (1.78b)
Fr =
u√
gh cosψ
. (1.78c)
n is the power index of the constitutive law that characterises the fluid rheology.
n = 1 for newtonian fluids, n < 1 for shear thinning fluids and n > 1 for shear
thickening fluids (for their definition see Ch. 2). Usually a shear thinning behaviour
is assumed.
Therefore the drag coefficient is relied to the equivalent Reynolds number that
depends on the regime type (laminar or turbulent, gravitative or inertial). Even if
the quantification of n remains a challenge, the pressure from snow avalanches on
small obstacles can be derived:
p = Cd(Re, n)
1
2
ρu2. (1.79)
1.9 Specific recommendations
1.9.1 Impacts of solid bodies
Within avalanches debris of different kind (boulders, tree trunks, snow clods . . .) can
be present and can cause, in an impact with a structure, a local force during 1-100
ms with the consequent damages. Different theories are proposed [117]:
• the Hertz's formula [120] gives the impact force depending on the geometry and
material characteristics:
FI =
4
3
R1/2E∗δ3/2 (1.80)
with 1/R = 1/Rb + 1/Rw, 1/E∗ = (1− ν2b )/Eb + (1− ν2w)/Ew, Rb, Rw are the
radii of boulder and wall, Eb, Ew the elastic modula, νb, νw the Poisson ratio
and δ the compression during the impact. In particular, if the wall is plane:
Rw =∞. The maximum contact pressure, for circular point contact, is:
p =
3
2pi
(
4E∗
3R3/4
)4/5(
5
4
mu2
)1/5
(1.81)
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where 1/m = 1/mb+1/mw is the effective mass and u is the velocity at impact.
Plastic failure occurs when p0 reaches a critical value of about 1.6Y , where Y
is the yield stress of the softer body.
For a sphere impacting a wall, the impinging speed necessary for the onset of
failure can be deduced by the simplification of Eq. 1.81 (valid if ρbu2/Y < 10−1):
ρbu
2
Y
= 26(Y/E∗)4 (1.82)
where ρb = m/((4/3)piR3b) is the density of the impacting body. Since the
intensity of the contact pressure pulse is then reduced, due to the occurrence
of plastic deformation, Hertz's formula gives an upper value of the maximum
contact pressure. The mean contact pressure, instead, increases until the full
plastic failure from about 1.1Y to 3Y .
• in Switzwerland [80], in the zones where the velocities are lower than 10 m/s,
it is assumed that a boulder or a tree can hit an obstacle simultaneously to the
dense avalanche giving a impact force of:
FI = 3.3ρu
2 (1.83)
The local impact pressure acting on a disc with a diameter 0.25 m is:
pI = 66.6ρu
2 (1.84)
This load is typically considered an accidental one with the consequence that
a safety factor equal to 1 is generally used. Let is note that no formal recom-
mendations exists concerning the correct values coefficient when the speeds are
higher than 10 m/s.
• in [80] the concentrated load due to the hit of debris is similar to the rocks fall.
The static force is:
Q′e = (Qe2.5Ih)/(0.3Is) (1.85)
where Qe is a tabulated value [80] depending on the boulder mass, avalanche
velocity, impact surface and breaking mode (ductile or fragile), Ih and Is are
the wall thickness and width. This force acts only on the impact area and hits
the wall simultaneously to the avalanche.
1.9.2 Local dissipation of kinetic energy caused by dams
In order to evaluate the retarding effect of catching dams and breaking mounds,
experiments with granular flow, as well as at full-scale, in particular at the Ryggfonn
test site (see Sec. 1.2.2), are carried.
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For instance [125] reproduce a mixed dense/powder avalanche with granular ma-
terial. They estimate that the 2/3 of the avalanche energy is dissipated to the impact
on a snowcatcher. A transition from a super critical flow to a sub critical one can be
observed [125].
To investigate the energy dissipation (see [117] and the bibliography therein), since
the velocity is technically hard to measure, a posteriori analysis is made on the base of
the reduction in the run out (its maximum distance or this associated to the center of
mass). In laboratory experiments the ratio λe between the dissipation of the kinetic
energy caused by the dam and the potential energy corresponding to the dam height
is given by:
λe =
1
2
Fr2
1− lovr/lcont
H/hb
(1.86)
where lovr is the overrun distance, lcont is the horizontal run-out distance of the tip
(or the center of mass) of the avalanche beyond the location of the dam, H is the dam
height and hb the upstream flow depth. In particular, Eq.1.86 shows as λe is linearly
dependent with the Froude squared and it depends on the slope of the line representing
the relationship between the run-out distance and the dam height. However, the
dissipation of kinetic energy in natural avalanche impacts with obstacles, seems to
be lower than that found by granular experiments but greater than that measured at
the Ryggfonn test site. Given this incertitude, to reduce the hazard areas below a
catching dam is not obvious and should be used only in existing settlements, rather
than to justify expansion of new urban areas. Often a value of λe = 1.5 is taken for
catching dams built from loose materials and λe = 2 for steeper catching dams with a
reinforced upstream side. Finally λe = 1 for deflecting dams. A greater reduction in
run-out than that evaluated in Ryggfonn but less than that indicated in laboratory
is observed. Hence, a lack of knowledge of some dynamics processes has to be filled
in order to evaluate more correctly the loss of momentum and thus λe.
1.9.3 Jet theory
Experiments, made with both snow at Weissfluhjoch (CH) and with glass particles,
show that the avalanche, when impacts a dam or a mound, detaches from the obstacle
and forms an airborne jet [108]. This can be modeled as a two dimensional ballistic
projectile motion with negligible air resistance. From the conservation momentum
follows:
x¨ = g − (f/hj)x˙|x˙| (1.87)
with x = (x, z) the location of the projectile in horizontal and vertical directions,
where the origin is at the top of the obstacle, the dot represents a time derivative, g
denotes the gravitational acceleration, f is a dimensionless constant representing the
turbulent drag caused by air resistance and hj is the core thickness of the jet. The
parameters that define the trajectory of the jet are the speed u1, at which the jet is
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launched from the top of the obstacle, and the deflection β of the jet by the obstacle.
The horizontal length of the jump L is found by solving numerically Eq. 1.87 with
appropriate u1, β and f/hj . In particular u1 = k
√
u20 − 2gH cosψ derives from simple
energy conservation, with u0 the incoming speed, H the obstacle height and k the
energy dissipation (generally 0.5-0.9). β depends on the ratio h/H and f/hj=0.004
m−1 for the computation of the throw length.
Such experiments, although done at different scales with open questions regarding
the applicability of the results to large scale, provide useful indications for designers
of retarding structures for snow avalanches in the absence of data from measurements
at real scale. In this case the Froude number has the same order of magnitude to
maintain the dynamic similarity.
From a practical point of view the airborne jet formed has consequences for the use
of multiple rows of mounds or combinations of rows of mounds and catching dam. In
fact the space between the rows has to be sufficiently large so that the snow launched
from the top of the mounds does not jump over structures farther down the slope.
Finally higher the dam more energy in the impact is lost and the trajectory taken by
the jet becomes steeper.

Chapter 2
A new model for avalanche
dynamics
In Sec. 1.2.3 several models for the avalanche dynamics are reported. They use dif-
ferent approaches varying from a centre-of-mass consideration to a density current
one. Further models describe the avalanche as a deformable body, in particular as a
continuum, with an hydraulics approach based on depth-averaged equations or as a
granular material.
Different approaches are also used to describe the constitutive behaviour of flowing
snow: Newtonian fluids, Criminale-Ericksen-Filby fluid [162], Bingham fluid [76, 159]
or Cross fluid [124]. The choice of using for snow a non-Newtonian fluid, in which
the shear stress is a non linear function of the shear strain rate, is based for instance
on the analysis of the velocity profile along the depth of an avalanche measured ex-
perimentally [75, 124, 152, 159] that shows the presence of two layers having different
shear strain rate, that can be translated into a shear dependent viscosity (see Sec. 2.2).
In addition the snow has the property to rest with a finite depth [69], contrarily to
newtonian fluids which can deform themselves until reaching a negligible depth (see
Sec. 5.1). That means that for the snow, a yield value occurs when the deforma-
tions become small, and consequently the snow can rest with a non zero shear stress.
Hereby in order to start deformations a threshold stress value must be overcome [76].
This is the reason why in this thesis we treat the snow as a shear thinning fluid and as
a Bingham fluid. If the viscosity at low shear rates is very hight also a shear thinning
fluid can describe the behaviour of the snow at rest, or more precisely flowing down
very slowly. In fact they would behave like a very viscous material, almost like a solid,
for low stress values. In a very small interval, that can be modeled as a single yield
stress, its viscosity falls down suddenly. Above the yield stress the material behaves
like a low viscosity liquid, allowing to describe the flowing snow. Since the stress is
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not constant in the whole body, some portions can flow while others still behave like
solids. This property, in particular, will be used in our avalanche model.
The constitutive behavior of the pseudoplastic or shear thinning fluids, as Fig. 2.1
shows, is characterized by a progressively decreasing slope µa = τ/γ˙ (called apparent
viscosity) of the shear stress as a function of the strain rate. For high values of γ˙ it
reaches a constant value µ∞. The viscoplastics materials or Bingham fluids have
Figure 2.1: Newtonian and non-Newtonian links.
a little or no deformation, till a determined yield stress value. Above this threshold
value, they behave like fluids. Some examples are paint, for the first time studied in
1916 by E.C. Bingham, (thus the name Bingham fluids), oil [84, 85, 86], as well as
materials of common use as toothpaste or ketchup [137].
Bingham, in his original paper, didn't consider the response below a threshold
value (Fig. 2.1), that is, the material was assumed completely rigid for values τ < τ0:{
γ˙ = 0 for τ < τ0
τ = ηγ˙ + τ0 for τ ≥ τ0 (2.1)
To emphasize the difference among the different fluids and in particular the fact
that a Bingham fluid can be considered a limit situation of the shear thinning link,
the velocity profiles of different flows in a channel are reported in Fig. 2.2. The profile,
from a parabolic shape of the Newtonian case (Fig. 2.2.a), changes its shape in the
shear thinning behaviour (Fig. 2.2.b,c,d) similar to the Bingham case, characterized
by a plug flow in the centre of the channel and a high strain rate on the boundaries.
Some properties of such fluids are used in this chapter to describe the entrainment
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[a] [b]
[c] [d]
Figure 2.2: Velocity profile comparison of fluids in a channel having η =
1/ [1 + a · abs (∂u/∂y + ∂v/∂x)]: [a] Newtonian (a = 0), [b]-[d] shear thinning cases
with [b] a = 5, [c] a = 10 and [d] a = 19.
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of the snow too. In the model presented a new approach is proposed to describe
entrainment as a natural consequence of the chosen constitutive law.
2.1 Model definition
Let us consider a slope as an inclined plane1 with an inclination θ described by the x
coordinate (Fig. 2.3). Let usHs(x) be the snow cover thickness measured orthogonally
to the ground along the ytot direction. At the initial time t = 0 s a snow mass having
the front in x = 0 begins to slip. The air-snow interface is described by the material
interface s2(x, t) = 0. We defined by the function s1(x, t) = 0 or ytot = l(x, t) the
bottom limit of the avalanche, that divides the snow cover (ytot < l(x, t)) from the
moving mass (ytot > l(x, t)). It represents the transition layer where entrainment
occurs. To characterise ytot = l(x, t) it is necessary to describe (i) the erosion and
deposition processes in order to understand the whole dynamics as well as well as
the (ii) velocity of the avalanche there. The coordinate system y perpendicular to
the profile is introduced to focus the attention inside the avalanche flow. Hence
y = ytot − l(x, t). The velocity parallel to the slope u(x, t) varies along the avalanche
depth too. To take into account this property, the variable strain rate ∂u∂y =
∂u
∂ytot
= γ˙
plays an important role.
Figure 2.3: Coordinates system of the avalanche and of the snowcover. The avalanche
is characterised by a velocity profile with a slip velocity in its bottom part. The
interface between the flowing snow and the snow at rest is defined by ytot = l(x, t).
The time variation of this quantity defines if erosion or deposition occur, from [49].
Let us consider, besides, that the avalanche and the snow cover have the same
density ρ and are incompressible. The first hypothesis is in agreement, for instance,
with Sovilla [189] who considers that the flowing snow, the entrained one and the
snow cover have the same density. The hypothesis of incompressibility is common
1This hypothesis is easily removable and generalizable for slopes of arbitrary shape through a
change in curvilinear coordinates, where one describes the ground topography (local tangent), while
the second one is perpendicular to the soil (local normal).
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in almost all the existent models, even if some experimental measures show that the
avalanche flowing slightly changes its density [68] (see Sec. 1.7.2 and 5.4.1).
In the model developed, fluids having a Bingham and shear thinning behaviour
are used.
The original Bingham model Eq. 2.1 is extended to the case in which the (solid)
material has an elastic behavior for τ < τ0. In this case, the Eq. 2.1 can be rewritten
by the following relations (Fig. 2.1):{
τ = Gγ for τ < τ0
τ = ηγ˙ + τ0 for τ ≥ τ0 (2.2)
where G is the shear modulus and γ is the shear strain.
The three-dimensional formulation of the system (Eq. 2.2) is deduced by intro-
ducing the second 2 invariant II of the tensor:
τ = GB for |II| < τ20
τ =
[
η +
τ0
|II|1/2
]
2D for |II| ≥ τ20 (2.3)
where B = FFT is the Cauchy-Green strain tensor, F is the deformation gradient
tensor and 2D = (∇u + (∇u)′). Other models were proposed by Herschel-Bulkley
[137], to take in account high shear rate intervals:
τ =
 2ηD for |II|
1/2 ≤ γ˙c
2
[
τ0
|II|1/2 +m|II|(n−1)/2
]
D for |II|1/2 > γ˙c (2.4)
and by Papanastasiou [137] who, using an exponential function, allows the use of only
one equation for the whole flux:
τ =
{
η +
τ0[1− exp(−aγ˙)]
γ˙
}
γ˙ (2.5)
The latest two models have a viscoplastic constitutive equation that results ad-
vantageous in numerical simulations. Using the modifications put forward by Pa-
panastasiou, the 3D formulation of the Herschel-Bulkley equation can be rewritten
as
τ =
{
m|II|(n−1)/2 + τ0(1− exp(−a|II|
1/2)]
|II|1/2
}
2D (2.6)
where m, n, a are calibration parameters.
2|II|A = 1
2
[(tr A)2 − tr A2] where tr A is the trace of A.
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The system composed by the snow cover and the flowing mass is considered as a
shear thinning (SH) fluid or a Bingham one (B). In the second case, the avalanche
is supposed to be in a fluid phase (in which τ > τ0), while the layer of non eroded
snow results to be in the solid phase (τ < τ0). This represents a substantial difference
from the Dent and Lang's biviscous modified Bingham model [75, 76] in which the
avalanche itself is considered as a combination between two linear viscous fluids, where
the lower one has a viscosity higher than the upper one, as justified by the velocity
profiles observed in laboratory experiences [159].
Note that the model, at the actual stage of development, can only perform simula-
tions with constant width. The results obtained have to be compared, consequently,
only with experimental data from adequate geometry, like, for instance, the snow
chute at the Weissfluhjoch near Davos, Switzerland [123, 124] (see Sec. 2.1.3).
Under the incompressibility hypothesis, the NavierStokes equations become:
∇ · u = 0 (2.7)
ρ
(
∂u
∂t
+ u · ∇u
)
= ∇ · T + ρg (2.8)
where u is the velocity, g is the gravitational acceleration and T is the stress tensor
given by the following expression:
T = −pI + Z(∇u + (∇u)′) (2.9)
where p is the pressure and Z is
Z =

ZB =
(
η0 +
τ0
|II|1/2
)
(B) case
ZSH =
{
m|II|(n−1)/2 + τ0(1− exp(−a|II|
1/2)]
|II|1/2
}
(SH) case
(2.10)
where η0, τ0, m, n, and a are constants defining the Bingham and shear thinning
constitutive laws. Adapting the three-dimensional formulation to the two-dimensional
situation, the second invariant II of the tensor 2D is:
|II| =
∣∣∣∣∣4∂u∂x ∂v∂y −
(
∂u
∂y
+
∂v
∂x
)2∣∣∣∣∣ , (2.11)
and in the one-dimensional case it is :
|II|1/2 = ∂u
∂y
= γ˙. (2.12)
Let note that ∂u∂y =
∂u
∂ytot
= γ˙ Consequently, the momentum conservation equation
becomes:
ρ
(
∂u
∂t
+ u · ∇u
)
= ∇ · [Z (∇u + (∇u)′)]−∇p+ ρg (2.13)
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where Z = ZSH in the (SH) case and Z = ZB in the (B) one.
Let's note that if in the (SH) situation Eq. 2.13 is available for the whole domain,
that is ∀II, in the (B) case Eq. 2.13 is valid only inside the avalanche, that is where
|II| ≥ τ20 . Outside, the snow cover is described by
τ = GB for |II| < τ20 (2.14)
2.1.1 Considerations about the interfaces
Since for the moving avalanche the differential problem is a parabolic one, two con-
ditions are requested on the interface: a kinematic one and a dynamic one.
Avalanche/air interface s2(x, t) = 0
Let's s2(x, t) = g(x, t)− ytot = 0 be the equation describing the interface between the
two different materials, snow avalanche and air. By deriving with respect to time this
expression, the advection equation is deduced:
∂g
∂t
− v + u∂g
∂x
= 0. (2.15)
In this way it is possible to deduce the interface evolution by knowing the initial
shape s2(x, t = 0) = 0. This represents a different approach, for instance, with respect
to the depth averaged models (see Sec. 1.2.3), in which the depth itself appears directly
in the momentum equation. In fact, it is supposed that avalanche modifies its shape
with time.
As a matter of fact, the distribution of the mass in the avalanche body can influence
significantly the dynamics, with the consequence that the runout distances, heights
and velocities are different. Besides, the description of the flow depth allows to make
calculations for the design, e.g. of a dam or an house [80] along the avalanche path.
To define the boundary conditions, let's note that the velocity continuity is nec-
essary, that is the avalanche velocity must be equal to that of the air. By the
scalar product of the above equality by the normal n =
1
c2
(
∂g
∂x
,−1)′, where c2 =
1/
√
(∂g/∂x)2 + 1 is the normalisation coefficient, the following equation is obtained:
uair · n = uava · n. (2.16)
This expression implicates the non-penetrability between air and avalanche.
Moreover, the continuity of the normal stress is valid, that is:
T
air
n = T
ava
n. (2.17)
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However, since T
air
is negligible, Eq. 2.17 can be reduced to:
T
ava
n = 0. (2.18)
Eq. 2.18 is expressed by the following system, on the interface s2(x, t) = 0:
[
2Z
∂u
∂x
− p
]
∂g
∂x
− Z
(
∂u
∂ytot
+
∂v
∂x
)
= 0[
Z
(
∂u
∂ytot
+
∂v
∂x
)]
∂g
∂x
− 2Z ∂v
∂ytot
+ p = 0
(2.19)
where Z = ZSH in the (SH) case and Z = ZB in the (B) one, noting that the
expression for the avalanche, and not that for snowcover, is taken into account.
The snow/avalanche interface s1(x, t) = 0
The interface σ = s1(x, t) = l(x, t) − ytot = 0 identifies the bottom limit of the
avalanche, that divides the snow cover (ytot < l(x, t)) from the mass in movement
(ytot > l(x, t)), by considering the erosion/entrainment and deposit phenomena. The
first constraint is linked to the definition of erodible snow:
l(x, t) ≤ Hs(x). (2.20)
Besides, the shear stress is defined by the fact that the surface s1 is equal to the
threshold value τ0,
t′s1 · Tns1 = τ0 (2.21)
where ts1 =
1
c1
(1, ∂l/∂x)′ and ns1 =
1
c1
(∂l/∂x,−1)′ (where c1 =
√
(∂l/∂x)
2
+ 1),
are respectively the tangential and normal vector at the interface. Hence:
1[(
∂l
∂x
)2
+ 1
] {2 ∂l
∂x
(
∂u
∂x
− ∂v
∂ytot
)
+
[(
∂l
∂x
)2
− 1
](
∂u
∂ytot
+
∂v
∂x
)}
=
τ0
Z
(2.22)
where Z = ZSH or Z = ZB in the (SH) case or in the (B) one, respectively.
It is finally necessary to assign the condition for describing the interface evolution
ytot = l(x, t). Let's note that the advection equation (Eq. 2.15) is not applicable,
because the interface is a non-material one. In thermodynamics the evolution of the
boundary is proportional to the jump of the heat flux due to the latent heat. Similarly
we demonstrate the evolution of the interface is related to the jump of the stress (see
Sec. 2.3 for more details):
dl
dt
∝ (τ0 − τava) . (2.23)
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2.1.2 Numerical simulations
Front-tracking strategy
A first technique investigated to implement the model is the front-tracking strategy,
based on transforming the complex domain of the avalanche always in the same simple
one. This approach is possible because the shape of the avalanche can change in time,
but not drastically. For this reason, using a lagrangian coordinate system moving
with the avalanche, instead of an eulerian one could be advantageous. Therefore, to
simulate the evolution of the mass in movement without regenerating the mesh in
each temporal step, the avalanche volume is transformed in a simple domain.
Let's consider the situation in which the domain of the avalanche alone (coordi-
nates x, y) is transformed in a rectangular domain of unit height (coordinates ξ, ψ)
through the following: ψ =
ytot − l(x, t)
g(x, t)− l(x, t)
ξ = x
⇔
{
ytot = ψ[g(ξ, t)− l(ξ, t)] + l(ξ, t)
x = ξ
(2.24)
In this way, the interface s2(x, t) = 0 is the upper side of the rectangle, that is ψ = 1,
while s1(x, t) = 0 is the lower side, that is ψ = 0.
To determine the differential operators in the coordinates (ξ, ψ) it is necessary to
calculate the Christoffel's symbols, defined, using the Einstein's notation according
to which the summation over up and down repeated indices is understood, by the
following formula:
Γlik =
1
2
glj (gij,k + gjk,i − gik,j) (2.25)
where gij = ei ·e′j is the metric tensor, obtained by the product between the vectors of
the basis in the reference frame (ξ, ψ), gij is its inverse matrix and g = det(gij) = h2.
The notation gij,k means that the derivative of gij by the kth component (where k = 1
is the derivative by ξ and k = 2 by ψ) is carried out. Using a simplified notation for
the avalanche thickness h = g − l and l, even if they depend on ξ e t, we obtain:
Γ111 = Γ12,1 = Γ
1
21 = Γ
1
22 = Γ
2
22 = 0
Γ211 =
1
h
(
ψ
∂2h
∂ξ2
+
∂2l
∂ξ2
)
Γ212 = Γ
2
21 =
1
h
∂h
∂ξ
.
(2.26)
It is possible now to calculate the differentials terms included in the Navier-Stokes
equation using the definitions given in [178]. In particular from:
∇ · u = vh,h + Γhlhvl (2.27)
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we obtain:
∇ · u = ∂vξ
∂ξ
+
∂vψ
∂ψ
+
1
h
∂h
∂ξ
vξ. (2.28)
Hence by:
∇p = gijp,jei (2.29)
is derived:
∇p =
(
∂p
∂ξ
− 1
h
∂p
∂ψ
(
η
∂h
∂ξ
+
∂l
∂ξ
)
,
1
h
∂p
∂ψ
)′
(2.30)
Finally the velocity laplacian, not calculated here, can be evaluated by the sub-
stitution in
∇ ·Q =
(
1√
g
(
√
gAkl), k + ΓlpkA
kp
)
el (2.31)
of the tensor
Q = ∇u = (vk,h + Γklhvl)ghiek ⊗ ei. (2.32)
In order to transform the system made by the avalanche and snow domain (coor-
dinates x, y) in a rectangular domain having the unitary height (coordinates xˆ, yˆ), it
is sufficient to replace in the previous case l(x, t) = 0 and h(x, t) = g(x, t):{
yˆ =
ytot
g(x, t)
xˆ = x
⇔
{
y = yˆg(x, t)
x = xˆ
(2.33)
Formulation under self-similarity hypothesis
To focus the attention on how the volume changes with the variation of the lowest
interface l(x, t), we simplify our model supposing that the avalanche evolves main-
taining the same shape, increasing the volume because of the snow entrainment. A
similar hypothesis was used by different authors, like [36], as reported in [174], i.e.
the avalanche keeps a self-similar shape during its evolution (see Sec. 1.2.3).
Hence let's consider that an initial configuration (Fig. 2.4), in which the abscissa
varies in 0 ≤ xˆ ≤ L0, can be expanded until the abscissa varies in 0 ≤ x ≤ L(t). A
similar reasoning is available also for the vertical coordinate, that is:{
x = αxˆ
ytot = αyˆ
(2.34)
and for the two-dimensional volume A:
A = α2A0 (2.35)
where α =
L(t)
L0
and A0 is the initial area.
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Figure 2.4: Self-similar growth of the avalanche: the Lagrangian coordinate system
has the origin fixed on the avalanche tail.
The variation of this two-dimensional volume in time can be calculated by deriving
Eq. 2.35:
dA
dt
=
2A0
L20
L(t)
dL
dt
(2.36)
or by using the density definition ρ0 =
M
A
, related to the fact that mass variation
is due to entrainment of the snow in the area L
dl
dt
dt, where l(x, t) is the interface
between the motionless snow and the avalanche.
It is therefore possible to deduce that (the boundary terms being negligible):
dA
dt
=
1
ρ0
dM
dt
=
∫ L(t)
0
∂l(x, t)
∂t
dx (2.37)
Equating Eq. 2.36 to Eq. 2.37, we obtain:
dL
dt
=
L20
2A0L(t)
∫ L(t)
0
∂l(x, t)
∂t
dx (2.38)
Therefore, Eq. 2.38 indicates that the avalanche length L varies proportionally to
the mean value of the entrainment rate:
l′ =
1
L(t)
∫ L(t)
0
∂l(x, t)
∂t
dx (2.39)
Observe that, in the simplifying assumption of constant entrainment (in space):
dL
dt
=
L20
2A0
dl
dt
(2.40)
We also note that if the entrainment is only active in the frontal region [βL(t), L(t)],
with 0 < β < 1, then the evolution law of the avalanche length is Eq. 2.40 multiplied
by the constant 1− β.
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The level set method
An alternative approach to simulate avalanche dynamics consists in using the level
set method, suitable for free boundary problems [50, 67, 134, 164].
To test this method, for the sake of simplicity, only the avalanche, is considered,
neglecting the snow cover and its entrainment.
To this aim, let's consider the system constituted by air and avalanche as a domain
composed by two fluids, modelled by the Navier-Stokes equations and having different
densities and viscosities:
ρ
(
∂u
∂t
+ u · ∇u
)
= ∇ · [−pI + η(∇u + (∇u)T )] + F
∇ · u = 0
(2.41)
where ρ is the density, u = (u, v)′ is the velocity, p is the pressure, I is the identity,
η is the viscosity and F takes into account the gravitational and friction forces (both
a Coulomb force and a viscous one).
The method describes the evolution of the interface between the two fluids, tracing
an isopotential curve of the level set function Φ. The interface is described by Φ = 0,
the more dense and more viscous fluid is placed in the domain where Φ > 0 and the
less dense and less viscous one is situated in the zone characterized by Φ < 0. The
function Φ is transported by the advection equation:
∂Φ
∂t
+ u · ∇Φ = 0. (2.42)
It is important to underline that the density and the viscosity have to be described
through the level set function, since they move jointly to the function Φ. Thanks to
the Heaviside function, they can be defined in the whole domain according to:
ρ = ρ1 +H(Φ)(ρ2 − ρ1) (2.43)
η = η1 +H(Φ)(η2 − η1) (2.44)
where ρ1 (η1) and ρ2 (η2) are, respectively, the density (viscosity) of the air and of
the avalanche, and H(Φ) is the Heaviside function:
H(Φ) =
{
0 if Φ < 0
1 if Φ > 0
(2.45)
In the simulations reported in this section, carried out using the Comsol Multi-
physics tool, a shear thinning fluid is used. This is possible giving an appropriate
viscosity law (η2 depending on γ˙) as in [76], or calculated experimentally by [124]. It
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is important to underline that the results obtained are still qualitative, because the
model need further calibration with experimental data.
The first case considered, describes an avalanche through a non-Newtonian fluid
using typical values for the density (300 kg/m3) and for the viscosity (varying from
0.6 to 30 kg s−1m−1 [76]). By the analysis of the flow depth evolution along the
path, shown in Fig. 2.5, we can conclude that the flow depth distribution calculated
is reasonable. Besides thanks to the introduction of friction forces the avalanche stops
by itself. Moreover the velocity representation (Fig. 2.6) shows that the front of the
avalanche is faster than the tail, as confirmed by several experimental observations.
2.1.3 Validation of the level set method: case study of the
Weissfluchjoch chute
In this section a first validation of the model is carried. The results of the simulations
obtained with the level set method are compared with the experimental data collected
by the researchers of the Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research (SLF) at the
Weissfluchjoch near Davos, Switzerland [123] (see Sec. 1.2.2 and Fig. 1.12.a).
They fill the half upper part of their 34 m long and 2.5 m wide chute with snow,
that can be released by opening a gate. On the sidewall and in the middle of the 32◦
section of the chute some optoelectronic sensors (Fig. 1.12.b) are placed to measure
the velocity profile. Since the chute is cleaned from the snow, only the model without
entrainment can be simulated, namely the system composed only by air and avalanche.
The input parameters are measured experimentally: a mass of snow having a
density of 400 kg m−3, length 10 m and thickness 0.4 m. To be able to compare the
data with the experimental ones the same law of the viscosity in [124] is used for the
avalanche:
η2 =
ρ2(µ0 + µ1kc|II|1/2)
(1 + kc|II|1/2) (2.46)
with µ0=2.1 m2s−1, µ1=0.0027 m2s−1 and kc = 1.1. This is a shear thinning law,
called Cross model, similar to Eq. 2.67, for which [124] have calculated the calibration
parameters. For air ρ1=1.295 kg m−3 and η1=1.81 10−5kg m−1s−1.
From a numerical point of view, since it is important to know the avalanche
behaviour and not the air one, the mesh is required to be refined only in the snow
sliding area and not in the whole domain. Besides, an algorithm is implemented
to move the mesh with the avalanche. Let's note that in comparison with a whole
domain refinement, the degrees of freedom that have to be calculated is reduced as
well as the computational time, without loss of details, as Fig. 2.7 shows. The major
friction introduced in the 32◦ (reaching a dry Coulomb friction coefficient of 0.72),
due to the presence of rubber bars, decelerates the flowing snow, as Fig. 2.7.b shows.
One of the most important features of the model is that it allows to describe
the velocity profile along the depth of the avalanche (see Sec. 2.2 for more detailed
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⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
Figure 2.5: Snapshots showing the evolution of the flow depth at time t=0, 1, 3, 5
and 7 s. The avalanche is the red zone, while the air is the blue one.
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Figure 2.6: Snapshot showing the velocity field (surface) and the interface between
the two phases (solid red line) at time 1.2 s.
analysis). This feature is not taken in account by the majority of the models in the
literature, which consider a depth-averaged velocity or give a constant law for the
velocity dependence on the depth (see Sec. 1.2.3).
The data collected, show that the 0.4 m deep flow has in its lowest 5 cm of snow
a shear layer (with actually a slip velocity of u(0)=5.46 m/s) and a strain rate at the
base γ˙(0)=69 s−1, while the upper part is like a plug flow, i.e. γ˙(0.4) = 0 with a
velocity of 7.05 m/s. A similar behaviour is observed by [206].
In Fig. 2.8.a a comparison with the velocity profile calculated and experimentally
measured shows the capability of the model. Since the experimental data are obtained
mediating in time, the results of our simulation are averaged in time too. Our sim-
ulations show that the stationary situation is not attainted yet. In fact the maximal
value reached between the time 2.5 s (when the avalanche arrives to the sensors) and
3.4 s varies between 7.3 ms−1 and 8.1 ms−1. The estimation of the upper part of
the flow is correct. On the contrary we were not able to fit the velocity in the shear
boundary layer. This is probably due to a mesh too large for this layer, that is only
5 cm. Hence, to describe more precisely the boundary velocity a more sophisticated
mesh should be realised. Besides, regarding the boundary conditions along the chute,
a slip condition as in [124] is imposed. However the slip velocity value itself on the
boundary in our simulation, on the contrary of [124], is not specified.
Fig. 2.8.b shows a comparison between the experimental data of the front velocity
with those simulated. The velocity is obtained dividing the distance gained by the
avalanche by the time, similarly to [124].The agreement is more than satisfactory.
2.2 Velocity profile
To investigate deeper the interface avalanche and snow it is important to analyse the
boundary conditions, and examine in details the slip velocity at the avalanche base,
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[a]
[b]
Figure 2.7: Snapshot showing the velocity field (surface) and the moving mesh at
time [a] 2.4 s and [b] 3.4 s.
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[a] [b]
Figure 2.8: [a] Comparison between experimental data and simulated ones averaged in
1 s. [b] Comparison with the front velocity of the avalanche along the chute measured
experimentally [124] and simulated. The downslope is measured from the release gate.
as well as the entrainment process (see Sec. 2.3). Experimentally the slip velocity
allows to fit better the data. Hence an analytical model is proposed to justify the
presence of the slip velocity and to link it to the basal tangential stress. In order to
confirm the importance of the role played by the boundary conditions, a comparison
between the velocity profile experimentally recorded and the one simulated by varying
the boundary condition is proposed.
2.2.1 Slip velocity laws
In fluid mechanics a series of slip laws have been proposed. For example, for flows
over porous media [35] boundary condition sets the slip velocity proportional to the
wall shear rate through a coefficient c1 depending on properties of the fluid and on
the permeability of the porous wall over which the fluid slides:
uslip = c1γ˙(0). (2.47)
The situation of c1 = 0 corresponds to the no-slip condition. Hence, by extending
this equation to avalanches, c1 depends on the characteristics of the flowing snow and
of the snow cover.
On the other hand a similar slip condition was proposed by [158] for rough surfaces,
relating the tangential velocity to the local tangential stress:
uslip = ατ(0), (2.48)
where α ≥ 0 indicates the amount of slip. In particular, α = 0 indicates a no-slip
condition, α 6= 0 a partial slip and α → ∞ a full slip with a stress-free boundary
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condition. The Navier theory (Eq. 2.48) is not in contrast with the previous one
(Eq. 2.47) because of the classical constitutive modelling relating stress and strain
rate.
For instance, for the data by [124], since τ(0)=794 Pa, uslip = 5.46m/s the con-
stant α can be found equal to: α = uslipτ(0) = 0.0069 m
2s/kg.
In the case of avalanches, the coefficient of proportionality α depends on the
characteristics of the flowing snow as well as on the snow cover underneath.
Finally [152] have experimentally found, for an avalanche in a snow chute at Col
du Lac Blanc, that
uslip = uo · (tan θ − tan θ0), (2.49)
where u0 and θ0 are constants.
Analysing uslip and γ˙(0) in different parts of the avalanche (front, bulk and tail),
we will support Eq. 2.47 by the experimental data reported in [33, 168, 206, 103]. In
their chute experiments with granular material, snow, wet snow and in a full-size test
site respectively, they have shown that the velocity in the bottom layer is highest at
the front of the avalanche, it decreases at the bulk and finally it is minimum at the
tail.
The same behaviour is recorded for γ˙(0) in [53]: γ˙(0) is highest at the front, it
decreases at the bulk and it assumes the minimum value at the tail. By consequence,
assuming that these general trends are found in all avalanches, we suppose that an
increasing relationship between the slip velocity and the gradient of velocity exists.
From the data collected in [206] it seems that the relation cannot be strictly linear
since, for instance, the authors measured an average slip velocity of about 8 m/s (7
m/s) and a shear rate of 62.5 s−1 (6 s−1) in the bottom layer with thickness of 0.064
m respectively in the bulk and in the tail of the avalanche (Tab. 2.1). Hence, for the
avalanches, Eq. 2.48 should be rewritten as
uslip = c2(γ˙(0)). (2.50)
On the contrary, the results obtained for α (Tab. 2.1) in the bulk and tail of 0.007
and 0.0064 m2s/kg are very close to each other. Hence Eq. 2.48 can explain the
data available in [206]. For the evaluation of τ(0) the rheological law of Papanasta-
siou, described into detail in the following, and the corresponding values reported in
Fig. 2.13.b, with a mean density of 475 kg/m3 as reported in [206], are used.
2.2.2 Analytical justification of the slip velocity
In order to demonstrate the nature of the slip velocity and its dependence on the
stress, i.e. Eq. 2.48, an analysis at the microscopic scale, considering the bonds
created or broken at the interface between snowcover and avalanche, is carried out.
The theory derives from [170]. Here it is assumed that the bonds between the particles
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Table 2.1: Slip velocity laws: comparison. The data of uslip and γ˙(0) are taken from
[206].
Avalanche position Bulk Tail
uslip 8 m7s 7 m/s
γ˙(0) 62.5 s−1 6s−1
c1 using Eq. 2.47 0.13 m 1.17 m
τ(0) using Eq. 2.65 1142 kg/(ms2) 1086 kg/(ms2)
α using Eq. 2.48 0.0070 m2s/kg 0.0064 m2s/kg
start breaking only after the microscopic force between particles τ(0) overcomes a
threshold value τf . In the snow field, this can be interpreted by the evidence that
avalanche triggering, and consequently the breaking of the bonds linking the snow at
rest to the moving part, is possible when a stress value τf is overcome [60]. In fact
the avalanche starts and moves when the gravitational forces are not equilibrated by
the resistant ones. This situation continues during the sliding process (when erosion
occurs) until the deposition begins. To explain that during the motion the shear stress
is certainly larger than a threshold value, the field observation concerning the fact
that the avalanche deposits have a finite depth is used. This behavior is in contrast
to that of Newtonian fluids. These simpler fluids in fact deform till some stress is
acting on them. Hence, if snow was modeled simply as a Newtonian fluid, it would
move until it is completely spread on the terrain with a flow depth tending to zero.
That can be explained with the fact that the snow rests, although with a non-zero
stress: a yield value occurs when the deformations become small. In our model this
is translated with the fact that during the motion the stress is certainly larger than
a threshold value.
We focus now the attention on the interface between avalanche and snow cover
at rest. Before avalanche triggering the grains into the snow cover have some bonds
holding the particles together (Fig. 2.9, on the left). When the avalanche arrives,
the bonds between the snow cover grains and those eroded by the avalanche are
broken, to allow the movement into the flowing mass (Fig. 2.9, on the right). Let ς
be the function that indicates the breaking of bonds. At the interface between snow
and avalanche the bonds of the grains are broken when the microscopic stress at the
avalanche base τmic(0) becomes larger than the threshold value τf :
ς(τmic(0)) = ς0H(τmic(0)− τf ), (2.51)
where ς0 is a constant depending on the snow properties and H is the Heaviside
function.
The characteristics and the behavior of the bonds are linked to snow properties,
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Figure 2.9: In the snowcover before the avalanche triggerring the bonds are intact.
When the avalanche arrives some bonds are broken to allow the movement of the
flowing mass.
and could be described by the shear strength of the interlocking snow crystals. The
shear strength depends on density (higher density allows to create more bonds), type
and dimension of grains (small and rounded grains with varying diameter provide
more points of contacts that faceted ones or bigger ones) and on temperature (the
lower the temperature, the stronger the snow cover) [145]. At the grain scale, the
strength of interlocking depends on the density of bonds Nmax (i.e. the maximal
value of bonds that can be created in the unit volume), on the rate of formation of
new bonds κ (i.e. how many bonds can be created in a unit volume in a second) and
on the elastic constant of the microscopic bond kmic (i.e. how strong a bond is, from
which the microscopic stress directly depends). However, the complex evaluation of
these experimental values is not pursued in this thesis.
Let us call f the probability of forming an adhesion bond between the snow cover
and the avalanche and ag the age of the bond. [170] proposed the following quasi-
stationary problem:
{
∂f
∂ag
= −ς(τmic(0))f
f(ag = 0, t) = β(Nmax −
∫ +∞
0
fdag).
(2.52)
The first equation describes the detachment process indicating that the variation of
the probability of forming a bond depends on the magnitude stress exerted on it and
on its age. The second one supposes that the formation of new bonds is proportional
through the value β to the bonds that can still be formed.
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The interaction stress is related to the microscopic stress by the following rule:
τ(0) =
∫ +∞
0
τmic(0)fdag. (2.53)
Solving the previous differential equation it can be demonstrated (see the math-
ematical passages reported in [170]), that the interaction shear stress τ(0), is given
by:
τ(0) = Nmax
τˆ2f + τˆfτf +
1
2τ
2
f
W + τˆf + τf
, (2.54)
where τˆf = kmic|usnow − uava|/ς0 and W = kmic|usnow − uava|/κ. For our purpose
it is convenient to rewrite Eq. 2.54 as a function of the slip velocity uslip. In fact the
difference |usnow − uava| = uslip because the vertical component of the velocity are
considered negligible, as well as the creep (usnow = 0 m/s). Hence:
τ(0) = Nmax
k2mic
ς20
u2slip +
kmic
ς0
uslipτf +
1
2τ
2
f
kmic(
1
κ +
1
ς0
)uslip + τf
. (2.55)
Using the Mac Laurin series at the first order, for uslip → 0, Eq. 2.55 reads:
τ(0) ≈ Nmax
1
2τ
2
f +
kmic
ς0
τfuslip
τf
[
1 + kmicτf (
1
κ +
1
ς0
)uslip
] ≈
≈ Nmax
[
1
2τf +
kmic
ς0
uslip
] [
1− kmicτf ( 1κ + 1ς0 )uslip
]
≈
≈ Nmax
[
1
2τf +
1
2kmic
(
1
ς0
− 1κ
)
uslip
] (2.56)
In the situation where the ratio of bond rupturing is higher than the ratio of formation
of new bonds (ς0 > κ), that corresponds to the case in which the avalanche flows and
erodes, Eq. 2.56 means that the interaction stress τ(0) decreases for small velocities.
On the contrary, when ς0 < κ the interaction force is always growing.
In the limit when uslip →∞, Eq. 2.54 becomes:
τ(0) ≈ Nmax
kmic
ς20
kmic(
1
κ +
1
ς0
)
uslip =
=
kmic
ς20 (
1
κ +
1
ς0
)
uslip
(2.57)
Therefore Eq. 2.48 is obtained:
uslip =
ς20 (
1
κ +
1
ς0
)
kmicNmax
τ(0) = ατ(0). (2.58)
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Figure 2.10: The graphical representation of the analytical model of the slip velocity.
The ς0 > κ condition, corresponding to a flowing avalanche, combined to a stress
larger than τ0 implies a slip velocity. On the contrary if ς0 < κ the stress always
increases with the velocity.
Hence the slip velocity attains larger values for higher breaking rates (ς0 is higher),
if the strength of links kmic or the maximum density Nmax of bonds is lower or if only
few bonds are created even if the possibility to be created was high (κ lower). Hence
α is a coefficient that depends on the characteristics of the snow like its strength,
density, temperature, type and dimensions of the crystals. In the avalanche field
Eq. 2.58 shows that the slip velocity is higher if the snow grains have few and weak
links and the number of the breaking bonds is high. In Nature this is the case of
avalanches occurring in dry snow (where the bonds between the grains are weak),
that reach higher velocity with respect of the wet ones. Finally, Eq. 2.58 shows
that the coefficient α cannot be equal to zero, and thereby a no-slip condition is not
possible, since ς0 6= 0 to get trigger.
Namely Fig. 2.10 shows that, if ς0 > κ, for small relative velocity the interaction
force decreases until reaching a minimum, while after that it grows to infinity. In
our case, consequently, starting from rest, when the interaction stress overcomes the
threshold value τf , grains necessarily detach with a slip velocity. In the case when
the interaction force decreases below the minimum, as in the deposition process, the
grains attach again.
Conversely, if ς0 < κ when the interaction stress is lower than τf , no flow occurs.
On the contrary, for values higher than τf the flow has a regular velocity increase,
without jump, depending on the interaction stress.
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Hence, even if in this thesis the method of bonds breaking is not the main focus,
the existence of a slip velocity can be justified.
No detailed experimental studies have been conducted to measure adhesion be-
tween snowcover and avalanche, giving no more information on the velocity during
sliding.
On the contrary, avalanche triggering has been studied extensively, since it is
related to the snow stability. In any case, it would be better to speak about cohesion
in the snow cover, instead of adhesion, since the attraction occurs between molecules
of the same kind. The broken bonds can be those within a homogeneous snowpack
loosing its cohesion, for loose snow avalanches, or at the so-called weak layer, for snow
slab avalanches [60].
2.2.3 Model fit to velocity profile data
After found the law describing the uslip value, it is possible to show the model used
to study the velocity profile.
The flow is modeled like a fluid, hence the Navier-Stokes equations, in their two-
dimensional form, are used:
∇ · u = 0, (2.59)
ρ
(
∂u
∂t
+ u · ∇u
)
= ∇ · T + ρg − Fa, (2.60)
where u = (u, v) is the velocity, g is the gravitational acceleration, Fa is the frictional
force and
T = −pI + Z(∇u + (∇u)′), (2.61)
is the stress tensor, p is the pressure, Z is the viscosity.
Considering the flow as stationary when it reaches the velocity sensors, to find a
good fit of the model with the experimental data, a stationary situation is imposed.
Neglecting the component of the velocity v normal to the ground (i.e. along the
y axis), the two-dimensions Navier-Stokes equations are simplified to:
∂
∂y
[
Zav
∂u
∂y
]
= −ρg sin θ + Fa, (2.62)
where u is the velocity along the ground slope, ∂u∂y = γ˙ is the strain rate, Zav =
Zav
(
∂u
∂y
)
is the viscosity of the avalanche depending on the strain rate and θ is the
slope angle.
For the Newtonian case, where Zav is constant, a parabolic profile is trivially
obtained. Consequently it is not possible to describe both the shear layer and the
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Table 2.2: Different boundary conditions plotted in Fig. 2.11.
Name u(0) u(0.4) γ˙(0) γ˙(0.4)
A 5.46 m/s - - 0 s−1
B 5.46 m/s 7.05 m/s - -
C - 7.05 m/s 69 s−1 -
D 5.46 m/s - 69 s−1 -
E - 7.05 m/s - 0 s−1
F 0 m/s 7.05 m/s - -
G 0 m/s - - 0 s−1
H 0 m/s - 69 s−1 -
surrounding plug flow. Hence it is necessary to utilize a non-Newtonian fluid, e.g.,
the Cross model [124]:
Zav =
ν0 + ν1kcγ˙
1 + kcγ˙
, (2.63)
where ν0, ν1 and kc are constants.
For low values of the shear strain, γ˙ → 0, (corresponding to the upper part of
the profile where a plug flow occurs), the kinematic viscosity tends to ν0. On the
contrary, for higher values of γ˙ (γ˙ → ∞) the kinematic viscosity tends to the lower
value ν1 thus allowing to describe the shear layer.
Eq. 2.62 can be analysed through the following system in which y1 = u, y2 = γ˙
and the derivative is done with respect to y:
y′1 = y2,
y′2 =
−ρg sin θ + Fa
µ1 +
µ0 − µ1
(1 + kcy2)2
, (2.64)
Two boundary conditions are needed to define the problem. As stated before, different
quantities are investigated: velocity at the base or at the top as well as shear rate at
the base or at the top.
The different combinations of boundary conditions are summarised in Tab. 2.2.
As far as it is concerned, Fig. 2.11 shows the influence of the different boundary
conditions on the velocity profile in the Cross-model situation. It is clear that the
imposition of a velocity at the basis allows to fit easily the experimental profile. On
the contrary, with this particular set of parameters values, if a no-slip condition is
imposed, the fit is not good.
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Figure 2.11: Experimental data collected in a snow chute of SLF Davos (CH) [124]
with their error variance and dependence of the Cross law on the different boundary
conditions. Values are ν0 = 2.1 m2s−1, ν1 = 0.0027 m2s−1, ρ = 400 kg m−3, kc = 1.1
s as proposed by [124]. The meaning of the legend is explained in Tab. 2.2. The
dotted lines correspond to no-slip condition.
As shown in Fig. 2.12, even using the more complex Papanastasiou model [137]:
Zav = m+
τ0[1− exp(−aγ˙)]
γ˙
, (2.65)
with m, τ0 and a constants, it is not possible to get a satisfactory model fit using the
no slip boundary conditions.
Consequently, similarly to the procedure applied for the Cross model, the system
to integrate is the following: y
′
1 = y2,
y′2 =
−ρg sin θ + Fa
m+ aτ0 exp(−ay2) ,
(2.66)
To be able to find a good fit of parameters an analysis of their influence on the
velocity profile is carried out.
In this model a indicates how fast the transition from the lowest viscosity to the
highest one occurs: a = 0 corresponds to the Newtonian case of a classical parabolic
profile. Higher values of a represent the velocity profile closer to the Bingham's one
(Fig. 2.12a). The lowerm is the highest the strain rate (Fig. 2.12b), since it represents
the viscosity near the slope. Finally the higher τ0 is, the smaller the sheared layer
depth is (Fig. 2.12c). Hence, the velocity at the top depends on both m and τ0.
On the basis of these considerations, a first fit of the data, shown in Fig. 2.13a,
is found. The parameter values are m=0.0003 kg/ms, τ0=1.93 kg/m and a=1 s.
Comparing those results with those in literature and in particular with the Cross
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[a] [b] [c]
Figure 2.12: Dependence of the velocity profile [a] on a, varying in the interval 1, 10,
100 s, with m=0.0003 kg/ms and τ0=1.93 kg/m , [b] on m varying in the interval
0.0003, 0.0005, 0.0007 kg/ms with a=1 s, τ0=1.93 kg/m and [c] on τ0 varying in the
interval 1.90, 1.93, 1.96 kg/m with a=1 s, m=1.93 kg/ms.
model, the viscosity in the shear layer is lowered with the consequence that the fluid
appears less viscous, due to the no-slip condition that imposes a higher gap of velocity
in the fixed depth of the shear layer. γ˙(0) ∼ 500 s−1 assumes a high value comparing
to that experimentally found. However, the above model is coherent with [152] who
supposed, alternately to a slip velocity, the existence of a thin layer where γ˙ has a huge
value (larger than 500 s−1) coupled with a no-slip condition. This last hypothesis is
based on a similitude with a fluid in contact with a wall at rest. In that case it was
supposed that the boundary layer can not be measured experimentally, since it is very
thin and the sensors cannot be efficient.
[a] [b]
Figure 2.13: [a] Velocity profile with the best fit found for m=0.0003 kg/ms, τ0=1.93
kg/ms2 and a=1 s and the corresponding γ˙. [b] Velocity profile for the Papanastasiou
law with ρ=300 kg/m3, θ = 30◦, m = 0.002 ·ρ m2/s, n = 1, τ0 = 2.28 ·ρ m2/s2, a = 1
s, α = 0.0075 m2s/kg, H=0.5 m and the corresponding γ˙.
Imposing a slip boundary condition proportional to the shear stress at the base,
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a first fit of parameters for the Papanastasiou law can be given in Fig. 2.13.b. The
velocities at the base and at the top are correctly estimated. Also γ˙(0), although
slightly overestimated, is closer to the experimental data collected than in the case of
a no-slip hypothesis.
Let us note that this first set of parameters has not the ambition to represent the
best fit parameters, since an optimisation study is not carried out. In addition, for
this simple analysis, the friction influence is taken into account only by decreasing
the slope angle θ from 32◦ to 30◦ and using 300 kg/m3, corresponding to a Coulomb
friction coefficient of 0.18, that is underestimated, e.g., comparing to the values found
by [168].
The previous examples show that a slip condition might be the most appropriate.
2.3 A new erosion model
2.3.1 The erosion process
In this section the attention is focused on the entrainment and deposition processes.
Those aspects arouse interest since, even if they affect the whole avalanche dynamics
and play a fundamental role for the snow-structure interaction analysis, they have
not been adequately investigated up to now.
Recent observations recognized that the entrainment of snow strongly influences
the dynamics of avalanches (Fig. 2.14). It was estimated that the majority of medium
or large avalanches can increase their mass by a factor 2 or 3 (as in the Ryngfonn
test site, [102]) or in Vallée de la Sionne even by a factor 12 [191], while the small
avalanches (as those at Mount Pizzac test site [189]) even reach a factor 9. For
this reason, it is understandable how the entrainment may significantly affect the
avalanche behaviour and in particular its velocity, flow height, runout distance and
impact pressure on obstacles.
The term entrainment includes two aspects [102]. The first one concerns the
breaking up of the snowcover into particles. It is strictly linked to the erosion rate,
that is the velocity, measured perpendicularly to the ground, at which the surface of
the untouched snowcover is lowered because of the erosion. The second one consists
on the incorporation of the eroded snow in the flow. To this concept is connected
the entrainment rate (kg m−2 s−1), e.g. the snow mass per unit time and unit area
incorporated in the avalanche.
Three entrainment or erosion mechanisms are observed from experimental data
[189]. The frontal entrainment or ploughing is characterized by a dry, low-density
and cohesionless snow entrained by the avalanche that slides over a more resistant
and older layer of snow. Since it lasts a very short time, compared with the time of the
flowing of an avalanche in a point, mathematically it can be treated as a jump. The
step entrainment takes places when low-strength snow layers are sandwiched between
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Figure 2.14: Part of the snow cover has been eroded and at the same time local or
continuous deposits are distributed along the path. Avalanche in Gressoney's Valley,
March 2011. Photo E. Bovet.
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ice/snow crusts. In fact, when a crust is broken, quickly a lot of snow enters the
avalanche, even not in the front. Finally, the basal erosion occurs when the snow
pack is constituted by high shear strength layers. The avalanche scrapes mass from
the sliding surface along its body, proportionally to the shearing force exerted on the
basal surface.
Recently, some dense-flow models describing the entrainment have been developed
(for instance [190, 102, 153], for an exhaustive report on the state of the art see [23]
and Sec. 1.2.3), but they are not used practically, except for instance the RAMMS
model [66]. In the literature [83] entrainment rate is considered proportional to (i)
the flow velocity, as in [66], with a coefficient depending on the snow properties and
on the difference between the density of the snow cover and that of the avalanche,
(ii) the square of the velocity or (iii) the flow height, and consequently to the overall
avalanche load. Hence, since near the avalanche front the maximum values of velocity
and flow depth are encountered, the entrainment rate is higher in the frontal part,
as the measurements confirm. In fact, in the basal erosion the entrainment rate is
lower (up to 10 kg/m2s) than in the case of ploughing and step entrainment (up to
350 kg/m2s) [191]. However the basal erosion lasts more time, with the consequence
that the eroded masses are comparable.
In the model presented in the following a new approach is proposed to describe
entrainment as a natural consequence of the chosen constitutive law. In particular,
starting from general continuum mechanics hypothesis, a law for the entrainment
process is found. This model takes into account the influence of snow and avalanche
properties, the avalanche depth, the slope angle, and the position in the avalanche
(front or tail).
2.3.2 The rheological model: the Papanastasiou's law
In this section a new model [49] used to describe the avalanche and the underneath
snow cover is deepened.
The avalanche and the snow cover are now considered made of the same non-
Newtonian fluid, having a very viscous behaviour in the snow cover, and a less viscous
behaviour in the flowing mass [47]. In fact, since the stress is not constant in the whole
body, some portions can flow while others still behave like solids.
Hence, since all the snow is modeled like a fluid, as in [47] the Navier-Stokes
Eqq. 2.59 and 2.60 can be used.
For the viscosity Z = ZSH the Papanastasiou's law is used [137]. The whole
flow can be described through a single equation thanks to an exponential function,
allowing to avoid numerical difficulties that occur when the shear rate approaches
zero and the apparent viscosity becomes very large.
Introducing an additional parameter n, as in the Herschel-Bulkley model, the
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following extension of the model can be obtained [210]:
τ =
{
m|II|(n−1)/2 + τ0(1− exp(−a|II|
1/2)]
|II|1/2
}
2D,
= ZSH2D,
(2.67)
where II is the second invariant of the tensor 2D 3. In the two-dimensional case it is:
|II| =
∣∣∣∣∣4∂u∂x ∂v∂y −
(
∂u
∂y
+
∂v
∂x
)2∣∣∣∣∣ , (2.68)
and in the one-dimensional case, as used before , it is :
|II|1/2 = ∂u
∂y
=
∂u
∂ytot
= γ˙. (2.69)
Referring specifically to avalanches, in the Papanastasiou original form (i.e. with
n = 1) m represents the viscosity of the avalanche, even if rigourously it should be
only for |II|1/2 → ∞. The avalanche viscosity itself, to be more precise, as in the
section before, is a function of the strain rate. However, for simplicity of notation we
denote m(|II|1/2) = m. The expression m+aτ0 represents the viscosity for |II|1/2 = 0
that is the viscosity in the snow cover. The value a represents, through the expression
−τ0a2/2 , the slope value when the viscosity decreases.
Let us notice that, depending of the value of n, the fluid displays two different
behaviours (Fig. 2.15). In the case of n < 1 it is a shear thinning or a pseudoplastic
fluid, characterized by a progressively decreasing slope (the apparent viscosity) of the
shear stress as a function of the strain rate. For high values of γ˙ it reaches a constant
value m.
On the contrary, for values n > 1, the apparent viscosity increases for large shear
rates denoting a dilatant behaviour.
In its general form, Eq. 2.67 includes others rheological models. When a→∞ it
coincides with the Herschel-Bulkley law describing the fluid part of the material, and
for a → ∞ and n = 1 with the Bingham one [137]. Finally, if n = 1 and a = 0 the
Newtonian case is recovered.
2.3.3 Entrainment at the snow/avalanche interface
In the previous sections all the basic theoretical concepts have been introduced. Now
it is possible to focus on the study of the entrainment process. Let the reference
system have ytot = 0 at the level of the terrain. As seen before, we denote by σ the
3II =
1
2
[(tr D)2 − tr D2] where tr D is the trace of D
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Figure 2.15: Dependence of the viscosity on n.
bottom limit of the avalanche, that divides the snow cover (ytot < l(x, t)) from the
moving mass (ytot > l(x, t)). It represents the transition layer where entrainment
occurs.
It is necessary to assign the condition for describing the interface evolution ytot =
l(x, t).
The Navier-Stokes equations (Eqs. 2.59, 2.60), using the notation Ψ = {ρ; ρu}T ,
Φ = {0;T}, R = 0; ρg − Fa can be rewritten as:
∂Ψ
∂t
+∇ · (Ψu−Φ) = R. (2.70)
From continuum mechanics, for a general balance equation such Eq. 2.70, the
boundary conditions are:
[Ψ(u− uσ) · n]− [Φ · n] = 0, (2.71)
where uσ is the velocity at the interface, n is the normal vector and the parenthesis
[.] represent the jump between the values in the snowcover (indicated in the following
by the subscript snow) and in the avalanche (subscript ava). Hence the boundary
conditions for the Navier-Stokes equations are:
[ρ(u− uσ) · n] = 0, (2.72)
[ρu⊗ (u− uσ)n]− [Tn] = 0. (2.73)
Consequently, multiplying by the tangential vector t:
[t · uρ(u− uσ) · n] = [t · Tn], (2.74)
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and considering Eq. 2.72:
uslipρ(u− uσ) · n = [τ ], (2.75)
where uslip = [u] · t and τ = t · Tn. By defining the velocity of entrainment ventr =
dl/dt = uσ · n and vava = u · n, eq. 2.75 becomes:
dl
dt
=
τsnow − τava
ρavauslip
+ vava. (2.76)
From Eq. 2.72:
vava =
(ρava − ρsnow)
ρava
dl
dt
. (2.77)
Consequently:
dl
dt
=
τsnow − τava
ρsnowuslip
. (2.78)
Under the hypothesis Eq. 2.48, rewritten in the new form:
uslip = ατava, (2.79)
we find:
dl
dt
=
τsnow − τava
ρsnowατava
=
1
αρsnow
(
τsnow
τava
− 1
)
. (2.80)
From Eq. 2.72 we can find:
ρava(uava − uσ) · n = ρsnow(usnow − uσ) · n, (2.81)
and consequently:
ρavauava · n = (ρava − ρsnow)uσ · n. (2.82)
Therefore, with the same ventr, the difference between the density of the snowcover
and of the avalanche implies an expansion of the snow, as the term uava · n shows.
On the contrary, if ρava = ρsnow the term vava = uava · n = 0 as well as [n · Tn] = 0.
Anyway, since this expansion occurs instantaneously, Eqs. 2.59,2.60 are still assumed
to be valid.
Similarly to the Bingham model, in which:
τ =
(
m+
τ0
|II|1/2
)
2D for τ ≥ τ0,
|II|1/2 = 0 for τ < τ0,
(2.83)
where the exponential term of the Papanastasiou law is not present, it is supposed
that τsnow = τ0 is the maximum stress in the snowcover. Thus, Eq. 2.78:
dl
dt
∝ (τ0 − τava) , (2.84)
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Figure 2.16: Graphical representation of the proposed model to explain the entrain-
ment and deposition processes depending on γ˙ = ∂u∂y .
is equivalent to:
dl
dt
∝ −m|II|n/2 + τ0 exp(−a|II|1/2). (2.85)
Let underline that Eq. 2.84 is valid independently of the assumption for the slip
velocity (Eq. 2.79). Firstly it is important to know the value of critical shear strain rate
γ˙c for which the interface does not move (dl/dt = 0), corresponding to the situation
of no erosion and no deposit. This term can be graphically located, in Fig. 2.16, as
the abscissa of the intersection point Pc between the two contributions of Eq. 2.85.
For values of γ˙ greater than γ˙c erosion occurs. In particular, the entrainment rate
dl/dt is proportional to the difference between the two curves. Hence, it is obvious
that for higher values of γ˙, with γ˙ > γ˙c, the |dl/dt| is greater, meaning that the
snowcover is more quickly and easily eroded by the avalanche. On the contrary, for
values γ˙ < γ˙c, dl/dt > 0, providing deposition phenomenon. Lower values of γ˙ imply
that the avalanche deposits in lower time.
As concerns the position of γ˙c, if γ˙c is large, the range of γ˙ > γ˙c, for which the
erosion is possible, is reduced. Consequently, it is more difficult to entrain snow, while
it is simpler to deposit.
The presence of a yield value γ˙c was also supposed by [176]: under a critical value
of almost 5 s−1 in the upper part of the flow and a value of approximately 150 s−1 in
the shear layer, the flow stops. The value γ˙c corresponds the critical viscosity ZcSH .
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Table 2.3: Parameters and variables governing the model.
Quantity Explanation
ρsnow snow cover density
ρava avalanche density
l interface between avalanche and snow cover
t time
u velocity parallel to the flow direction
uava slip avalanche velocity
x parallel to the flow direction
y, ytot perpendicular to the flow directions
γ˙ =
∂u
∂y
= shear strain rate
=
∂u
∂ytot
= |II|1/2
τava avalanche stress
γ˙c critic shear strain rate
ZcSH critical viscosity
m avalanche viscosity
m+ aτ0 snow cover viscosity
n parameter from which depends the fluid nature
(shear thinning, dilatant or Bingham)
τ0 stress of the snow cover at the interface
α function relating uslip to τava
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2.3.4 Results and discussion
Snow cover and avalanche properties: influence on the entrainment
Focusing the attention on the role played by the different parameters, for high values
of τ0 it is more difficult to erode the snowcover, since γ˙c increases. This aspect is
physically confirmed: to erode a crust (higher τ0) more time is necessary than to
erode fresh snow (lower τ0).
As the avalanche viscosity is concerned, for more viscous avalanches the erosion is
higher, while for less viscous ones the erosion is lower. This feature can be confirmed
by two different theories.
The first one considers the erosion rate proportional to the flow height, and con-
sequently to the overall avalanche load [83]. The load is a function of the density too.
The viscosity itself is exponentially related to the density, like in [77]. Consequently,
more viscous avalanches are more dense, impress a higher load and show a higher
erosion rate.
The second theory was proposed in [17], where the erosion rate was supposed to be
proportional to the shear rate, with a coefficient depending on the difference between
the thickness of the material at rest, and the equilibrium height. The redundancy in
snow deposited can be translated, using Eq. 2.85, having an avalanche with a higher
viscosity m. Consequently, the erosion rate is higher for both cases. In addition,
comparing with Eq. 2.85, at the equilibrium height, γ˙c coincides. Therefore for higher
γ˙c, or higher equilibrium height, the erosion is lower.
Finally, the larger the parameter a, more easily the snow at rest is entrained by
the avalanche, since γ˙c is lower. On the contrary, with lower values of a, γ˙c is higher.
That means that even with not negligible values of γ˙, the snowcover is not eroded.
Bulk and tail: influence on the entrainment
Eq. 2.85 can also explain the different entrainment rate along the avalanche body. In
particular it shows that in the head and in the bulk of an avalanche the erosion is
higher than in the tail, in which even deposition can occur. From the velocity profiles
experimentally collected by [53] the value of γ˙ close to the snow cover in the bulk and
in the tail can be calculated. In the bulk γ˙ is about 3-5 times the value of γ˙ in the
tail, essentially due to different velocities. That means that in the bulk, γ˙ is higher,
the entrainment rate is higher than in the tail, in which γ˙ is lower. In addition, if in
the tail γ˙ < γ˙c, deposition occurs. Consequently, by an analysis of the velocity profile
when the avalanche erodes and when it deposits it could be possible to evaluate γ˙c.
Slope angle: influence on the entrainment
In order to analyse the influence of the slope angle on the entrainment phenomenon it
is important to study the dependence of the slip velocity and of the basal shear rate
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[a] [b]
Figure 2.17: [a] Velocity profile for the Papanastasiou law with θ= 25◦, 26◦, 27◦, 28◦,
29◦, 30◦, 31◦, 32◦, [c] u(0) and γ˙(0) vs. θ in the range θ= 0◦-32◦. γ˙(0) and u(0)
increases with the slope angle.
on the external force, that is traduced in our case in the dependence on the slope angle
since a friction force law is not introduced. Some simulations are carried out using
the parameters of Fig. 2.13.b, varying the slope angle from 0◦ to 32◦ (Fig. 2.17.a).
For higher values a numerical error occurs, maybe due to a huge value of γ˙(0) or,
using the theory proposed by [169], due to the fact that for a slope higher than a
slope limit the steady flow is not possible. Qualitatively, a similar velocity profile is
experimentally found in [177], showing that, as expected, flows are faster for higher
slope angle. A similar trend was detected by [206], who observed that the effect
of decreasing slopes on the reduction of velocity is lower for big avalanches, which
possesses a higher release mass and higher velocities.
The results of our simulation (Fig. 2.17.b) show that the relationship between θ
and u(0) is linear. Besides, γ˙(0) is significantly different from zero only for values
higher than 25-27◦ approximately. [194] observed that during the deposition process
the avalanche moves as a plug, with the speed decreasing simultaneously in the whole
depth. The authors suppose that, because of the cohesive and frictional forces, the
flow in the whole depth freezes more or less instantaneously. That corresponds, using
the data of our diagram, that for a slope lower than 25-27◦ the snow movement
stops. The presence of a lower bound of the slope under which the avalanche stop
is confirmed by the [169] theory too. Finally [176] found that below a yield of γ˙ the
flow stops too.
Applying these results to the erosion and the deposition processes, it is possible
to conclude that for steeper slopes, γ˙(0) is higher and hence we move to the right
of Fig. 2.16. This corresponds to a higher erosion in the steeper slope and a higher
deposition in the flatter zone. This behaviour reminds the decreasing trend of the
depth deposition with the slope angle experimentally observed by [194] and [44] or
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Figure 2.18: [a] Velocity profile for the Papanastasiou law with the avalanche depth
H varying from 0.4 m to 0.6 m with a step of 0.02 m [b] The velocity at the base
u(0), at the top u(H) and the basal shear strain rate γ˙(0) increase with the avalanche
depth H.
empirically evaluated by [169].
Flow depth: influence on the entrainment
Finally γ˙(0) increases with the flow depth (Fig. 2.18.b), as results from the study of
the variation of the velocity profile depending on the flow depth (Fig. 2.18.a). For
thicker flows the slip velocity increases linearly, while the maximum velocity increases
more quickly. For this reason thinner flows have a lower shear rate (similar to a plug)
while thicker ones have even a shear layer at the base. This behaviour could even
explain why in the front of an avalanche, having a higher depth, the shear rate is
higher than in the slimmer tail.
This implies that thicker avalanches erode more than thinner ones, according to
[83] in which the entrainment rate is proportional to the flow height. Experimentally,
even [177] founnd that the mean velocity slightly increases with the flow depth and
the shear strain rate decreases with the inverse of the flow depth.
Grain size: influence on the entrainment
From a granular approach a dry cohesionless avalanche can be assimilated to a gran-
ular material. Viscosity is proportional to the grain size [177]. Hence using the Pa-
panastasiou law, the strain rate decreases with the grain size. Moreover, low values
of the strain rate correspond to higher grain size, and consequently to the avalanche
tail where the the random kinetic energy is lower [53] and the deposition occurs. On
the contrary, with a higher strain rate the grain size is smaller and hence we are in
the zone where the avalanche erodes.
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Table 2.4: Parameters used for the 1-dimensional simulation.
Parameter Value
m 0.01 · ρ kg/ms
τ0 3·108 kg/m
a 1 s
uava 20, 30, 45 m/s
ρ 200 kg/m3
Hs 1.2 m
γ˙c 16.1 s−1
ZCSH 2.14 ·107 kg/ms
1-Dimensional analysis of the erosion
A further analysis is here carried to study evolution of the viscosity behind the snow
cover with time. Let us suppose a 1-Dimensional sample representing a vertical seg-
ment of snow of depth Hs. The Navier-Stokes equations (Eqq. 2.59, 2.60) are conse-
quently reduced to:
ρ
∂u
∂t
− ∂
∂ytot
(ZSH γ˙) = 0. (2.86)
with ZSH = ZSH(γ˙).
The boundary condition of the differential equation is represented by a velocity
equal to zero in y = 0 (where the snow is at rest close to the terrain) and a fixed
velocity u = uslip indicating the velocity of the avalanche sliding over the snow cover
(in y = Hs). Initially the snow cover is at rest (u(y) = 0 ∀0 ≤ y < Hs).
A Papanastasiou law (Eq. 2.67) is used. As concerns its parameters, experimental
data are used. In particular, for m, representing the avalanche viscosity, the value
indicated by [76] for the plug flow is used. τ0 corresponds to the viscosity of a
snowcover, since aτ0  m calculated with the formula proposed by [77] with T=-
3◦C, and ρ = 200 kg/m3. Finally a is set equal to 1 s as well as n = 1 (see Tab. 2.4).
The results obtained solving this non linear parabolic equation are shown in
Fig. 2.19. In the first time steps the upper part of the snowcover begins to move.
Then the movement is propagated to the whole snowcover.
The layer of snow close to the moving mass is subjected to a higher γ˙, corre-
sponding to a lower viscosity. When γ˙ becomes lower than its critical value, i.e.
its viscosity is lower than the critical viscosity ZCSH , the snowcover is eroded by the
avalanche (Fig. 2.20). The values of γ˙c and of ZCSH derived, respectively, by Fig. 2.16
and by Eq. 2.67 are reported in Tab. 2.4.
Hereby the evolution of l(t), or the depth of the snowcover which is not eroded,
can be plotted in Fig. 2.21.
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[a] [b]
Figure 2.19: The velocity evolution in time from t=0.01 s to 5.01 s plotted every 0.04
s. The boundary condition at the interface is [a] 20 m/s and [b] 45 m/s.
[a] [b]
Figure 2.20: The viscosity evolution in time from t=0.01 s to 5.01 s plotted every 0.04
s. The boundary condition at the interface is [a] 20 m/s and [b] 45 m/s. The dotted
line represents the critical viscosity.
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Figure 2.21: Time evolution of the snow cover thickness for three avalanche velocities:
20 m/s, 30 m/s, 45 m/s.
Imposing different slip velocities uslip, it is possible to conclude that the erosion
rate increases with uslip. In fact, for our model this corresponds to a higher shear
strain rate in the snowcover, and consequently to a higher ∂l/∂t. This result is
confirmed by the theory, reported in [83], considering the erosion rate proportional
to the flow velocity. This is validated experimentally, for instance, by [22], in their
study on the erosion process, using dry granular material.
In addition, a higher basal shear rate corresponds to a higher slip velocity and
consequently to a higher erosion rate, as explained in Fig. 2.16.
From a first analysis, the results of Fig. 2.21 agree with the experimental measures
that evaluated an avalanche able to erode the entire snow cover in a very short time
(duration 0.1-2s) [193], as compared to the duration of whole avalanche flow passage
for a point. Experimentally 350 kg/ms of snow eroded in the ploughing process
are measured, corresponding to dl/dt equal to 2 m/s. The erosion rate measured
accordingly, is of the same magnitude as the experimental one.
Conclusions
In this chapter the Papanastasiou shear thinning law is used to model the basic
features of the snow avalanche behaviour. Firstly, it allows to describe the velocity
profile along the avalanche depth. The analysis of the velocity profile allows to improve
knowledge on the dependence of the velocity and of the strain rate, focusing on its
value uslip and γ˙(0) at the bottom of the avalanche. The numerical analysis showed
the increase of uslip and γ˙(0) with the slope angle and with the flow depth. Searching
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an analytical justification of the slip condition, it seems that the slip velocity could
depend on bonds between the grains and consequently on the snow characteristics
(strength, density, temperature, type and dimensions of the crystals, cohesion . . .).
Additionally it is shown that uslip should depend on the tangential stress at the
base. To confirm this hypothesis, theoretically based, more experimental data should
be collected and analysed focusing the attention to both the velocity characteristics
(values at the base, gradient of the velocity . . .) and the snow properties. In this way,
the Papanastasiou law could be confirmed as well as the definition of the uslip.
Secondly, the simple choice of the rheological Papanastasiou law, using continuum
mechanics concepts, allows to describe the entrainment, taking into account the prop-
erties of the flowing mass as well as those of the snow cover. The model proposed is
in agreement with other theories in the literature, that consider the erosion propor-
tional, for instance, to the flow velocity and height. Besides it gives an explanation
of the evidence that in the avalanche bulk erosion occurs, while in the tail deposition
prevails considering the granular size too. In addition, its first validation with exper-
imental data show that the method, opportunely refined, could well explain also the
entrainment process. A further investigation should define the parameter values of
the model as functions of the different kind of snow. Furthermore, more experimen-
tal data, from both small scale chute and real test site, are needed to validate the
assumptions here assumed.
Introducing the proposed entrainment law into existing dynamics models, the new
erosion model could be tested and validated. To this aim, a model without depth-
average should be used, in order to obtain information concerning the basal gradient
of velocity. However, models as RAMMS in which the velocity profiles and their
evolution in time are described, through the production and decay of the kinetic
energy of the random motion of the snow granules [53], could be used too. From
a practical point of view, our erosion law, introduced into a dynamic model could
contribute to better describe the avalanche motion and behaviour (velocity, masses,
flow height, runout distance and impact pressure on obstacles) depending on the snow
characteristics. Our model appears correct and consistent but only with the validation
with more experimental data it can be practically used in a dynamic simulation.
Finally the concept of critical shear rate γ˙c, introduced for the entrainment, can
be extended to the study of the avalanche release too. A higher γ˙c corresponds to a
huge creep movement, defined as the deformation of the snow, without the avalanche
trigger. Consequently, γ˙c may also indicate a degree of the snow cover stability. This
aspect will be developed in a future work.

Chapter 3
Application of the model to
avalanche-structure interaction
From regulations reported in Ch. 1 it is clear that to design aim it is necessary to
know the velocity, pressure, density and depth of the flowing mass. These values are
given by a model of avalanche dynamics.
Hence, in order to analyse the interaction between avalanche and structures a
numerical technique is used. In particular, depending on the finality of each study,
different methods can be used: two or three dimensional models as well as stationary
or transient ones. Therefore in this chapter the different approaches are presented.
They can be considered as a variation (for instance from the avalanche depth plane
to the slope one) or a simplification (from transient analysis to stationary one) or an
extension (from two dimensions to three dimensions) of the model presented in Ch. 2.
However, to be more clear, the different models are presented.
They are all based on the assumption that the avalanche is an incompressible fluid.
The Navier-Stokes (NS) equations are consequently used: ∇ · u = 0ρ(∂u
∂t
+ u · ∇u
)
= ∇ · [Z (∇u + (∇u)′)]−∇p+ F (3.1)
where u is the velocity, p the pressure, Z the viscosity, ρ the density and F takes
into account the gravitational and friction forces (both a Coulomb force and a viscous
one). The peculiarities of those models are to give the values of the velocity and
of the pressure in each point of the avalanche and to find the value of the pressure
without any additional law, on the contrary of the majority of the models present in
the literature.
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All the models are numerically solved thanks to the FEM model called COMSOL
Multiphysics [3].
In Ch. 2 appropriate laws, based on Non-Newtonian fluids, are proposed to de-
scribe correctly the avalanche rheology. In addition, since velocity and pressure are
linked (Eq. 1.41), to study the impact with structures such rheology should be con-
sidered.
Nevertheless the majority of the models in the literature considers a depth-averaged
velocity or give a predefined law for the velocity profile along the depth. The existent
regulations (Ch. 1) use a constant value of the velocity on the depth too. Hence, to
compare our simulations results with those obtained applying formulae available in
literature a Newtonian fluid is used, as first approximation.
3.1 Transient case (T)
In the transient case the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations are coupled with
the level set method (see Sec. 2.1.2), suitable for the free boundary conditions. In
this way the evolution in time of the impact pressure against the obstacle can be
described [48]. If the slope plane is chosen as reference system, the velocity and
the pressure variations along the width can be detected. Otherwise, by an analysis
along the vertical avalanche section, these quantities along the avalanche depth can
be evaluated [45].
In detail, in this approach the domain of calculus takes into account the avalanche
zone and the around air [45, 47, 50]. The two-phases (snow and air) are modeled
introducing a fluid having density ρ and the viscosity Z:
ρ = ρa +H(Φ)(ρav − ρa) (3.2)
Z = ηa +H(Φ)(ηav − ηa) (3.3)
depending on the density/viscosity of air (a) and of avalanche (av) through the Heav-
iside function H(Φ). The level set function Φ (see Sec. 2.1.2) is characterized to be
equal to zero on the free surface, to be positive in the zone of the more dense and more
viscous fluid (avalanche) and to be negative where the less dense and less viscous one
(air) is situated [50]. The interface is transported by the advection equation:
∂Φ
∂t
+ u · ∇Φ = 0. (3.4)
3.1.1 Two-dimensional model in the avalanche depth plane
(T2Dxy)
This model, well described in Ch. 2, considers the avalanche depth plane. Hence
the velocity u = (u, v) has two components, along the x and the y directions, with
x = (x, y).
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To deduce the value of the avalanche depth h, on the contrary of the depth averaged
models (see Sec. 1.2.3) in which it appears directly in the momentum equation, a
further equation has to be introduced.
Let the air-snow interface be described by the material interface Φ = s2(x, t) =
y− g(x, t) = 0, and the interface against the underlying motionless snow cover by the
function s1(x, t) = y − l(x, t) = 0. The avalanche depth is:
h(x, t) = g(x, t)− l(x, t). (3.5)
If the erosion/deposition is not taken into account (i.e. the interface s1(x, t) is
characterised by l(x, t) = 0) it results that h(x, t) = g(x, t).
3.1.2 Two-dimensional model in the slope plane (T2Dxz)
A different approach is to study the avalanche in the slope plane, that is in the
xz-plane (Fig. 3.1). In this situation the system composed by air and avalanche is
considered as a fluid. For this reason the same equations of the Navier-Stokes (Eq. 3.1)
and the advection one for the interface air-avalanche, with Φ = s3(x, t) = 0 (Eq. 3.4),
are used. The notation becomes x = (x, z) and u = (u,w) [45].
It allows to describe, although roughly, the pressure on an obstacle. This model
is simpler than an averaged one in which even the depth of the avalanche is taken
into account.However, to know the depth of the avalanche it is sufficient to calculate
it with the two-dimensional model on the xy-plane.
Figure 3.1: Coordinate system of the T2Dxz model.
3.2 Stationary case (S)
In its stationary version the Navier-Stokes equations (Eq. 3.1) are sufficient to describe
the avalanche behavior. In particular all the domain of calculus is supposed being
occupied by the avalanche. Hence the density and the viscosity are those of the
avalanche: ρ = ρav and Z = ηav.
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3.2.1 Two-dimensional model (S2D)
The velocity has two components: u = (u, v) along the directions x = (x, y). In
this thesis only the slope plane is considered, but it would be possible to analyse the
avalanche depth plane too.
3.2.2 Three-dimensional model (S3D)
Thanks to the simplified nature of the stationary case it is possible to compute the
simulation in the three dimensions. In particular the velocity has three components:
u = (u, v, w), along the directions x = (x, y, z).
3.3 Obstacle
In the area of the obstacle the previous equations (Eq. 3.1 and eventually Eq. 3.4)
are not solved (Fig. 3.2). As boundary conditions two choices are possible: no-slip
condition or slip condition.
[a] [b]
Figure 3.2: [a] Obstacle in the avalanche depth plane in the transient analysis. [b]
Obstacle in the slope plane in the transient analysis. The obstacle can have different
shapes. The red colour represents the avalanche density ρav, the blue one shows the
air density ρa, the white one indicates the absence of fluid (since the obstacle is there).
3.4 T2Dxy: preliminary simulations
Once the models for the snow avalanche dynamics have been described, it is possible
to simulate the interaction between a snow avalanche and various obstacles located
along its path such as, for instance, a concrete dam, an energy transmission pole or
a typical masonry house. In particular in this section preliminary simulations carried
are compared to regulations reported in Sec. 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8. These first simulations
results, although still qualitative, show the capabilities and deficiencies of the model.
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Hence the model opportunely calibrated is be compared, quantitatively too, to real
measurements (Sec. 5.3 and Ch. 6).
3.4.1 Pressure and height of run-up in a dam impact
A first set of simulations consists in the analysis of the interaction between avalanche
and obstacle in the avalanche depth plane. In particular, the simulations reported
here analyse the interaction between a dense avalanche and a dam.
Fig. 3.3 shows the effects that a dam has in containing the snow. Only part of the
avalanche crosses the obstacle, whereas the main volume is stopped by the barrier.
In the following the pressure profile obtained by simulation is compared to the
Swiss recommendations [80] (see Sec. 1.7.1). Fig. 3.4 shows the pressure along the
dam at different time steps. At 1.1 s, when the avalanche reaches the dam (Fig. 3.5.a)
there is a peak of pressure, than the upper part of the avalanche impacts the obstacle
(Fig. 3.5.b,c). This behaviour is due to the particular shape (an ellipse) given as
initial condition to the avalanche (the lower part arrives before the upper one). In
this part of the dam, corresponding to the flowing height h the pressure attains the
maximum values, in agreement with the Swiss recommendations [80]. Note that [196]
found a bigger pressure in the lower part of the obstacle too.
In the run-up height Hr, instead, the pressure decreases linearly, according to the
Swiss recommendations (see Fig. 3.4.b). On the obstacle the pressure does not go to
0, because a part of the snow is able to overcome the dam (Fig. 3.6) carrying with
itself part of the kinetic energy and, consequently, of the pressure.
Hence such simulations, adequately calibrated, could allow in a design phase, to
consider the right pressure and to estimate a more correct volume retained by the
dam.
3.4.2 The jet length after obstacles
The dead zone created downward an obstacle can be studied too. The jet length
created in the impact, for instance with a dam, as shown in Fig. 3.7 increases with the
incoming flow velocity. This is in coherence with the jet theory proposed by [108] for
the breaking mounds (see Sec. 1.9.3). In fact the trajectory of the jet launched directly
over the obstacles can be approximated as a projectile motion in two dimensions and,
consequently, is linked to the velocity.
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⇓
⇓
⇓
Figure 3.3: Snapshots showing the density at time t=0, 1, 2.5 and 5 s. The red area
represents the avalanche, the blue one the air and the white one dam.
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Figure 3.4: The pressure profile along the obstacle thickness in [a] simulation and in
[b] Swiss recommendations.
3.5 T2Dxz: preliminary simulations
3.5.1 Influence of an open slope or a channeled one
A set of simulations in the slope plane shows the interaction between an avalanche
and an obstacle having a squared or a circular shape with different dimensions. In this
situation two scenarios are supposed: an open slope and a channeled one, thanks to
appropriate boundary conditions (an open boundary with a normal stress condition,
and a wall with a slip condition) [45].
The imposed boundary conditions play an important role when the obstacle has
a size comparable with the channel. In fact, an avalanche can expand itself if an
open slope is present (Fig. 3.8.a) or can remain confined if it slides in a channel
(Fig. 3.8.b). Hereby, for practical design even the boundary conditions have to be
taken into account. If the obstacle is small, on the contrary, the effects of the boundary
conditions are less significant (Fig. 3.9) [45].
The influence of the boundary conditions is seen in literature too [16]. In fact
the geometry of the channel influences the impact: in a gully the obstacle produces
a local acceleration and a creation of a wake after the obstacle that can increase the
interaction force. On the contrary if the obstacle is in an open slope the interaction
is lower [16].
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[a] [b]
[c]
Figure 3.5: Avalanche pressure on a dam at time [a] t=1.1 s, [b] 1.2 s and [c] 1.3 s
along the flowing height Hf . The avalanche at time t =0 s was at rest. The range of
the scale pressure is adapted at each time step to evidence the area with the maximum
pressure.
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[a] [b]
[c]
Figure 3.6: Avalanche pressure on a dam at time [a] t=1.8 s, [b] 2.2 s and [c] 2.8 s
during the run-up height Hr phase. The range of the scale is that of Fig. 3.5.a.
Figure 3.7: The length of the jump increases with the velocity.
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[a] [b]
Figure 3.8: A dense avalanche with a density of 300 kg/m3 [a] in a open slope and [b]
in a channel at time 2.5 s impacting a large obstacle.
[a] [b]
Figure 3.9: A dense avalanche with a density of 300 kg/m3 [a] in a open slope and [b]
in a channel at time 2.0 s impacting a small obstacle.
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[a] [b]
Figure 3.10: [a] The 1 m long and 0.4 m wide chute for granular experiments. [b]
Avalanche close to a house in Gressoney's Valley (AO). Photos E. Bovet.
3.5.2 Dead zone
In this section some qualitative information concerning the dead zone down-wind an
obstacle is analysed in addition to what seen in Sec. 3.4.2.
In the first simulations campaign two densities are supposed to take into account
both a dense avalanche (density of 300 kg/m3) and an aerosol one (density of 10
kg/m3) [45]. In the case of the aerosol, a simplification of the problem is done, since
the flow is not considered turbulent, but laminar.
In the second simulations campaign the dimensions of a laboratory chute, used
practically for educational purposes (Fig. 3.10.a), 1 m long and 0.4 m wide, is used.
The viscosity and the density (ρav=100 kg/m3) of the avalanche is considered. As
initial condition the flow is at rest. The slope of the chute is variable: hence for higher
slope angles the driving force is higher and the avalanche moves quickly.
In the third simulations campaign the real scale is used with the same viscosity.
The results can be resumed as the follow:
• The obstacles having bigger dimensions, both in circular than in the square
situation (Fig. 3.11.a), split the flow. Qualitatively the fan generated in the
impact of the flow is similar to that observed experimentally by [110]. On the
contrary, a circular shape of smaller dimension allows to the airborne flow to
rejoin after the obstacle (Fig. 3.11.b) [45].
• The obstacle shape influences the formation of a dead zone downwind an obsta-
cle, as Fig. 3.12 shows.
• In the chute simulations, since the Reynolds number is lower than the true one,
the flow has a behaviour similar to a more viscous fluid. In fact the similitude
criterion (see Sec. 1.3.1) is not respected. For this reason the flow wraps both a
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[a] [b]
Figure 3.11: [a] Interaction between a dense avalanche (300 kg/m3) and a square
obstacle in an open slope condition at time 2.5 s. [b] Interaction between an airborne
avalanche (10 kg/m3) and a small circular obstacle in an open slope condition at
time 2 s. The arrows indicate the velocity, the contour line in red is the interface
avalanche-air, the surface plot indicates the pressure.
[a] [b]
Figure 3.12: Simulations carried at chute scale (length 1 m), snow at t=0 s is at
rest. The red lines are the streamlines, the blue ones the flow contour. [a] A squared
obstacle allows the formation of a stagnation zone at a slope of 45 degrees, while [b]
the flows wraps perfectly a triangular shape at a slope of 30 degrees.
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Figure 3.13: Avalanche contour in different time steps at a chute scale with a slope of
30 degrees impacting a circular obstacle having the diameter of 10 cm.
circular obstacle (Fig. 3.13) and a triangular one (Fig. 3.14). For higher slopes
the dead zone length is longer Fig. 3.14.b. Therefore faster the avalanche is
longer the dead zone is.
• At a real scale with a higher Froude number both the circular and triangular
shapes separate the flow, as Fig. 3.15 shows.
Therefore, from the points above it is possible to suppose that for lower Reynolds
(smaller obstacle, slower avalanche, higher viscosity) or lower Froude numbers (slower
avalanches), the flow easier wraps the obstacles. Remember that low values of Re and
Fr are peculiar of the deposit area (Fig. 3.10.b). Since in the T2Dxz model the flow
height is not considered, the Froude number is only velocity dependent.
A closer study about the dead zone created by the obstacle, for instance, focusing
on its size and shape, could be an instrument to conceive efficient passive protection
measures, like deflection dams or wedged-shaped walls (Fig. 3.16.a). Besides, an
analysis of the deviation of the flow due to obstacles could explain the formation of
different branches sometimes created in the deposit area (Fig. 3.16.b) [45].
3.5.3 Variation in time of the pressure in a point
The model allows to calculate the variation in time of the the pressure in a point
too. For instance, Fig. 3.17 shows the pressure in the central point upwind a square
obstacle: in few seconds (because the avalanche simulated is very small) the avalanche
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[a] [b]
Figure 3.14: Zoom of the avalanche contour in different time steps at a chute scale
with a slope of [a] 30 degrees and [b] 45 degrees.
simulated goes beyond the obstacle: the pressure increases quickly in the avalanche
front and decreases slowly in its tail. This pressure is compared to the values obtained
by the Eq. 1.41 in two different ways.
The first one is based on the velocity measured just before the obstacle (in fact,
on the obstacle the velocity vanishes for a no-slip boundary conditions). For this
situation we found the coefficient Cd using the maximum values of the velocity and
of the pressure. It is important to underline that the avalanche, in our simulations,
has not yet attained a stationary value when it crashes on the obstacle. This aspect
can influence significantly the results obtained. In fact, pressure is derived from the
velocity through Eq. 1.41 considering a stationary situation. In addition, for the
nature of our simulation that lasts few seconds, the initial phase of the crash plays
an important role. On the contrary in the experiences in the wind tunnel the initials
steps of the interference are neglected, to consider only the stationary case [45].
A second approach consists on the evaluation of the pressure using the velocity
measured in a condition without the obstacle. Fig. 3.17 shows as the air moved by the
avalanche impacts the obstacle before the avalanche itself. Consequently a pressure is
measured even before the avalanche. In fact the green curve is significantly different
from zero later than the red and blue ones. In this situation, having a larger velocity
leads to a lower Cd [45].
3.5.4 Peak of pressure
Considering the pressure in the central point upwind of an obstacle (Fig. 3.18.a) it is
possible to note a peak of pressure in the first instant of the impact.
In the following analysis [46] the ratio between the maximum pressure ppeak and
its mean is about 4, overestimating the value of 3 indicated in Sec. 1.7.2. Let note
that our peak is very short, in agreement with [185] who observed a very short peak
pressure.
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[a]
[b]
Figure 3.15: Real scale with Froude number equal to [a] 3 and [b] 7.
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[a] [b]
Figure 3.16: [a] A church in Switzerland with a wedge-shaped wall. [b] Branches in
the deposition zone of an avalanche. On the right a full depth avalanche with debris
in Gressoney's Valley occurred in March 2011. Photos E. Bovet.
Figure 3.17: Variation in time of the pressure measured and calculated, with Eq. 1.41,
in the central point upwind a square hit by an airborne avalanche. Cd1 = 0.78 in the
simulation with the obstacle and Cd2 = 7.55 in the simulation without the structure.
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[a] [b]
Figure 3.18: [a] Pressure calculated in the central point upwind. [b] The peak depends
on the shape.
Hence a detailed analysis is done to study the peak properties (Fig. 3.18.b) of a
flow having density ρava=300 kg/m3 and ηava = 2.1 · ρava kg/ms. The maximum of
pressure depends on the obstacle shape: for instance, it is higher for a squared one
than a circular one. The triangle with a vertical face upwind gives a value of pressure
similar to the square one [48].
Additional simulations are carried, considering a circular shape, varying the Froude
number. Remember that, since in the T2Dxz model the flow height is not consid-
ered, the Froude number is only velocity dependent. Fig. 3.19 shows that the peak
magnitude is higher for higher Froude numbers and its duration decreases with the in-
crease of the Froude number. Finally the peak is more accentuated for higher Froude
numbers [48].
3.5.5 Cd coefficient
In this section a first attempt to analyse the Cd coefficient is made. From the analysis
on the obstacle shape it is possible to conclude that the triangle can have the behaviour
similar to a square, depending on its relative position with respect to the flow. In
Fig. 3.20.a the vertical edge is upwind, while in Fig. 3.20.b is downwind.
Moreover, as concerns the dependence on obstacle size, Fig. 3.21 shows that larger
obstacles have a lower Cd (see Sec. 3.6 for more details).
Finally, the ratio L/v2 between the load and the velocity squared is shown in
Fig. 3.22. Cd increases when Fr decreases, in analogy to [195, 200]:
Cd ∝ c1 + c2
Re
∝ c1 + c3
Fr
(3.6)
since the Reynold number Re is proportional to the velocity as well as the Froude
number Fr.
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[a] [b]
Figure 3.19: The duration and the magnitude of the peak of pressure depend on the
Froude number.
[a] [b]
Figure 3.20: Cd calculated for different shapes for Froude values of [a] 5 and [b] 7.
The triangle has the vertical edge [a] upwind and [b] downwind.
Figure 3.21: Larger obstacles have a lower Cd.
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[a] [b]
Figure 3.22: The ratio L/v2 for different Froude number for [a] a square and [b] a
circle.
3.5.6 Comparison with wind effects
In this section the impact pressure of an aerosol avalanche against a building is anal-
ysed. Remember that a simplification of the problem is done, since the flow is not
considered turbulent, but laminar. Fig. 3.23 shows that on the windward side the
pressure is positive, while in the other sides it is negative, similarly to the wind effects
(see Sec. 1.7.4).
In this case the Cp is calculated using the extreme values derived by the simulation:
the maximum value is 861 Pa in Fig. 3.24.a, the minimum values are -595 Pa in
Fig. 3.24.b and -47 Pa in Fig. 3.24.c at the center of the edge. Consequently the
pressure of impact becomes 1076.7 Pa, considering a pressure coefficient for the frontal
edge of 0.8, as in [7].
As concerns the lateral edge, Fig. 3.24.b shows as there is a region of length L/5 in
which the pressure is higher than in the remaining section, in agreement with [7]. Our
Cp obtained is -0.6. This lower value could be due the fact that there is only a little
part of the avalanche impacting on the side, on the contrary of the wind experiences
in which the wind recovers the whole tunnel.
To interpret the results obtained in the downwind side, it is important to underline
that in such simulation the avalanche does not impact on this side. Hence the pressure
is given by the blast: using the air density, the Cp obtained is -0.3 on the obstacle
rear [45].
An additional example, in which the Fr = 5 is reported in Fig. 3.25 with the
results summarised in Tab. 3.1. When blast is indicated, Cp is calculated rescaling
the pressure with the air density, as done before. From a practical point of view, the
upwind edge of the structure should be more resistant on the corners, since there two
higher pressure are recorded there.
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Figure 3.23: Interaction between an airborne avalanche (10 kg/m3) and a square
obstacle of big dimension in an open slope condition at time 2 s. The red colour
indicates the positive values of pressure, the blue one the negative pressure.
[a] [b]
[c]
Figure 3.24: Avalanche pressure in time [a] up-wind, [b] in the lateral edge and [c]
down-wind.
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[a] [b]
[c]
Figure 3.25: [a] Upwind [b] downwind and [c] lateral edges for the Froude number
equal to 5.
Table 3.1: Results obtained by simulations and recommendation using the wind effect.
Edge Simulated Recommendation [7]
Max pressure Density Cp Cp
Up-wind 4.45·105 Pa avalanche 0.8 0.8
Down-wind 760 Pa blast -0.33 -0.3
Lateral 1500 Pa blast -0.65 -1/-0.8
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3.6 S2D: preliminary simulations
3.6.1 Cd coefficient
In this section the Cd coefficient is analysed (see Sec. 1.6.1 for the definition). Cd
depends on the obstacle shape (see Sec. 3.5.5) as well as on the avalanche characteris-
tics. In particular an analysis of the dependence of the obstacle dimension on the Cd
is carried, using a circular shape. It is clear, from Fig. 3.26, that Cd decreases with
a power-law (in this case having exponent -0.6). This tendency was experimentally
seen by [195, 200] and numerically by [48]. In fact they supposed:
Cd ∝ c1 + c2
Re
∝ c1 + c3
B
(3.7)
since in our case Re = BUρ/ν changes due to different sizes B.
Figure 3.26: Dependence of Cd on the obstacle size B.
These results do not depend on the domain size: for instance for a circular obstacle
having diameter of 1.5 m (it is tested for a diameter of 30 m too) the total load
simulated with a domain of 60 m x 120 m, or of 600 m x 1200 m is almost the
same (2.24·105 Pa·m and 2.23·105Pa·m, respectively). The mesh dimension does not
influence these results too [46].
Chapter 4
Experimental measure of
avalanche mechanics: the
Italian test site
4.1 The experimental site
The test site, called Seehore [138], is located at Gressoney-La-Trinité in the Aosta
Valley (NW of Italy) and it belongs to the authority Regione Autonoma Valle d'Aosta.
Built during the Operational programme Italy - France (Alps - ALCOTRA), Project
DynAval - Dynamique des avalanches: départ et interactions ecoulement/obstacles,
it is operative since winter 2009/2010, and it is equipped by an instrumented obstacle
from November 2010. Since it is included in the Monterosa Ski resort (Fig. 4.1), the
avalanche of Seehore has to be artificially released, after critical new snow amount
has been reached and/or snow drift occurred, in order to guarantee the safety of
the ski-runs. Its accessibility is easily allowed by the proximity to the Staffal-Gabiet
cableway station, giving a location for the control room of the measuring system too.
The slope, with an elevation difference of about 300 m (from 2300 to 2570 m
asl), has a mean slope angle of about 28◦and a NNW aspect. The release, track and
deposition zone have a mean slope angle of about 39◦, 35◦ and 17◦, respectively.
The avalanche width varies from about 80 m at the top near the ridge to 40 m in
the middle of the avalanche track, to more than 100 m in the deposition zone. The
ground roughness is very high (see Sec. 4.2.3), as the path is covered by debris of
different size, with single rocks up to 4 m of diameter.
In local ground measurements targets were measured from both a total station
and a GPS-RTK approach. A global survey of the whole area was performed by heli-
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Figure 4.1: View of the Seehore test site: 27th of March 2010 event. The ski run at
the bottom is well visible. Photo E. Bovet.
copter borne laser scanner carried out by Helica Company in order to get the highest
resolution from the digital terrain model (survey resolution of 20 points/m2, vertical
accuracy of 10 cm and horizontal accuracy of 18 cm) and ortho-image (resolution of
10 cm) [138].
In this test site researchers of the Department of Structural, Geotechnical and
Building Engineering of the Politecnico di Torino (M. Barbero, M. Borri Brunetto,
F. Barpi, E. Bovet, B. Chiaia, V. De Biagi, B. Frigo, O. Pallara), researchers of the
Department of Agricultural, Forest and Food Science and NatRisk-LNSA, University
of Turin (E. Ceaglio, M. Freppaz, M. Maggioni, D. Godone, D. Viglietti, E. Zanini)
as well as technicians of the Regione Autonoma Valle d'Aosta (L. Pitet, V. Segor),
Fondazione Montagna Sicura (N. Durand), AdHoc society (L. Bornaz) and Monterosa
Ski resort (A. Welf) collaborate in the research [138].
4.1.1 Snow and climate conditions
According to a regional spatial division based on similar snow and climatic conditions
[24] the test site is located in the south-eastern sector of the Aosta Valley, where the
most abundant snowfalls in the region are recorded. The meteorological conditions
most favorable for a successful avalanche experiment are a NNW precipitation and
a wind from SSE, that tends to overload the slope with snowdrift accumulation. At
less than 1 km from the test site a manual weather station (Lago Gabiet, 2340 m asl)
is located. There air temperature, snow height, new snow depth are recorded every
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morning since 1919. The average annual cumulated snowfall is 631 cm (period 1928-
2001). In the area also an automatic weather station (Gabiet, 2379 m asl) recorded
snow depth, air temperature, wind intensity and direction (every 30 minutes) since
2002 [138].
The snow depth during winter 2008-2009 was always above the mean value (max-
imum snow depth of 337 cm). Winter 2009-2010 was characterized by a lower snow
depth (maximum snow depth of 157 cm) than in the previous winter but with more
frequent snowfalls of low intensity. Winter 2010-2011 started with values above the
mean, but then January and February were dry, and the snow cover completely melted
one month before the mean (maximum snow depth of 160 cm) [21, 138].
4.1.2 Avalanche general data
Since the threshold to operate an artificial release is around 30 cm of new snow, the
release volume is typically between 200 and 400 m3, even if it can reach 800 m3 if a
thick slab is released.
Avalanches usually stop within the slope at deposition angles still high (see Sec. 5.1),
but seldom reach the ski-run. Dense-flow slab avalanches are the most common, even
if also powder clouds may occasionally form, especially in high winter conditions with
dry and cold snow. During spring spontaneous wet, loose snow avalanches can be
formed too.
Since at different snow avalanche conditions correspond a peculiar approach for
the study of the impact force (see Sec. 1.4), this test site is suitable to analyse the
interaction between avalanches and structures. Hence the site is instrumented with a
steel obstacle (see Sec. 4.2), which measures the effects of avalanches impacting on it.
4.2 The obstacle device
4.2.1 Architectural design
The obstacle device, located at 2420 m asl (x=410186 y=5078430 in UTM-ED50
coordinates), is composed by (see Fig. 4.2.a) [21]:
• a concrete foundation: 3 m long by 3 m wide and 0.6 m thick. The relatively
small size of the foundation is conceived in order to limit the excavation works on
the steep slope, and to exclude, for instance, micro-piles or anchors economically
more expensive;
• a vertical obstacle made of galvanized steel profiles (4.0 m high, protruding 2.8
m from the natural slope profile), consisting of:
 a lower section bolted to the concrete foundation, serving as a support;
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 a upper structure which carries the sensors, directly exposed to the avalanche
impact. This part can be easily changed to allow the installation of ob-
stacles with different shapes. The impact surface (total area of 1 m2) is
made of an array of 5 aluminium grooved plates placed at different heights.
The position can be changed since each plates are supported by two load
transducers, mounted on slides that can be easily moved along vertical
guides. The surface is arranged in a vertical plane (see Sec. 5.3.1) and not
perpendicular to the main flow direction, in order to better simulate the
interaction between avalanche and buildings;
 a connection between the two parts conceived as a weak point (Fig. 4.2.b):
when the impact force reaches a defined limit value, the upper part, con-
ceived as sacrificeable, is detached in order to prevent any damage to the
platform in extreme events. For instance, the avalanche of 19th of March
2011 (Fig. 4.2.c) dragged the upper part about 20 m downslope and ripped
all the electrical wires. However the lower part and the platform under-
neath was preserved from damage. After this event the wiring of the sensors
system has been modified to allow a fail-safe sectioning in extreme events;
• a sealed electric cabinet (Fig. 4.2.d) that hosts the acquisition and control sys-
tems, the terminal of the power supply line and the optical fiber of the data
transmission line, connected to the upper station of the Staffal-Gabiet cableway;
• a galvanized steel shed that protects the cabinet from the direct impact of the
avalanches and provides also a walking surface to reach the upper part of the
obstacle for inspection and maintenance works.
4.2.2 Acting loads
Lacking specific information on the values of the expected forces, since principal
object of the research of the site, a design pressure of 50 kPa was assumed, based
on simulation done with the AVAL-1D [63] and on the comparison with the pressure
of Col du Lautaret (35 kN [200]). Other loading conditions, as gliding action and
wind pressure, had been taken into account in the design [21]. In addition geological
and geophysical surveys (see Sec. 4.2.3) as well as structural tests, were carried out.
In particular a number of tests (see Sec. 4.2.4 and Sec. 4.2.5) were performed at the
laboratory of structural mechanics of the Department of Structural, Geotechnical and
Building Engineering of the Politecnico di Torino at the beginning of September 2010.
4.2.3 Geological and geophysical surveys
Geological and geophysical surveys were carried out and slope stability was analysed
into details [21]. In the obstacle area gravitational deposits of a scree and an alluvial
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[a] [b]
[c] [d]
Figure 4.2: [a] Sketch of the platform with the obstacle and the shed behind, from
[21]. [b] Detail of the load limiter device linking the two parts of the obstacle after an
event. [c] The 19th of March event. The yellow arrow indicates the previous position
of the obstacle. The release zone, lower in altitude than the previous events, as well
the huge erosion are well visible. [d] Particular of the electric cabinet. Photos E.
Bovet.
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fan as well as an accumulation of rockfall blocks are observed. The measurements,
interpreted with tomographic technique, detected the presence of bedrock, highly
fractured and not saturated, only at the sides of the couloir and nowhere else. In fact
the stratigraphy of the rock mass is constituted by a layer of detritus deposit, without
clay fraction, having a thickness of about 10 m, lying upon a highly fractured and
weathered bedrock with poor quality. Besides, although the slope near the obstacle
is naturally stable, the debris layer could release shallow landslides when avalanche
impact forces act on the ground through the obstacle foundation. The four families
of discontinuities identified are very critical for the stability [21].
4.2.4 Dynamical tests
The complete structure was assembled within a specially built testing frame (Fig. 4.3.a,
b) in order to place the obstacle in a horizontal position [21].
In particular, experimental modal analysis was performed to assess the dynamic
properties of the obstacle. During the campaign 8 acquisitions setup were considered
(Fig. 4.3.c), for instance with accelerometers only on a vertical beam (setup local)
or on the plates (setup plates Fig. 4.3.b), following the procedures indicated in [14].
In this document the position of the accelerometers (Fig. 4.3.d), the points to be hit
by an instrumented hammer (Fig. 4.3.e) and the acquisition procedures (Fig. 4.3.f)
are indicated.
The dynamic identification of the structure, in terms of frequencies, shapes and
softening modes was done in the time domain. Data were acquired in terms of nodal
accelerations on some freedom degrees of the structure, opportunely instrumented.
By the analysis in the frequency domain (Fig. 4.4) two peaks are visible at about
7 and 12 Hz, to which values the lower modes of vibrations of the structure cor-
responded. Twenty modes of vibrations (the first ones are shown in Fig. 4.5) were
identified by [13].
The modes of vibrations found validated the results obtained by Borri-Brunetto
and Barpi [21] from numerical analyses, performed with the finite element code AD-
INA [2]. However, the identified frequencies found by [13] are lower than those sim-
ulated in ADINA, probably due to the impossibility to create an infinitely rigid con-
straint in laboratory. In fact, the structure was in-built to a deformable support
[13].
4.2.5 Static tests
Static tests (Fig.4.7.a) leading to failure of the load limiter device were conducted,
simulating different real loading conditions. During the load phase of the struc-
ture, occurred thanks to a oleodynamic actuator (Fig.4.7.b), the load was controlled
(Fig.4.7.c) and the displacement measured through displacement transducers (Figg.4.7.
d,e). Such tests were carried out for different distances of the load limiter plates, i.e.,
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[a] [b]
[c] [d]
[e] [f]
Figure 4.3: [a] The obstacle at the testing time in the global setup. [b] The support-
ing structure conceived as a joint. [c] Configuration example for the acquisition: the
plates setup. [d] Accelerometer. [e] Instrumented hammer. [f] Screen shot taken
during the acquisition time. Photos E. Bovet.
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Figure 4.4: FFT of the signal, from [13].
[a] [b] [c]
Figure 4.5: [a] Mode 1: bending mode with frequency of 6,9775 Hz. [b] Mode 2:
transversal mode with frequency of 7,7201 Hz. [c] Mode 3: torsional mode with
frequency of 11,8075 Hz, from [13].
Figure 4.6: First three modes of vibrations, corresponding to the lowest frequencies,
obtained through a numerical simulation in ADINA, from [21].
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for different length of the steel bars linking the lower and the upper part of the obsta-
cle. The final deformation of the steel bars (Fig.4.7.f), translated in a displacement
of the upper part of the obstacle (Fig.4.7.g) was well visible.
Some results are presented in Fig.4.8, where the total load applied by the testing
machine on the obstacle is plotted against the relative displacement of the load limiter
plates [21].
4.2.6 Instrumentation
The obstacle is equipped with several sensors that measure different parameters [21]:
the impact force: 10 transducers U10M (Fig. 4.9.a) with nominal load of 5, 12.5
and 25 kN and accuracy of 0.2 %, are placed at different heights. After some
failures due to overloading occurred during the first operating season, in fact,
the nominal range of the transducers in the lower position was increased. To
avoid bending moments, the load transducers are connected to the plates with
an hinged joint together with a sliding connection. The impact forces are hence
directly measured without a processing of cumbersome deformation analysis, as
in other test sites [38];
the acceleration caused to the structure itself by the impact: 4 accelerome-
ters were fixed to the upper part of the obstacle, in different positions and
orientations (Fig. 4.9.b);
the air temperature: 4 temperature transducers are located on the upper part of
the obstacle, at elevations of 0.1, 1.0, 1.9, and 2.8 m above the intermediate
flanges;
the atmospheric pressure: 1 pressure transducer is fixed to the upper part of the
structure, near its maximum elevation to not be directly hit by the dense core
of the avalanche;
the velocity: velocity sensors will be mounted in the next future.
The measured data are temporarily stored in the data logger located on the plat-
form, below the obstacle. Files contain each one 1 s of recording, with sampling
frequency of 2 kHz, with the exception of the temperature measurements. They are
transmitted thanks to an optical fiber to the PC located in the control room at the
Staffal-Gabiet station. After a period of a manual recording procedure activated by
an on-site operator or by a remote operator (via Internet), the system is now ame-
liorated to record automatically data, by a self-activation when a given threshold is
attained by one of the signals [21].
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[a] [b]
[c] [d] [e]
[f] [g]
Figure 4.7: [a] The static test set-up. [b] Oleodynamic actuator. [c] Screen shot taken
during the acquisition time. [d] Displacement transducers. [e] Particular of a displace-
ment transducer. [f] Example of the deformed steel bars. [g] Final displacement of
the obstacle tip. Photos E. Bovet.
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Figure 4.8: Total load vs. relative displacement for left (dashed) and right (solid)
load limiter device (distance of load limiter plates equal to 100 mm), from [21].
[a] [b]
Figure 4.9: [a] Transducers during the installation time. Photo E. Bovet. [b] Example
of measurements of acceleration plotted vs. elapsed time, from [21].
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Table 4.1: Releases during winters 2009-2010 and 2010-2011.
Date Triggering method n◦ shots
04/12/2009 Vassale 1X
26/12/2009 spontaneous
06/02/2009 rDaisy Bell 1 X
20/02/2010 Vassale 2X
27/03/2010 rDaisy Bell 3X
31/03/2010 Vassale 2X
04/04/2010 spontaneous
05/04/2010 Vassale 2 X
28/05/2010 spontaneous
1-4/11/2010 spontaneous
24/11/2010 rDaisy Bell 2 X, 1X
07/12/2010 rDaisy Bell 1X
27/12/2010 Vassale 1X
16/02/2011 spontaneous
17/02/2011 Vassale 1X
01/03/2011 rDaisy Bell 2X
05/03/2011 rDaisy Bell 1X, 2X
18/03/2011 Vassale 2 X, 1X
19/03/2011 rDaisy Bell 1X
20/03/2011 Vassale 5 X, 3X
4.3 First experiments
During the winter seasons 20092010 and 20102011, several avalanches (spontaneous
and artificial ones) were released at the site, for a total of 14 experiments (Tab. 4.1).
The triggering usually performed at around 8:30 am by helicopter using the rDaisy
Bell or the Carica Vassale (Fig. 4.10).
Before and after the avalanche triggering, a laser scanner survey can carried out
(see Sec. 5.1.1). A new simple method to evaluate the erosion along the track (straw
test) has been developed (see Sec. 5.1.2). During the avalanche motion, videogram-
metry (see Sec. 5.1.1) is performed in order to determine, by geo-referencing the
scans, the front velocity along the whole track. After the event, a GPS survey of the
avalanche outline is made, together with measurements of the snow depth in some
points around and within the avalanche deposit and track. Granulometric measure-
ments of the avalanche deposit are also taken [72]. Snow stakes placed in the release
zones allow remote snow depth estimation [138].
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Figure 4.10: Avalanches can be spontaneous or artificially triggered using therDaisy
Bell or the Carica Vassale. The success percentages are reported.
A detailed survey (density, deposit shape, temperature, analysis of the streamlines
and dead zone) in the obstacle area is made. The obstacle placed along the track
measures the impact forces of the avalanche flow (see Sec. 4.2).
In the release zone, along or near the fracture line, snowpack properties (density,
hardness, humidity, crystal shape and dimension) are measured by digging a snow pit.
The slabs were mostly made of partly decomposed precipitation particles (DFdc) with
a mean density of 174±100 kg/m3 and a low hardness (hand hardness index equal to
1). Most of the time, the slabs slid over a thin layer of graupel or over a melt-freeze
crust. The stability tests (Extended Column Test) performed show, in almost all the
experiments, that the snow cover is classified as moderately unstable. The fracture
depth (mean value 34±21 cm) is measured or estimated from below depending on
the safety conditions. The mean snow depth is 128±37 cm. The time the avalanche
needs to stop in the deposition zone is about 37±14 s [138].
The site is equipped with snow drift sensors in the release area, since winter 2012-
2013. In future velocity sensors will be installed too.
For a complete exposition, let note that close to the Seehore test site, near the
Gabiet lake, an experimental snowfield was realised on 31th of March 2010 with the
aim of analyse the response of snowpack to explosives [98]. 24 charges were sepa-
rately detonated (Fig. 4.11.a) changing the explosive type (dynamite and emulsion),
elevation from the snowpack (on the snow surface, at 0.5 m, 1 m, and 0.5 m below
the surface) and quantity of explosive (1, 2 and 3 kg). Passive seismic sensors and
sound devices measured energy propagation from blasts on the snowpack and on air,
respectively. The geophysical investigation estimated the mechanical properties of
the snowpack and detected changes in the snowpack properties (as snow depth and
density) before and after the explosion. Finally a survey of the craters (Fig. 4.11.b)
was conducted.
In the following the events analysed in Ch. 5 are described.
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[a] [b]
Figure 4.11: Example of [a] a shot and [b] a crater during the 31th of March 2011
experiments near the Gabiet lake. Photos E. Bovet.
4.3.1 Avalanche 27th of March 2010
On 27th of March 2010, three avalanches were artificially released from the helicopter,
using the rDaisy Bell system. The first shot generated a small slab avalanche that
flew well confined in the little couloir on the right side of the avalanche path, the
second one detached a slab avalanche with a release width of about 40 m, while the
third shot released a small portion of the slope above the second release area. They
were all dense avalanches. The fracture depth was about 25 cm, slightly irregular
along the fracture line, probably due to the wind blowing of the previous days. Field
works allowed to record the snowpack structure, showing 25 cm of new snow with
a density of 180 kg/m3 at the surface. The avalanche deposit presented a dual-lobe
shape with a maximum deposition height of about 1 m on the left lobe, at an elevation
close to 2380 m asl (Fig. 4.1). For a detailed analysis of the erosion and deposition
processes see Sec. 5.1.
4.3.2 Avalanche 5th of March 2011
On 5th of March 2011, the helicopter equipped with the rDaisy Bell system firstly
(1) released a small sluff on the right side of the slope and then (2) a small slab
avalanche from the top, at 2570 m asl. This slab avalanche showed mostly a dense
behavior but also a powder component was well visible. The release zone was about
40 m wide and the crown face depth around 30 cm. The snow height was 107 cm. A
small secondary release was triggered by the main avalanche flow at around 2460 m
asl on the left side of the main path. The snow density of the surface layer (30 cm
thick) was 180 kg/m3. The avalanche deposit presented a slight tri-lobe shape with
a maximum deposition of about 1.4 m on the left lobe, at an elevation of 2380 m asl
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[a] [b]
Figure 4.12: [a] A section of the deposit after the 5th of March 2011 event. [b] The
deposit after the 1st of March 2011 event. Photos E. Bovet.
(Fig. 4.13).
The particular shape of the snow found upward the obstacle during the event of
5th of March was object of a detailed survey (Fig. 4.12.a), since never before seen.
Probably it was influenced by previous deposit, in particular that of the 1st of March
2011 event, that partially fill the space under the bars (Fig. 4.12.b).
In the next the data available concerning the 5th of March 2011 event are shown.
Velocity front
The velocity front is calculated using the images taken with the camera every second,
opportunely georeferenced in the software AdHoc [1]. By a localization of the fronts
some profiles are calculated (Fig. 4.13). It is important to note that the velocity is
calculated in the local reference system, and not in the regional used UTM-ED50,
that is a projection. Let note that in the regional system the velocity could is slightly
different.
An example of the front velocity is shown in Fig. 4.14. The velocity at the obstacle
is evaluated to be between 18-19 m/s (Fig. 4.14). A velocity of 18 m/s will be
chosen in the following. Further profiles are reported in Sec. 5.1.1. It is important
to underline that these values are representative only of the avalanche front since,
generally, velocity decreases in the tail.
A comparison between the values found in the central part of the avalanche with
the values found laterally is shown in Fig. 4.15. This shows, as expected, that the
velocity decreases with the distance from the central part of the avalanche.
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Figure 4.13: Avalanche fronts and profiles calculated of the 5th of March event.
Figure 4.14: Example of the front velocity along a profile involving the obstacle. In
particular the impact happens during the second horizontal step.
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[a] [b]
Figure 4.15: [a] The velocities recorded at the same time in the central part (red line)
and laterally. [b] The lines along which the front velocities are calculated and the
fronts at 37-42 s are shown. The picture is relative to the 39ths.
Pressure
As seen in Sec. 4.2.6 on the obstacle, the forces are measured by load cells. The
total impact force is converted in pressure (in particular I acknowledge Ing. M. Borri
Brunetto), taking into account that only 6 loads cells worked correctly. The maxi-
mum of the pressure, taken with a frequency of 1/2000 Hz, corresponds to 30.7 kPa
(Fig. 4.16.a). However, doing an average in time each 0.05 s, 0.1 s or 1 s, this value
decreases to 28.7 kPa, 25.4 kPa and to 16.5 kPa respectively. The presence of oscil-
lating peaks probability means that the flow impacting the obstacle has not only the
dense component, but the saltation or the suspension layer too.
Since the mean is such variable, we decide to use the characteristic time, i.e.
calculated as the ratio between the velocity and the distance of reference. The values
of 18 m/s (front velocity at the obstacle impact) and of 1 m (obstacle width) are
chosen, giving a time of reference of 0.056 s. Therefore, averaging the pressure each
0.056 s the maximum of pressure is 28.6 kPa.
Density
From a snow pit survey the upper layer in the release area has a density of about 270
kg/m3 [11]. However, we suppose that the density of the release zone is about 180
kg/m3, corresponding to the underlaying layer.
No measurements concerning the density of the avalanche flow at the obstacle
are available. The oscillation in pressure (due probably to different clusters of snow
impact) as well the video, shows that not only the dense core, but a saltation and
a powder part impact the obstacle too. These considerations should be taken into
account in the density estimation.
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[a] [b]
Figure 4.16: [a] Pressure: data, mean each 0.05 s, 0.1 s and 1 s. [b] Pressure estimated
with the mean done using the characteristic time of 0.056 s.
Table 4.2: Density values expressed in [kg/m3] measured upwards the obstacle (in
Fig. 4.12.a). H is the height of the snow and D the distance along the slope from the
obstacle (see Fig. 4.18).
H [cm] D=0 cm D=15 cm D=30 cm D=45 cm
150-140 340 340
140-130 360 340 340
130-120 350 350 320
100-90 330 350
90-80 340 340
Around the obstacle the density of the deposit is about 320-360 kg/m3 (Fig. 4.17).
Downwards the obstacle, the density was equal to 360 kg/m3 in the central zone, 250
kg/m3 behind the supporting structure of the obstacle and 270 kg/m3 at a distance
of about 1.5 m downwind.
From data in Tab. 4.2 the density results almost constant in the obstacle proximity.
No trend of augmentation or diminution of the density value with the height or with
the proximity to the obstacle is seen. The density decreases only for higher distances
D from the structure (Fig. 4.17).
Fig. 4.17 shows even a tongue of about 0.30 m of not eroded snow found until to
1 m upward the obstacle. At a minor distance it opens as a fan. At about 0.55 m
upwind the structure the deposit begins to rise along the horizontal bars. In this zone
the snow is more compacted, as the density measurements and the hand test confirm.
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Figure 4.17: Height H of the snowcover, density ρ, hand test (Test della mano) and
width L of the shape left upwards the obstacle. D is the distance along the slope
from the obstacle (see Fig. 4.18).
Figure 4.18: HeightH of the snowcover, width L of the shape left upwards the obstacle
and distance D along the slope from the obstacle.
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Erosion/deposition
For a detailed analysis of those data see Sec. 5.1.
Flow height at the obstacle
As concerns the flow height, from the video images it is possible to conclude that the
avalanche is taller than 3 m, since the powder part overlaps the obstacle.
Chapter 5
Analysis of experimental data
5.1 Erosion: different surveys techniques
In this section some of the existing survey techniques, as laser scan, and analytical
and numerical models, used to assess and to analyze the snow erosion and deposition
processes are used in combination. Moreover, we present a new simple test to assess
the net eroded and deposited snow along the avalanche path. We refer in particular
to the activities made at the Seehore test site in Aosta Valley, NW-Italy (see Ch.4).
This site gives us the possibility of studying small avalanches. We consider more in
detail the influence of the site morphology on erosion and deposition processes, as
for example the presence of rocks, as well as to explain some results related to the
proposed analytical models. We refer in particular to the events triggered on 27th of
March 2010 and 5th of March 2011, when laser scan measurements were performed.
They were small slab avalanches with release volumes around 300 m3. See Sec. 4.3
for details on these experiments.
Snow erosion and deposition processes within a snow avalanche flow have been
studied in Russia, Norway, Italy, France and Switzerland, with the aid of both lab-
oratory [22] and full-scale test sites, as well as of analytical and numerical models
[193]. In the full-scale approach, different techniques are used to evaluate the mass
balance of an avalanches. In the beginning, only field measurements concepts were
developed. Later, more sophisticated techniques have been used: photogrammetry
[191, 207], terrestrial [171] or aerial laser scanning and FMCW radars [107].
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5.1.1 Laser scan technique and photogrammetry
Method
In some experiments, before and after the avalanche triggering, terrestrial laser scan-
ner surveys are carried out with a Riegl LMS-Z420 and a Riegl VZ400, in order to get
information about the snow erosion and deposition along the track [11, 138]. These
estimates are obtained by comparing the digital surface models (DSM) generated from
laser scan data of the slope scanned before and after the avalanche release [171].
Moreover, during the avalanche motion, photogrammetry is performed with two
Canon 5D cameras, with calibrated lens and fix focal length (24 and 50 mm), in order
to determine, by geo-referencing the scans, the front velocity all along the track.
Besides the winter surveys, in summer 2009 an aerial laser scanning was made by
helicopter, in order to get a summer DEM with a resolution of 50 cm on the z and
an ortophoto with a resolution of 10 cm.
In this work, we analyzed the laser scan data of the events triggered on 27th of
March 2010 and 5th of March 2011. In particular, we used the data from laser scan
to determine the variation of the snow height (hδ = h2 − h1) before (h1) and after
(h2) the avalanche events. The difference between the snow height after the event and
the summer DEM gave information about the spatial distribution of the avalanche
deposit. Laser scan detected points each 20 cm with a precision of 5 cm.
Only for the event triggered on 5th of March 2011 also photogrammetry was per-
formed [11]. These data allowed us to obtain additional information concerning the
avalanche dynamic, such as for example the avalanche type (dense or powder) and the
front velocity. Coupling these information with the laser scan data, some qualitative
results on erosion and deposition could be found.
Results and discussion
The difference between the snow height after and before the avalanche triggering are
shown in Fig. 5.1.a and Fig. 5.1.b.
Thanks to the laser scan technique an estimation of the deposition volume could
be done, being aware of the uncertainty related to the fact that laser scan is able to
detect only the net difference between erosion and deposition.
For the avalanche of the 27th of March 2010, for which a volume of about 260 m3
was triggered, a deposition of 600 m3 was found: 400 m3 deposited on the left lobe, 165
m3 on the right one and 35 m3 in the zone at an elevation comprised between 2400 and
2420 m asl, where both erosion and deposition processes occurred (Fig. 5.1.a). As in
the upper part of the path there were missing data from the laser scan (see Fig. 5.1.a),
we supposed that, on those areas, the erosion was equal to 25 cm, that was the amount
of new snow measured in the field (see Sec. 4.3.1). The total erosion (including the
release volume) was estimated, even if with the approximation explained before, equal
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[a] [b]
Figure 5.1: Snow height variation hδ resulting from the difference between the DSMs
obtained by the laser scan measurements performed after and before the event trig-
gered on [a] 27th of March 2010 and [b] 5th of March 2011. The areas where data are
missing are well visible. See the text for the explanation of the number in the three
boxes.
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to about 1500 m3. Hence, the avalanche eroded and respectively deposited a volume
of snow 6 and 3 times its release volume. It implies that the final density was 2.5
times the initial one. Unfortunately, we took no density measurements in the runout
zone, therefore the previous hypothesis could not be confirmed by field data.
For the 5th of March 2011 a release volume of 200 m3, plus a secondary release
volume of about 115 m3 corresponded to a deposit of about 950 m3 in the right lobe
(Fig. 5.1.b). Unfortunately, the laser scanning of the area did not include (Fig. 5.1.b)
an area of about 400 m2 in the deposition zone, because the relative inclination to the
instrument was not suitable for such measurements [171]. The total erosion (including
the release volumes) was estimated equal to about 2200 m3. As in the case of 27th
of March 2010, we included a volume of eroded snow, supposing that the erosion in
the area not measured by the laser scanning was equal to 30 cm, that corresponds to
the new snow (see Sec. 4.3.2). Hence, the avalanche eroded a volume of snow equal
to about 6 times the volume in the release area.
An analysis of the influence of the slope morphology on the deposit was performed
too, focusing the attention on the 5th of March 2011 event. In particular, it is clear
how the presence of large rocks influenced the avalanche flow creating some deposit
upwards them, up to about 80 cm depending on the rocks height. Fig. 5.2 shows
the influence of some large rocks on the avalanche flow. From laser scan data we
detected the following pattern: 1) some deposition is well visible upwards and above
the rock, 2) an area of null erosion/deposition is present immediately downwards the
rock, 3) further downslope some erosion is again visible. Rocks on the avalanche path
influenced the avalanche dynamics too. The avalanche front position was determined
from the georeferenced images taken with photogrammetry. When the flow impacted
on a rock, a velocity decrease (Fig. 5.3), a flowheight increase and the creation of a
powder component were observed. Instead, the lack of manual surveys did not allow
us to state that the areas downwards the rocks, where the net erosion/deposition was
zero from laser scan measurements, are related to the presence of the jet formation
[108]. Similar to the rocks, the obstacle acted on the avalanche flow, creating a
dihedral deposit upwind it [42]. In order to correctly interpret the laser scan data in
the next winter manual surveys will be done around the rocks, for instance using the
straw test technique (see Sec. 5.1.2).
We also observed how the presence of a former deposit influenced the avalanche
dynamics. In particular, for the event of 5th of March, we analyzed the avalanche flow
in the area shown in Fig. 5.4.a. In this area, two following waves traveled along the
profile f11 shown in Fig. 5.4.a. The first wave went straight and deposited most of
the mass at around 2370-2380 m asl; the second wave impacted against the previous
deposit and sharply decelerated. Some of the mass deposited along the profile f11
before the previous deposit (in the circle in Fig. 5.5), while most of the mass turned
left, eroded some more snow and moved for a longer distance along the profile f10.
By a comparison of the images taken with the camera every second and the laser
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Figure 5.2: 5th of March 2011: height variation hδ around some large rocks at an
elevation around 2450 m slm: upwards the rocks the snow is deposited, immediately
downwards the difference is zero and further downslope the snow is again eroded. The
blue circle indicates the rocks analyzed more in details (see the text and Fig. 5.3).
Figure 5.3: Front velocity and hδ along a profile including the large rock at an elevation
of 2470 m asl highlighted in the ellipse (see Fig. 5.2 for its exact location).
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[a] [b]
Figure 5.4: 5th of March: [a] deposition zone. The arrows shown the two different
waves that flew along the profiles shown in white. [b] Position of the avalanche
fronts in different time step. In both figures, the missing data leave see the bottom
orthophoto layer. The light blue circles show the area of influence of only the powder
part of the avalanche.
[a] [b]
Figure 5.5: hδ and front velocity of the second wave traveling along the profile [a] f10
and [b] f11.
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[a] [b] [c]
[d] [e] [f]
[g] [h] [i]
Figure 5.6: Front velocity and hδ along the three profiles f1 to f9 shown in Fig. 5.7.
scan measurements, the following remarks were done. Firstly, it is possible to tell
that, for instance at an altitude between 2420 and 2480 m asl, as well as in the final
part after the dense part stopped, the powder avalanche flews with a width of 5-10
m larger than what it was detected by the laser scan (Fig. 5.4.b). In fact, there
were no traces of passage there, both from image analysis and field work. A possible
explanation could be that the avalanche was composed by a confined dense core with
a wider powder component; this latter neither eroded nor deposited in that area. This
behaviour is typical for all mixed avalanches.
Hence, from these results, it seems that erosion and deposition are not only a
function of the velocity of the avalanche as in some models is supposed, but depend
also on the avalanche type. In addition the variation of the velocity is probably related
to the variation of the slope angle: steeper slopes allow quicker flows. Fig. 5.6 show the
deposition heights (hδ) from laser scan and the front velocities from photogrammetry
along different profiles in the run-out area of the avalanche, shown in Fig. 5.7. On the
right lobe (Figg. 5.6.a,b,c) the velocities are lower (5-7 m/s) than the other avalanche
sectors and consequently the avalanche stopped. On the central part of the avalanche
path (Figg. 5.6. d-i), the dense core of the avalanche stopped, while the powder part
flew longer, leaving a negligible deposit.
From Fig. 5.6 it seems that at a first sharp decrease of the front velocity corre-
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Figure 5.7: Different profiles along which the front velocity was calculated.
sponded to an increase of the value of hδ, while later on, when the front velocity
further decreased, also the value of hδ decreased. This could be explained with the
fact that when the front velocity suddenly decreased, the following flowing mass was
slowered down and deposited most of the mass. After this largest deposit only little
mass remained available for deposition, consequently hδ, that in the very last part
of the deposition zone can be taken as equal to hd, naturally decreased. Along the
profiles considered on the left lobe, the front velocities were too high to explain the
deposit, which therefore occurred in the avalanche tail. Except for the largest deposit
that is related to the first sharp front velocity decrease, the deposition, cannot be
related to the avalanche front velocity, but must obviously be related to the physical
processes that occur in the avalanche tail.
Concerning the snow erosion, we analyzed three different profiles in the first part
of the track. We assumed that hδ = he, i.e. only erosion occurred, where he is the
eroded height. We did not find a dependence of the erosion processes on the front
velocity (Fig. 5.8). Let underline that we do dot measure the internal velocity of the
avalanche and hence we cannot extend our obtained results for the front velocity to
the velocity in general.
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[a] [b] [c]
Figure 5.8: Front velocity and hδ along the three profiles i1, i2 and 13 shown in
Fig. 5.7.
5.1.2 Straw test
Method
The straw test was ideated by E. Bovet and L. Pitet, consultant of the Regione
Autonoma Valle d'Aosta, during winter 2010-11, in order to have a simple and cheap
method to distinguish, after an event, the avalanche deposit from the undisturbed
snow cover and also the eroded and deposited snow along the avalanche path. It is
based on the analysis of the numbers and position of plastic straws opportunely placed
within the snow cover. Only very cheap materials are necessary: plastic straws of fixed
length, a metallic pole with a diameter inferior to that of the straws (for example a
wire straightened up) and a resistant thread. The following steps have to be followed
(Fig. 5.9):
• join the metallic pole with the thread thanks to an adhesive tape at the point
A;
• enumerate the straws by an alphanumeric code XY, with X a letter indicating
the position of the test, and Y a progressive number indicating each inserted
straw in an ascending order from B to A;
• insert the straws from A to B;
• join the extremities C and A;
• insert vertically the whole system in the snow cover (A at the top and B at the
bottom) leaving some straws to come out of the snow cover, which later must
be fixed with some snow;
• pull out the metallic pole and the thread, holding the upper straw in one hand;
• repeat the above procedure for more locations along the avalanche path.
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Figure 5.9: The material used for the straw test.
Different variables (Tab. 5.1) must be scheduled at the set-up time, before and
after the avalanche, and then analyzed to obtain information about the net eroded
and deposited snow along the path. The analysis of the test is based on the amount
of new snow (HN) and on the code number of the first straw found near the surface
after the avalanche event. After the registration of all the variables (see Tab. 5.1), it
is necessary to compare the results with the potential outcomes (see Fig. 5.10) and
therefore evaluate the snow erosion and deposition height.
For example, case 2 of Fig. 5.10 means that before the avalanche the amount of
new snow do not bury the straws. Since the straw found at the top after the avalanche
has a code number j lower than i, it is possible to conclude that: 1) first the avalanche
eroded the snow cover until the straw Xj for the height indicated by the red arrow;
2) then it deposited a snow height represented by the green arrow.
Results and discussion
In winter 2010-2011 four monitoring points were used in the proximity of the obstacle
(Fig. 5.11.a). We focus the attention on the position A after the 5th of March 2011
event.
After the avalanche released on 5th of March 2011, we found, at the position A
(Fig. 5.11.b), the situation n. 7 as reported in Fig. 5.10. At the set-up time two
straws of 13.5 cm each, for a total height of 27 cm, were left out of the snow cover.
The code number of the top straw was A12. The day before the triggering, 30 cm of
new snow felt on the previous snow cover (data from the near weather station of the
Gabiet lake confirmed in the field). Since the set-up occurred only few days before
(the 2nd of March 2011) we can suppose that HN was 30 cm. The wind transport is
not considered here. After the avalanche, we found the straw A11 on the surface of
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Figure 5.10: Analysis of the straw test in some situations potentially found after an
avalanche. See Tab. 5.1 for the description of the variables.
[a] [b]
Figure 5.11: [a] Distances of the 4 straw tests from the obstacle (in meters) during
winter 2010-2011. The picture is not on scale. [b] Shape of the snow upwards the
obstacle after the avalanche of 5th of March 2011. The arrow indicates the location
of the straw test A.
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Table 5.1: Fundamental variables of the straw test at the three different phases. HN
is measured during the snow pit dug after the avalanche event in an undisturbed area
close to the avalanche release zone. Hup is positive if above the straw, negative if
below the straw.
CODE [units] VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
TEST SET-UP
Xk [-] code of the straw at the snow surface
Hk [cm] snow height from the terrain to the snow surface
Xi [-] code of the straw at the top
BEFORE the AVALANCHE
HN [cm] new snow height
AFTER the AVALANCHE
Xj [-] code of the straw at the top
Hj [cm] snow height from the terrain to the straw at the top
Hr [cm] snow height from the terrain to the snow surface
Hup [cm]=Hr −Hj snow height at the straw at the top
the snow avalanche deposit. This finding means that at point A, about 17 cm of snow
were eroded and no deposition processes occurred. Therefore, at least at a distance
equal to 2.10 m upwards the obstacle, the shape of the accumulated snow (Figg. 5.11.b
and 5.36) was due to the erosion and not to the deposition process. Besides, laterally
to the straw A, the snow cover was more eroded, as shown in Fig. 5.36.
We suppose that the particular shape of the snow found until 2.5 m upwards the
obstacle was generated by the particular shape of the streamlines of the flow, which
were influenced by the presence of the obstacle. In fact, we explain the situation as
follow: 1) initially, the avalanche eroded 17 cm of new snow; 2) then, when it felt
the presence of the obstacle, the avalanche began to flow following the streamlines as
in reported in [42] (see Fig. 5.32 in Sec. 5.3.2), and 3) finally, it continued to erode
only laterally in the central dihedral deposit, for a total estimated of 40 cm. This
hypothesis is confirmed by the snow crystal analysis and the density measurements
[11]. In fact, we recognized partly decomposed precipitation particles (Dfdc) of 1 mm
(recorded also at the top of the snow cover in the snow pit dug closed to the release
area) at distances upwards the obstacle equal to 160 to 125 cm, and graupel (PPgp)
(recorded at 20 cm depth in the snow pit) at distances lower than 95 cm. These
data confirm that the snow was eroded at higher distances upwards the obstacle,
while the avalanche began to deposit only in the proximity of the obstacle, where a
layer of about 20 cm of small rounded particles (RGsr) were found over the graupel.
Downwards the obstacle, the density was equal to 360 kg/m3 in the central zone, 250
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kg/m3 behind the supporting structure of the obstacle and 270 kg/m3 at a distance
of about 1.5 m. Looking both at the shape of the snow left by the avalanche in the
area around the obstacle (Fig. 5.36) and at the density values, we concluded that
probably the avalanche flew under the bars horizontally placed on the obstacle at the
first instants of the impact, compacting the snow just behind the obstacle, and later
started to deposit upwards the obstacle. The lateral vertical poles played a role of
protection, creating a dead zone of less than 1.5 m immediately downwards, where
the snow was less dense.
5.1.3 Analytical models
Method
In this section the data from laser scan concerning the difference hδ between the snow
height after and before the avalanche events of 27th of March 2010 and 5th of March
2011 are used, with the specific aim of evaluating the influence of the slope angle on
the deposition height hd. Since hδ is the result of both erosion and deposition, the
first step consisted on depurating hδ from the contribution of the erosion he, in order
to obtain the deposition height given by:
hd = hδ + he (5.1)
To explain the relationship between the deposition depth dd = hd cos θ and the slope
angle θ, we applied two analytical models (the cohesive-frictional and Pouliquen ones),
following the approach presented in [194].
The cohesive-frictional model considered the snow cohesion within an avalanche
flow when the avalanche moves as a plug, as in the deposition zone or in the wet flows,
from head to tail. Cohesion is determined by the continuous contacts between snow
particles, which, in the deposition zone, are more frequent due to the plug structure
of the flow. Assuming that the gravity force is balanced by a drag force, described
with a simple Mohr-Coulomb frictional model with cohesion [168], a characteristic
snow height hd for which the snow stops, can be found:
hd = c/[ρg(sin θ − µc cos θ)] (5.2)
where c is the cohesion, ρ the density, g the gravity acceleration and µc the tangent
of the internal friction angle.
The Pouliquen model [169] is based on experimental results which showed how
the granular flow stopped with a snow thickness (hstop) corresponding to the clusters
size and depending on the slope angle:
hstop = L log[(tan θ2 − tan θ1)/(tan θ − tan θ1)] (5.3)
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[a] [b]
Figure 5.12: Snow height variation found for the 27th of March 2010 avalanche event.
The zoom is on the range used for the fit (see text for explanation).
[a] [b]
Figure 5.13: Snow height variation found for the 5th of March 2011 avalanche. The
zoom is on the range used for the fit.
where θ1 and θ2 are slope angles. For θ < θ1 no steady flow is possible and deposits
of any depth can occur. For θ > θ2 the flow cannot rest. L(= αpd) is a length scale,
where αp is a coefficient, generally comprised between 2 and 8, and d is the particle
diameter. The original theory is applied on the flowing zones (and hence in the steep
slopes), where the deposit is not contaminated by multiple surges. In this thesis the
Pouliquen theory is extended to the deposition too.
Results and discussion
The first step of this analysis was to depurate the laser scan data hδ from the erosion
height he. The erosion height he was estimated supposing that all the new snow avail-
able was entrained. Imaging that on steep slope angles only erosion occurs (Figg. 5.12
and 5.13): he was equal to 17 and 26 cm for the avalanche of 27th of March 2010
and 5th of March 2011, respectively (Tab. 5.2). These values were comparable to the
values of the new snow measured in the snow pit, equal to 25 and 30 cm, respectively.
The values of he were taken constant for the whole avalanche area, which has an
altitude difference of only 300 m. The deposition height was then evaluated through
Eq. 5.1.
By considering the slope angle at which the majority of the mass is deposited,
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Table 5.2: Least square fit of the cohesive-frictional model to the dd data and of the
Pouliquen model to the hd.
27.03.10 05.03.11 [194]
Fit range [◦] 22-44 25-43 21-33
he [m] 0.14 0.22 0.95
c [Pa] 75 88.9 126,143
µc [-] 0.33 0.39 0.35,0.36
R2 0.79 0.88 -
ρ [kg/m3] 300 300 300
L [m] 0.16 0.18 0.31, 0.19
θ1 [◦] 17.6 21.4 21.4, 22.5
θ2 [◦] 41.1 42.6 34.7, 34.4
R2 0.94 0.99 -
[a] [b]
Figure 5.14: Distribution of the number of points in the dataset of hδ concering the
[a] 27th of March 2010 and [b] 5th of March 2011 events.
checked that on those angles the data are enough for significant statistics (Fig. 5.14),
we limited the analysis to a specific range of slope angles (Tab. 5.2). Fig. 5.15 shows
the slope angle.
Tab. 5.2 also summarizes the results of the least square fit (shown in Fig. 5.16.a),
done on the median of the data, of the cohesive-frictional and the Pouliquen models,
as well as the values reported by [194] for an easier comparison.
Concerning the cohesive-frictional model, our fit is in agreement with the exper-
imental data, even if for high slope angles the fit accuracy decreases, as reported
by [194]. Nevertheless, we expected this behavior because a characteristic of the
cohesive-frictional model is that cohesion is supposed to be never null even for large
values of the slope angle. The value obtained for c is lower than the data reported
in literature. We think that this determination is affected by large uncertainties in
the snow density estimation (see Eq. 5.2), which we could not measure. Therefore,
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Figure 5.15: Slope angle. The blue line indicates the outline of the 5th of March 2011
event.
[a] [b]
Figure 5.16: [a] Fit of the data to the cohesive-frictional and the Pouliquen models.
[b] Variable cohesion at different slope angles.
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we analyzed more in details the cohesion. In Fig. 5.16.2 we plotted the values of c,
calculated with constant µc and ρ (for values see Tab. 5.2), versus the slope angle.
Cohesion decreased almost linearly from gentle to steep slope angles. As in [194], we
explain this with the fact that cohesive forces have significant effects only when the
avalanches move slowly, while on steeper slopes they become insignificant.
In addition, note that if the avalanche density was let variable along the path,
increasing from the release to the deposition zone, the cohesion would decrease more
rapidly from gentle to steep slope angles. [168] found that cohesion should depend on
the snow properties: wet snow results in higher cohesion. However, this statement was
not verified in [194] since the snow properties of the two considered avalanches was
the same (even if the sliding surface was different), as they were triggered at the same
morning, while the cohesion was slightly different (126 Pa and 143 Pa). We think
that the different cohesion found at Vallée de La Sionne by [194] is due to the fact
that the amount of snow mass involved were different and it should also play a role
in the determination of the cohesion. This idea can explain also the fact that for the
event of 5th of March 2011, with a release volume of about 310 m3, we found a higher
cohesion than for the event of 27th of March 2011, with a smaller release volume equal
to 260 m3. This theory is however in contrast with [168] that found different values
of cohesion for avalanches with similar release volume. A further possible explanation
of the low cohesion found, for the two avalanches triggered at the Seehore test site
compared to those triggered at the Vallée de la Sionne test site, is that cohesion is
related to the size of the avalanche site. Higher cohesion for bigger avalanches might
be physically explained by the fact that an avalanche compacts itself while sliding
down a slope; hence, more time it runs more cohesive it becomes. However, this is
contrast with the experiments by [168], for which a very little cohesion should be
recorded in coherence with this theory, while they found a spread interval of higher
values. Hence, we conclude that cohesion depends both on the avalanche volume, the
test site size and snow properties. Let underlines, however, that our data are not
directly comparable with those of the Vallée de la Sionne, since [194] excluded the
area where the deposit was presumably built up by overrun of successive waves.
Concerning the Pouliquen model, we found a good fit, shown in Fig. 5.16.a. If we
consider d = 10 cm as estimated by [72], the value of αp is in the correct range. We
found higher values of θ2than those reported by [194]. It might be related to the size
of the avalanches. In fact, a small avalanche, as in our case, can generally show a
steady flow conditions on slope steeper than those where a larger avalanche flows.
Fig. 5.17 show a particular result that we found for the avalanches analysed: a
relationship between the deposition height and the variation of the curvature. It seems
that a maximum in the deposition height occurred where there is a variation of the
slope of the line fitting the slope angles, that physically corresponds to the curvature.
Moreover, the ratio between the variation in slope ∆Ψ(zi) of the linear fit at the
altitude zi where the maximum deposition Hsnmax(zi) occurred, and Hsnmax(zi) is
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[a] [b]
Figure 5.17: [a] 27th of March 2010 and [b] 5th of March 2011: relationship between
the maximum of snow deposition height (hd = hδ + he) and the curvature.
Table 5.3: Ratio ∆Ψ(zi)/Hsnmax(zi) [◦/m].
Event zi ∆Ψ(zi)[
◦] Hsnmax(zi)[m] ∆Ψ(zi)/Hsnmax(zi) [◦/m]
27.03.10 2380 18.5 1.4 13.0
27.03.10 2420 8.0 0.6 13.6
05.03.11 2380 16.3 1.8 9.2
05.03.11 2425 10.8 1.2 9.1
almost constant (see Tab. 5.3).
5.1.4 Avalanche dynamics simulations
Method
We used the module avalanche of the program RAMMS developed by the WSL-SLF
of Davos (CH) to simulate the two considered events. See Sec. 1.2.3 for the model
details.
Results and discussion
The simulated avalanches of both the triggered events of 27th of March 2010 and 5th
of March 2011 matched well with real data. The input data are reported in Tab. 5.4.
Parameters as fracture depth, height and density of erodible snow were chosen
according to field measurements and observations. The values related to the random
kinetic energy (generate, decay and R0) were chosen according to the available litera-
ture [65], taking into account the snow temperature recorded in the snow pits. In this
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Table 5.4: Input parameters for the two considered avalanches.
27.03.2010 05.03.2011
fracture depth [m] 0.25 0.3
release volume [m3] 233 204
density [kg/m3] 400 400
µ0 [-] 0.6 0.7
ξ0 [m/s2] 2000 2000
ef [-] 0.6 0.75
He [m] 0.25 0.6
ρe (kg/m3] 180 180
generate 8 8
decay 1 1
R0 (kJ/m2) 1.5 1.5
DEM res (m) 2 2
grid res (m) 2 2
section, we compared the output of RAMMS with the estimation of the eroded and
deposited volumes resulting from the analysis of the laser scan data. We also made
some spatial comparison between the output of RAMMS and the laser scan data hδ .
In the analysis of the laser scan data, we kept in mind that the laser scan technique
gives information only on the net difference between erosion and deposition, but it is
not able to determine the real erosion and deposition heights. This means that it is
not able to describe exactly the areas where both erosion and deposition occur. Then,
we first subtracted the eroded snow from the deposit as calculated by RAMMS and
simply visually compared these values (called hδRAMMS) to hδ from the laser scan
measurements. As the outputs of RAMMS are along the perpendicular direction to
the slope, we divided them by cosθ where θ is the slope angle. Considering the 27th
of March 2010 avalanche, hδRAMMS presents the area with the maximum negative
values between 2450 and 2370 m asl with most of the values between -20 and -30
cm. From laser scan, hδ presents the area with the maximum negative values above
2410 m asl with values between -20 and -30 cm. Concerning the 5th of March 2011
avalanche, hδRAMMS presents the area with the maximum negative values between
2460 and 2370 m asl with most of the values between -20 and -40 cm. From laser
scan, hδ presents the area with the maximum negative values between 2460 and 2410
m asl with values between -20 and -40 cm. Also the maximum values, though not so
significant as localized on very small portions, were consistent: -60 cm for RAMMS
and -65 cm for the laser scan.
As concern the erosion law, from the laser scan and photogrammetry, we did not
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[a] [b]
Figure 5.18: [a] 27th of March 2010 and [b] 5th of March 2011: net difference between
erosion and deposition as determined by RAMMS. The orange line indicates the real
avalanche contour as detected by laser scan.
find a dependence of the erosion with the front velocity. However, this is not in
contrast with the RAMMS modeling of the erosion, since there the erosion rate and
the velocity of the flow are considered and not erosion height and the front velocity. In
addition to be able to reproduce the two events, we must use values for ef lower than
1, since the erosion is supposed not only frontal but basal too. Hence the velocity
of the avalanche body plays an important role and not only the frontal one. For
both events, the shape of the eroded areas were quite similar, while the shape of the
deposits were slightly different. In particular, RAMMS was able to reproduce the
tri-lobe shape of the event of 5th of March 2011, but not the dual-lobe shape of the
event of 27th of March 2010. As concern the deposition height, in the deposition
zone we compared the laser scan data hδ (Fig. 5.1) to the net erosion/deposition as
determined by RAMMS (hδRAMMS) (Fig. 5.18).
The erosion at the obstacle measured by RAMMS is 42 cm as Fig. 5.19.a shows.
Let note that by the analysis of the entrainment rate (Fig. 5.19.b) the avalanche
erodes more in its head than in its tail.
We also plotted the snow depth as simulated by RAMMS versus the slope angle
(Fig. 5.20), checked that on those angles the data are enough for significant statistics,
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[a] [b]
Figure 5.19: [a] Snow layer top and [b] entrainment rate at the obstacle.
[a] [b]
Figure 5.20: [a] 27th of March 2010 and [b] 5th of March 2011: deposition depth
determined by laser scan and RAMMS.
similar to what we did for the laser scan data in Fig. 5.16. The higher values found in
RAMMS at lower slopes are in the range of the experimental data found (Figg. 5.12
and 5.13).
For the 27th of March 2010 hδRAMMS presents the maximum deposit of 65 cm at
an elevation of 2360 m asl, while hδ has a maximum of 1 m at 2380 m asl. For the 5th
of March 2011 hδRAMMS presents the maximum value of 1,1 m at an elevation of 2360
m asl, while hδ has a maximum of 1,4 m at 2380 m asl. For both events, the areas
where hδ and hδRAMMS are larger differs in altitude, being the former at a slightly
higher elevation than the latter. We explain this fact with the presence of previous
deposits, that influenced the terrain inclination, making it flatter, and retarded the
avalanche flow, that therefore deposited (Fig. 5.21). These previous deposits could
not be included in the simulations, thought RAMMS has this possibility, as we did
not have information of their volumes. These previous deposit influenced also the
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[a] [b]
Figure 5.21: Snow height at ground before the triggering of the avalanches on [a] 27th
of March 2010 and on [b] 5th of March 2011. Some older deposits are well visible
(yellow ellipses). The blue ellipses indicates the location of the maximum deposits as
measured by laser scan.
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direction of the avalanche flows. In fact, due to a previous deposit, the real avalanche
triggered on 27th of March 2010 split in two arms, while the simulated avalanche,
running on the summer DEM, went straight (see Fig. 5.18.a). The real avalanche
triggered on 5th of March 2011 did not follow the natural shape of the terrain that
turns a bit on the left, but went straight, while the simulated avalanches, running
on the summer DEM, turned left (see Fig. 5.18.b). However, as concern the deposit
volumes, RAMMS matched well the data: 650 m3 for the 27th of March 2010 and
900 for the 5th of March 2011, compared to the 600 m3 and 950 m3 of the two events
measured by laser scan.
5.1.5 Comparisons
In the previous sections we showed and discuss the results obtained by each single
method, while the aim of this section is to compare them. Firstly, in Fig. 5.22 we
report the positive and negative findings of each method, together with the encoun-
tered problems and possible solutions. The last column of Fig. 5.22 indicates to which
other methods the examined technique can be compared, as not all of them can be
cross-compared.
For example, a comparison between the straw test and the results of the analytical
models makes no sense. In fact, the former gives punctual information, that are for
sure affected by the local morphology or, as in our case, by the presence of the
obstacle, while the latter give results in term of the median values. The straw test
could be compared with the results of the simulations, only in the case where it is
representative of a large area. In our specific case, the straw test felt the effects of the
obstacle, not represented in the simulations, and thus a comparison has no sense for
that avalanche. Actually, in its first use, the straw test had the specific aim exactly of
analyzing the avalanche interaction with the obstacle, therefore on 5th of March the
straw tests were placed only around the obstacle. If more tests were placed along the
avalanche path we could be able to spatialize the information about the net eroded
and deposited snow and compare it with the simulations outputs. From a theoretical
point of view, the straw test could be compared with the laser scan, but it is difficult
to determine with precision the location of the straw test on the surface scanned by
laser scan. Concerning the comparison between the laser scan and the straw test,
we want to underline the fact that only the straw test, even if punctually, is able
to give information about the net eroded and deposited snow. As an example, in
the situations 2,8 (and 3,9) of Fig. 5.10 for the laser scan only erosion (deposition
respectively) occurred, while the straw test is able to give information of both he and
hd.
The only possible comparison at the same scale is between the laser scan mea-
surements and the simulations, which give results spatially distributed. Here we
report the general conclusions of the comparisons already described in details in pre-
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Figure 5.22: Comparison among the different methods to assess erosion and deposition
for the avalanches triggered at the Seehore test site.
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cious sections. In general, the net difference between erosion and deposition could
be compared, as well as the localization of the areas where the maximum erosion or
deposition occurred. We could explain how previous deposits detected by the laser
scan measurements influenced the real avalanche flow, which took different direction
than the simulated one, running on the summer DEM.
In order to confirm the goodness of the laser scan measurements, the measures of
the snow height taken manually with a snow probe after the events were compared
with the snow height obtained by the difference of the DSM of the post event minus
the summer DEM. We found good agreement between those data; the error, estimated
of about 20%, is probably related to the error on the localization of the points with the
GPS. In fact the GPS error was of about 10 m for the event of 27th of March 2010 and
of 8 m for the event of 5th of March 2011. Another comparison we did is between the
analytical models and RAMMS. The cohesion-frictional and the Pouliquen analytical
models, as well as RAMMS, describe (Figg. 5.16.a and 5.20) the deposition height
as inversely related to the slope angle. This fact means that an avalanche travels for
longer distances when the flow height is large, reaching area characterized by lower
slope angles. This is due to the fact that the Coulomb friction changes within the
avalanche flow. The Coulomb friction is defined as the ratio between the shear stress S
and the normal stress N [168]. In fact it is well-known as the runout distance depends
essentially on the Coulomb friction µ: the higher is µ the shorter the avalanche run
out distance is. The observations showed a distribution of the deposit along the slope,
which can be explained only with a variable µ, higher at the tail than at the front.
The cohesion-frictional, Pouliquen and RAMMS models consider all this fact. For
the cohesive-frictional model the Coulomb friction µ = (µc + cN)/N . Note, in fact,
that c = dS/dN and not directly S/N as in the Pouliquen model. From experimental
measures [168] µ is inversely related to N , i.e. it is inversely related also to the
flow height. Therefore, the deposits are higher at lower slope angles and smaller for
steeper slope angles. In the Pouliquen model [169], µ is a function of the flow height
h and the velocity u. In particular µ → tan θ1 for high values of h (when h → ∞
), while µ → tan θ2 when h → 0. The relationship tan θ1 < tan θ2 implies that the
maximum deposit presents a lower Coulomb friction and it is found at lower slope
angles. Smaller deposits are related, conversely, to a higher Coulomb friction and thus
the mass can stop at higher slope angles. Finally, in the RKE model in RAMMS,
the Coulomb friction µ depends exponentially on the Random Kinetic Energy R and
varies within the avalanche flow [30]. At the avalanche front R is higher than on the
tail therefore the Coulomb friction is lower than on the tail. R is a direct function of
the flow height h. Therefore, as thicker flow heights are typical of the avalanche front
that travels longer due to a lower friction, the thicker depositions are found at lower
slope angles.
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Further improvements and conclusions
The first analysis of the data we obtained at the Seehore test site in its first operational
seasons highlighted some deficiencies and suggested possible improvements we need
to made both on data collection and analysis. Concerning the straw test, in order to
speed up the retrieval of the straws, a compass will be coupled to the meter, a distance
measuring laser devise or a RECCO system will be used. Moreover, the number of
monitoring points will be increased in order to better describe the zones where both
erosion and deposition occurs and where the deposition is prevalent. This will help
in evaluating if the assumption, used in the analytical models, of an uniform erosion
everywhere is correct. Finally, from the analysis of the data recorded in the first years
of experiment, in order to avoid this problem of i=j when some information are lost
(Fig. 5.10), results that it is not enough to add at the set up time an adequate number
of straws, because the wind action smoothes the surface and covers the straws. In
the next winter a more rigid structure will be used at the place of the straws in
order to not build a pile of snow to sustain the straws. The idea is to use materials
having an higher diameter (i.e. the electrical pipes) superposing different colors. In
this way, using a binocular it would be possible to check the true quantity of snow
HN and how many straws are out of the snowcover before an event. Hence, the
uncertainly due to the variability of the snow depth distribution in this slope will
be overcome. Furthermore, the straw test will be used around the rocks, in order
to estimate the dead zone created upwards and downwards them. These data could
be used to evaluate if the theory proposed by [92], concerning the effect of dams on
avalanche flows, applies also to rocks, and if the shape of the deposit upwards the
rocks corresponds to a dihedral deposit [26].
Future work will focus the attention on the new interesting findings concerning
the possible dependency between deposition height and slope curvature. Moreover,
we would like to check if a similar pattern is visible in other test sites with different
morphology and size, in order to tell if this fact is related to the characteristics of our
test site or if we might find a general parametric law.
In addition, an experimental investigation of the relationship between cohesion
and slope angle will be done during winter 2012-2013 using a shear box [20]. This
instrumentation, in fact, is conceived for the study of the normal and tangential stress
of the snow at rest. From these measurements the cohesion can be calculated by using
the well-known formula knowing the shear stress and the normal stress [168]. Since we
concluded that cohesion might depend on both avalanche volume, test site and snow
properties, we think that a non-dimensional approach to the problem, for example by
dividing the results by a factor dependent on volume, size and density, would probably
find a general low for the cohesion.
Concerning the simulations, as in the next seasons we will be able to scan the
slope entirely, including the release area, we will use the DSM generated from the
laser scan before the event as input to RAMMS. This will allow us to consider the
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influence of eventual previous deposits on the avalanche dynamics.
To conclude we presented different methods to approach the topic of snow erosion
and deposition processes. In particular, we showed the potentiality of the new straw
test to measure the real eroded snow in small avalanches. The combination of the
straw test and the laser scan technique could probably help extending the punctual
information of the straw test to a larger area. Thanks to the laser scan data, we
showed that the dependency between the deposition depth and the slope angle can
be explained by both a cohesive-frictional model and the Pouliquen model. We also
showed how the RKE model in RAMMS is able to simulate erosion and deposition for
avalanches of only about 200-300 m3 including a variable friction along the avalanche.
In general, we highlight the importance of combining different methods to study snow
erosion and deposition processes in small avalanches.
5.2 Study of the avalanche dynamic: RAMMS ap-
plication
In this section the results of the simulations are compared with the measurement in
the field (see Sec. 4.3.2), not only concerning the erosion/deposition processes as in
the previous Sec. 5.1.4, but also analysing the dynamical quantities (i.e. velocity,
pressure. . .).
Runout distance
The runout distance calculated in RAMMS describes correctly the real event. In
particular it is able to reproduce the three lobes of the deposit, as Fig. 5.18.b shows.
True Flow height at the obstacle
The maximum value of the dense part (true flow height) is 1.1 m (Fig. 5.23.a), while
the maximum of the height of the powder part is 5.7 m (Fig. 5.23.b). Using formulae
in Sec. 1.7.2, at a height of the dense part of 1.1 m corresponds a saltation layer of
1.8-5.4 m thick and a powder layer of hp=0.75 m, since ltrack = 230 m. Therefore
the data obtained in RAMMS are compatible with the real observations and with the
European recommendations [117].
Velocity
Velocity at the obstacle. The maximum of the velocity measured at the obstacle
is 13.1 m/s, underestimating the real measurement. RAMMS allows to calculate,
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[a] [b]
Figure 5.23: [a] Variation of the height of dense flow [b] and of powder part at the
obstacle.
Figure 5.24: [a] Resultant velocity U and fluctuation velocity u obtained by dividing
by cos(37) and [b] random kinetic energy at the obstacle.
through the Random Specific Energy Rˆρ(having a maximum of 2541 J/m3), the ve-
locity fluctuations u =
√
2Rˆ
3ρ= 5.8 m/s (with a mean value of 5.4 m/s). Therefore the
velocity can vary in the range of 13.1 ± 5.4 m/s, that is between 7.7 m/s and 18.5
m/s, in agreement with the field measurements.
Front velocity. Fig. 5.25 shows an example of the RAMMS velocity along a pro-
file. In particular the maximum velocity estimated by RAMMS is compared to the
front velocity measured by photogrammetry. The velocity of the final part of the
selected profile is associated to the powder part. Hence, the experimental data show
a higher value (corresponding to the saltation and suspension part), while RAMMS
well represents the dense part that has a velocity decay since it is depositing.
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Figure 5.25: Front velocity in experimental data and maximum velocity in RAMMS
along a track.
[a] [b]
Figure 5.26: [a] Density and [b] Froude number at the obstacle.
Density
The maximum density value at the obstacle is 131 kg/m3 and its mean value is
122 kg/m3 (Fig. 5.26.a). Those values are compatible with the considerations ex-
perimentally made, considering not only the dense component but the saltation and
suspension parts too.
Pressure at the obstacle
The classical relationship Eq. 1.41 is used to relate the pressure with the variation in
time of the density (Fig. 5.26.a) and of the mean velocity U (Fig. 5.24.a). The obtained
pressure is shown in Fig. 5.27 with a maximum of about 3.4 kPa (the continuous
blue line). The pressure is calculated considering the contribution of the velocity
fluctuations too (the dotted blue lines).
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Figure 5.27: Pressure calculated in RAMMS with the mean velocity (continuous
blue line) and with the fluctuations (dotted blue line) compared to the experimental
pressure (red).
The duration of the impact is 9 s, that is comparable to the recorded values.
Let note that since Fr ≥ 1 (in particular it is 4.7 ≤ Fr ≤ 5.7) (Fig. 5.26.b) the
hypothesis of using the classical formula without the contribution of the hydrostatic
pressure is correct. Since the avalanche in RAMMS does not take into account the
obstacle, there is not deposition upwind the obstacle. Hence RAMMS is not able to
describe the residual pressure experimentally recorded, probably due to the dihedral
shape formed upward the structure. A model to consider this aspect is described in
Sec. 5.4.2.
Erosion/deposition process
For a detailed analysis of those data see Sec. 5.1.4.
5.3 Interaction avalanche-obstacle : COMSOL appli-
cation
In this section we want to compare the simulation results with the data collected at
the P.ta Seehore test site, and in particular with the experiment surveys done on the
5th of March 2011 event. The model is in its two-dimensional version in the slope
plane (see Sec. 3.1.2). For this reason the obstacle can be reduced to a rectangle. As
input of the programme some information are needed: the density, the viscosity and
the velocity impacting the obstacle.
As the density concerns, firstly a value equal to 270 kg/m3 was considered, equal to
the density measured in the upper layer in the release area [11]. However, examining
the video recorded, at the obstacle the avalanche has a suspension/saltation layer too
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(see Sec. 4.3). Consequently, this value has to be diminished, as explained in the
detail later.
Another important input for the model is the velocity of the incoming avalanche.
To obtain velocity data the photogrammetry method is used (see Sec. 4.3.2 and
Sec. 5.1.1). In particular, the flow impacts against the obstacle with a velocity of
about 18 m/s. Consequently, on the right edge of the calculus domain, the velocity
of 18 m/s is imposed for the entering flow. An open slope condition is imposed on
the other domain boundaries, allowing the avalanche to expand outside the domain.
Finally a slip condition is imposed on the obstacle.
The last input of the programme is the dynamic viscosity of the avalanche. This
value cannot be measured directly in the field. In the literature its value can vary
depending on the rheological law used, as summarized in [49], and which part of the
flow is considered (shear layer at the base or plug flow above). In [46], for instance,
it was estimated by a back analysis of the pressure derived by the damages analysis.
In the present section a kinematic viscosity of 2.1 m2s−1, as in the plug part of the
Cross model [123], has been used. In fact the majority of the flow impacted against
the obstacle belongs to the upper part of the flow, where a plug flow is present.
Therefore a dynamic viscosity µ of 2.1·ρ [kg/ms] is used.
Before to continue with our analysis a digression is necessary. A study concerning
the variation of the pressure on the obstacle depending on the values of ρ and µ is
pursued. Fig. 5.28.a shows the variation of the pressure along the obstacle length
with a density increasing from 50 kg/m3 to 150 kg/m3 and a viscosity µ = 2.1 · ρ.
Fig. 5.28.b shows the values of the integral done along the whole bar. Let is note that,
in this way, doubling the ρ value, and consequently the viscosity too, the pressure is
doubled.
[a] [b]
Figure 5.28: [a] Pressure and [b] integral of the pressure depending on a density
varying from 50 kg/m3 to 150 kg/m3 and a viscosity µ = 2.1 · ρ. In red the value
corresponding to ρ=90 kg/m3.
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Instead, if the density remains constant (ρ = 90 kg/m3) but the viscosity changes,
the pressure changes too (Fig. 5.29.a). However, since for the avalanches the relation
of a pressure proportional to the density is experimentally seen in many situations
leading to Eq. 1.41, we exclude the possibility of changing the viscosity value. In ad-
dition if the viscosity remains constant (µ = 2.1· 90 kg/ms) the pressure, for instance,
does not double if the density doubles (Fig. 5.29.b).
[a] [b]
Figure 5.29: Integral of the pressure along the bar [a] taking the density ρ=90 kg/m3
and the viscosity changing as µ = 2.1 · x [kg/ms] and [b] taking the viscosity equal to
µ = 2.1 · 90 [kg/ms] and the density variable. In red the simulation with ρ=90 kg/m3
and µ = 2.1 · 90 kg/ms.
The results of simulations are compared with the pressure measured and with the
structure of the snow around the obstacle. As seen in Sec. 4.3 the maximum of the
pressure corresponds to 30.7 kPa (Fig. 4.16).
The simulations done by the software with a density of ρ=270 kg/m3, that cor-
responds to the density of the first part of the untouched snowcover, and with the
dynamic viscosity of µ = 2.1 ·270 kg/ms or µ = 2.1 ·400 kg/ms (as in the Cross model
[124]) overestimates the pressure: the integrated pressure is of 74.7 kPa·m and 88.6
kPa·m respectively.
In order to evaluate the correct density value, a back-analysis can be done con-
cerning the pressure. The well known formula Eq. 1.41 is applied with Cd=2 as
in [183]. Substituting the maximum recorded pressure (30.7kPa), the value for the
density ρ=95 kg/m3 is calculated. The integral of the pressure is 26.3 kPa·m, that
is lower than the maximum of data recorded but bigger than the pressure averaged
each 0.1 s or each 0.056 s (the characteristic time). At this point we can follow three
ways: (i) to increase the density value to about 110 kg/m3 (Fig. 5.28.b) to reach the
maximum of the data pressure (ii) to take the density equal to 95 kg/m3 and vary
the kinematic viscosity 2.1 m2s−1 to reach the maximum of the data pressure (iii) to
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decrease the density to 90 kg/m3 that is more in agreement with the mean done each
0.1 s. We chose the third way, for not change the value of the kinematic viscosity
presented in [124]. In addition we suppose that a meaning data of the pressure is
more representative of the impact. Finally let is note that the variability between
90-110 kg/m3 is not so elevate and we have an incertitude on the velocity too.
5.3.1 Influence of the verticality of the obstacle on the pres-
sure
A further consideration is now done considering the fact that the avalanche does not
impact perpendicularly the obstacle. In fact the obstacle was conceived to be vertical
as well as the majority of structures of interest, such buildings (see Sec. 4.2). Hence,
since the problem is not symmetric, it is not possible, as done for the deflection angle
in the horizontal plane, to find pressure simply by multiplying the velocity value for
the cos θ, where θ is the slope angle.
Therefore, to take into account this problem, a numerical investigation is carried.
Several simulations are done varying the inclination of the obstacle considering, for
simplicity a two dimensional problem (Fig. 5.30) in the stationary case. The density
is ρ = 90 kg/m3 and the viscosity is µ = 2.1 · ρ kg/ms. A slip condition is given on
the obstacle and along the slope. An inflow velocity equal to u=18 m/s is imposed.
The gravity and the friction forces are omitted here since the flow is considered in its
stationary situation, with the consequence that the resultant of all the forces (driving
ones and frictional ones) acting on the fluid is null.
The pressure, found for different slopes, is integrated along the edge upwind and
normalised with the value of the pressure p⊥ of the obstacle considered perpendicular
to the terrain (that is for α = 0), as Fig. 5.31 shows. It is supposed that the pressure
acting on an inclined obstacle is proportional to the pressure impressing an obstacle
perpendicular to the slope through a factor Cα that is a function of the slope:
pα = Cα · p⊥ (5.4)
Let be β = 90 + α the anti-clock angle between structure and slope. In particular
Fig. 5.31 shows as for values of α ≥ −40◦ Cα = 1 − sinα = 1 + cosβ: higher β is
lower the pressure is. The formula means that the pressure is equal to the pressure
of a perpendicular obstacle plus its component parallel to the inclined obstacle. For
values α < −40◦, instead, the pressure decreases probably due to a formation of a
stagnation zone.
To apply this concept to our problem we consider α = −37◦. Hence Cα= 1.6
and thus, the pressure should be not 30.7 Pa but 19.2 kPa. Thus, the result of
our simulation in the two-dimensional along the slope should be compared with this
value. Let in addition note that for a more precise result a three-dimensional analysis
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Figure 5.30: Simulations in COMSOL. The flow arrives from the right side, as the
arrows, indicating the velocities, show. The pressure, indicated by the color surface,
is positive (red) upward the obstacle and negative (blue) downward.
Figure 5.31: Variation of the Cα coefficient with the angle.
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Table 5.5: Values of pressure found for different densities. The case of ρ=130 kg/m3
corresponds to the RAMMS output (see Sec. 5.2). The value chosen for the next
simulations is ρ=100 kg/m3.
Density Pressure Integral of pressure
in the central point along the obstacle
120 kg/m3 26.4 kPa 33.2 kPa·m
100 kg/m3 22.0 kPa 27.6 kPa·m
110 kg/m3 24.2 kPa 30.4 kPa·m
130 kg/m3 28.6 kPa 35.9 kPa·m
should be done. In fact, as in [46], the values of the coefficients diminish if a three-
dimensional model is used instead a two-dimensional one. However, since in literature
no information are given to take into account Cα, waiting for a deeper investigation,
we decide to not use this concept. Only [16] deals with the problem of the orientation
in respect of the verticality that can modify the results. An inclination <90◦ produces
a major force than in the case of inclination >90◦. However a deeper analysis is not
reported there.
5.3.2 Deposit shape upward the obstacle
The following results are related to both simulations presented in [42] with ρ=28
kg/m3 and u=18 m/s (based on previous wrong pressure data, calculated with a
uncorrect factor of conversion) and to simulations carried with ρ=100 kg/m3 and
u=18 m/s, based on the corrected pressure data. In particular the density of ρ=100
kg/m3 is chosen on the basis of the pressure found (see Tab. 5.5), compared to the
28.6 kPa experimentally measured (see Sec. 4.3.2).
Figg. 5.32.a,c show the simulation results, and in particular the velocity field. It
is clear that the flow reduces its velocity close to the obstacle. Figg. 5.32.b,d show
the velocity decrease in the last 3 m and 4.5, respectively, upwind the central point
of the obstacle. We decided to consider the flow as stopped under a threshold value,
in coherence with the fact that the snow is not an elastic material and therefore it
looses energy and velocity when an impact occurs.
This supposition can be validated coupling two experimental results. The first
one concerns the fact that the flow stops if its depth h is lower than a threshold value
hstop, depending on the slope angle (Eq. 5.3 of Sec. 5.1.3, [169]). The second one
relates the velocity to the flow depth:
u = βg1/2h3/2/hstop(θ) (5.5)
In [194] it was shown that, in the Vallée de la Sionne (CH) test site, the flow
stops with a depth of h(θ2) ∼ 0.1 m for steepest slope θ2, corresponding to the
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[a] [b]
[c] [c]
Figure 5.32: [a] Velocity around the obstacle and [b] in the 3 m upwind in the ρ=28
kg/m3 case. [c] Velocity around the obstacle and [d] in the 4.5 m upwind in the ρ=100
kg/m3 case. In [a] and [b] the avalanche flow comes from the right side.
inclination below which steady flow is possible and of h(θ1))∼ 1 m for less steep
one, corresponding to the inclination θ1 below which no flow is possible. Based on
these parameters, the beta value can be estimated. We suppose that in the obstacle
area we are, at the large scale, in the zone of θ2. There the velocity is 18 m/s and
the flow depth is 2.5 m. Hence, we obtain β = 0.1454, very close to the value (β=
0.136) estimated by [169]. At a more refined scale, upwind the obstacle there is a
little zone in which the slope decreases, due to installation works. For simplicity,
we suppose that there θ = θmin. Hence the velocity, from Eq. 5.5, becomes equal
to ulim = β (gh(θmax))1/2 ∼ 0.5 m/s. Consequently, for this study we consider
as a threshold the value ulim=0.5 m/s. In addition a more detailed study is done
using the data collected by the laser scan measurements done the 5th of March 2011
(see Sec. 5.1). In particular, using Eq. 5.3 whit the values found there (θ1 = 21.4◦,
θ2 = 42.6
◦, L = 0.18 m), at the slope angle of the obstacle hstop(37)=0.068 m. Hence
β = 0.34 and consequently ulim=0.28 m/s, very close to the 0.5 m/s used in the
first simulation. The concept of a threshold for the deposition is used by [155] too.
Fig. 5.33 and Fig. 5.34 show the different steps to obtain the final deposition shape.
The dihedral has a height of 0.55 m, corresponding to the measured one.
Under this assumption, the deposition of snow upwind the obstacle is possible.
By a first analysis of streamlines analysis (Fig. 5.32.a and c), it is possible to suppose
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Figure 5.33: Some of the different steps carried to obtain the final shape, in which
no area has a velocity lower than 0.5 m/s, in the case of ρ=28 kg/m3. The avalanche
flow arrives from the right side.
that the flow deposits with a dihedral shape. As shown in [200], the streamlines are
hyperbolic. From a numerical point of view, to show how the snow deposits upwind
the obstacle, the area where the velocity is lower than ulim is considered as constituted
of only deposited snow. Hence, further simulations are carried out supposing that the
obstacle has an additional wedge shape positioned upwind it (Fig. 5.33 and Fig. 5.34).
This procedure is repeated until the flow gets always a velocity larger than ulim (see
the last step of Fig. 5.33 and Fig. 5.34) [42].
For simplicity a regular shape is introduced (Fig. 5.35.a), in the case of ρ=28
kg/m3. It is important to underline that in reality we should decrease at each step
the boundary velocity too, since as described before, in the tail the snow velocity
decreases in respect to the avalanche front. However, an analysis in which the entering
velocity is lower (we used a velocity of 6 m/s in the avalanche tail), shows that the
results do not change significantly (Fig. 5.35.b).
The obtained shape is compared with the survey in the field. In particular the
snow upwind the obstacle has a width of almost 30 cm until 1 m of distance and then
it opens like a fan for closer distances, obtaining the shape seen in Fig. 5.36. At a
distance D of about 0.55 m the snow is deposited and begins to grow up (see Sec. 4.3).
The dihedral snow deposit has slides slightly concave as in [200]. Our simulations are
in agreement with this measurement: a length of 0.55 m is in fact found.
At the distance of 2.1 m the snow cover is eroded, meaning that the avalanche is
here flowing, as the measurements obtained by the straw test confirm (see Sec. 5.1.2).
From a numerical point of view, this is coherent with the presence of streamlines at
this point.
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Figure 5.34: Steps n. 0,1,2,3,4,5,10,15,20 and 22 carried to obtain the final shape
(step 22), in which no area has a velocity lower than 0.28 m/s, case ρ=100 kg/m3.
The avalanche flow arrives from the right side.
Figure 5.35: The triangular shape with the incoming velocity of 18 m/s (on the left)
and of 6 m/s (on the right), in the case of ρ=28 kg/m3. The avalanche flow arrives
from the right side.
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Figure 5.36: Shape of the snow upwards the obstacle after the avalanche of 5th of
March 2011. The black point is the place of the straw test A (see Sec. 5.1.2).
5.3.3 Cp and Cd coefficient
The pressure on the impacting edges of the triangular shape of Fig. 5.35.a is shown
in Fig. 5.37. As well as for Fig. 5.28, as concerns the Cp coefficient, Fig. 5.37 shows
that the pressure is not uniformly distributed along its width: in fact there is a clear
concentration at its corners.
Finally we focus the attention on the pressure on the obstacle. The integration
on the impacting area, that corresponds to the right edge (in the rectangular case)
or to the inclined edge (in the triangular case), of the horizontal force per area (Tx)
is calculated in the situations of rectangular and traingular cases, for the case of
ρ= 28 kg/m3. Its ratio r = Txrect/Txtriang=8667.90/6331.3 =1.37 shows that, at
the beginning, the force exerted on the obstacle is higher than at the end, when the
dihedral shape is present. This results corresponds to the ratio between the drag
coefficient (see Sec.1.6.1) of the two different shapes: Cdrect/Cdtriang=2/1.5=1.33
[42].
Finally the two peaks in pressure on the corners, shown in Fig. 5.37, if translated
in a bigger velocity, could be responsible of the fact that snow deposit on the obstacle
edge is not present there (Fig. 5.36): a higher velocity sweeps away the snow.
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Figure 5.37: The simulated pressure on the impacting edges of the triangular shape.
The mean value is 5·103 Pa corresponding to ρ=28 kg/m3 and u=18 m/s.
5.4 Interaction between avalanche and obstacle: an-
alytical approaches
5.4.1 Compressibility and peak of pressure
To take into account the snow compressibily Eq. 1.63, with p = 28.6 kPa (and p = 30.7
kPa), ρF=800 kg/m3 is applied in two cases:
• Assuming the final density equal to ρ=340 kg/m3, that can be considered the
mean value of the density in the deposit (Fig. 4.17), the initial density becomes
ρ0=292 kg/m3 (and ρ0=289 kg/m3 respectively);
• Assuming the initial density ρ0=180 kg/m3, that is the density at the release,
the final density becomes ρ=217 kg/m3 (and ρ=220 kg/m3 respectively);
without giving satisfied results. For this reason we suppose that the pressure measured
by our instrument doesn't record the initial peak of pressure. Thus, from Eq. 1.63
the pressure is found:
p =
p0
ρ
ρ0
+ ρρF − 1
(5.6)
Considering the deposit density of ρ=340 kg/m3, and the flow density using ρ0=180
kg/m3 (and ρ0=120 kg/m3 in the coherence to RAMMS results, see Sec. 5.2) the
impact pressure should be 76.1 kPa and 44.3 kPa respectively. This corresponds to a
factor of peak of 2.7 and 1.5, similar to the 2-3 indicated in Sec. 1.7.2.
However, as seen in Fig. 4.16, the initial peak is not recorded. In our case it is not
imputable to the precision of the instrument of measure of pressure, since data are
recorded each 0.0005 s. Probably it is due to the fact that some snow particles arrive
before the main part of the flow, impact the obstacle and compact themselves. Hence,
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probably, the peaks of pressure act only in the impact area of the single particles
without having effects on the mean pressure acting on the total area of the obstacle.
A deeper analysis should be done for instance for each horizontal bar. Unfortunately
the data are not yet processed and so they can be used.
5.4.2 Mohr-Coulomb criterion and HPEP coefficient
In this section the approach proposed by [26] (see Sec. 1.4.2) is used in order to
estimate the pressure acting on the obstacle during the event of 5th of March 2011.
We decide to apply this approach to the 5th of March 2011, even if the avalanche
was not wet, because of the characteristic shape of the deposit upwind the obstacle
that is suitable to this approach. In fact a dead zone of sticking snow remains on the
obstacle. Besides, since this yield criterion is relevant under the conditions of slow-
flow regime and low shear rates, we suppose that it can be applied to the final part of
our avalanche, where the velocity and the Froude number are more similar to those
of a slow wet avalanche. In our model, following the approach from [26], we assume
that a dead zone forms locally against the obstacle and that its inclination follows
the failure surfaces (related to the angle α). In Tab. 5.6 the geometrical and snow
parameters used to estimate K ′p are reported. Since we suppose that the dead-zone
boundary on the obstacle corresponds to the shear failure surface, α (Tab. 5.6) can
be found in field with 2h=0.66 m and D = 0.55 m (Fig. 5.38). h, w and e can be
measured by the geometry of the deposit and of the obstacle, taking into account the
impacted area. The density ρ is measured at a distance of 0.45 m above the obstacle
(see Sec. 4.3.2).
Figure 5.38: The dihedral deposit on the obstacle.
For µ the value obtained in [43] is used (see Sec. 5.1.3), while δ is found by
µ = tan δ. Hence, by adding the contribution acting on each horizontal bar, the
pressure found by means of Eq. 1.33 is p=1.43 kPa. This value is in a good agreement
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Table 5.6: Parameters values in input and output of the model used.
Parameter Value
α 31◦
φ 28◦
µ 0.39
δ 21◦
h 0.33 m
w 0.6 m
e 0.1 m
ρ 320 kg/m3
Kp 1.35
K ′p 3.02
with the final value of the pressure measured by the obstacle, where it is of order
1.4-1.8 kPa (Fig. 4.16).
5.4.3 Application of recommendations for small and large ob-
stacles
In this section the formulae proposed in Sec. 1.7 and Sec. 1.8 for the pressure calcula-
tion are applied. The values generally used are: reference pressure 28.6 kPa, density
ρ = 122 kg/m3 and velocity u = 18 m/s. To deduce some general trend, the quality
and the limitations of each model, more cases of study should be applied.
Swiss recommendations
The Swiss recommendations, for large obstacles, consider Cd = 2. The pressure found
is than 39.5 kPa, slightly overestimating, the reference value.
European recommendations
The European recommendation give ppeak=118.6 kPa, overestimating the reference
value. For the dense component, with ρ1= 122 kg/m3, and ρ2= 340 kg/m3, Fr1=
5.7, h1= 1 m with h2/h1= 3 (and 8, that are the range recommended) it is obtained
f(Fr1)=1.14 kPa (and 1.05 kPa respectively), that is close to the 1.2 recommended
and pd=15.2 kPa (and 5.25 kPa respectively), underestimating the reference value.
Non-newtonian viscous model for small obstacles
With this example we want to show as the formula presented in Sec. 1.8.3 is not
applicable for the Seehore test site. In fact introducing as parameters: D=1, n=0.8,
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ψ = 37◦, u=18 m/s, ρ=122 kg/m3, to obtain a pressure of 28.6 kPa, it is necessary
to have a flow of about h= 6.8 m, corresponding to a coefficient Cd(Re, n)= 1.47
(Fig. 5.39). For h= 1 m the pressure would be 3.9 kPa.
Figure 5.39: Pressure dependence on the flow height h using the model for small
obstacle.
Frictional model of large flow at obstacles
Using the model for large obstacles [90] the pressure is been estimated too.
The starting data are the following (see [90] for the notation): θmin= 21.4◦, θ = 37◦
(data from Sec. 5.1.3), θmax = 42.6◦, l= 1 m, la= 30 m, β= 1, H = h= 1 m, e=
0.1, u= 18 m/s, Fr= 6.4308. In addition it is supposed that δh = δLh and δ
L
u = δu,
and that V0 = 0.5 · [L cos θ · (h/ cosα+H + h/ cosα)] in order to take into account of
the verticality of our obstacle, and hence a different volume disturbed upstream the
obstacle.
For the three-dimensional version (referring on Eqq. 14 and 15 of [90]) the results
are: α =0.8496, αzm=0.6390, αsl=1.0602, γ=0.1387 and thus the contribution due
to the dynamic force (Eq. 14 of [90]) is 0.9888 while the contribution of the sum of
the incoming pressure force, the weight and the basal friction force (Eq. 15 of [90]) is
0.0247. Hence the inertial contribution is more important.
For the two-dimensional version (referring on Eq. 4 of [90]) the results are: αzm=
0.2723, αsl=0.2748, α=0.2736. Hence the result of the normalised force (Eq. 4 of [90])
is 0.3887.
In this way, having ρ= 122 kg/m3, the forces found are equal to 7.68·103N, for the
two-dimensional version, and Fu=5.86·105 N (Eq. 14) and Fh+w−f=1.46·104 (Eq. 15).

Chapter 6
Case study: the avalanche of
Les Thoules, 2008
6.1 Avalanche impacting Les Thoules village
The purpose of this chapter is to analyse the destructive power of snow avalanche
by the comparison of a real case study with simulations. In particular the avalanche
occurred on 15th of December 2008 in the village Les Thoules in Valsavarenche (Aosta
Valley-NW of Italy) (Fig. 6.1.a) at an altitude of 1600 m asl, is analysed. This
avalanche, called La Frange, was registered only 3 times (the Regional Avalanche
Cadastre of Aosta Valley reports on February 1971, on 14th of February 1974 and
in winter 1981-1982) with a marginal interesting of the alluvial fan, never attending
the extension of the 2008. In particular it never interfered with the houses or the
viability. Furthermore, the area was principally agricultural and shepherd used [175],
only in the 1950s for tourism purpose vacation houses and roads were built. In 2009,
to mitigate the avalanche risk, 2.6 km of snow umbrella (Fig. 6.2) were located above
the village in the area Plan de la Tour (see Sec. 1.1.2 for the illustration of this test
site) [19].
6.1.1 Snow and meteorological conditions
In the Aosta Valley, Valsavarenche included, the period between the 13th to 17th of
December 2008 was characterised by a snowfall with 3-15 cm/h. In such days in
the whole Region 419 events were recordered: 69 of these overcame the perimeters
of the Regional Avalanche Cadastre of Aosta Valley and 68 were classified as new
avalanches. In the alone Valsavarenche 47 avalanches were registered. In the whole
winter 2008-2009, 1200 events were recorded by the Avalanche Forecasting Service of
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[a] [b]
Figure 6.1: [a] Localisation of Valsavarenche - Aosta Valley (IT), from [6]. [b] The
path of La Tour avalanche on December 2008: in red the starting zone, in yellow the
slope and in green the run-out zone, from [175].
[a] [b]
Figure 6.2: [a] Some rows of snow umbrella in the release area named Plan de la Tour
and [b] a particular one. Photos E. Bovet.
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Aosta Valley and 300 of those events had never occurred previously.
On 15th of December, the nivo-meteorological station closer to Les Thoules village
(Dégioz at 1500 m asl) and the one at 2000 m asl (Orvielle) reported 110 cm and more
than 150 cm of new snow, respectively. The snowfall increased the snow depth to 150
cm and to 300 cm at 1500 m and 2000 m asl, respectively. After the heavy snowfall,
the meteorological conditions were characterized by a rise in temperature and by a
moderate (sometimes strong) wind activity. For those reasons the Avalanche Bulletin
reported a degree 5 of the avalanche danger scale on Monday 15th of December 2008.
6.1.2 The event of 15th of December 2008
Fig. 6.1.b shows the avalanche path released on 15th of December 2008 at about 1:00
p.m. from the slope named Plan de La Tour [175]. The release zone is located at
an altitude of about 2430-2320 m asl (south-west exposition) with 45o-55o of slope
inclination and it is covered by grass and rocks of small size. A thick and soft snow
slab of about 50000 m3 (maximum width of 350 m and thickness up to 1.5 m) released.
The flow stops, after a difference in height of about 880 m in Les Thoules village.
The released thick and soft slab induced 3 avalanches: n.039 La Frange which
impacted Les Thoules village; n.082 Pro-Lombard nord which arrested before the
alluvial fan; n.083 Pro-Lombard sud which crossed the valley and interrupted the
regional road arresting in the Savara river [175]. Because of the topography (in the
next we will speak of a natural dam) in the run-out zone, the avalanche n. 039
split into two branches just before the regional road. The branch on the left side
of the basin destroyed 4 houses [46] whereas the branch on the right side impacted
two chalets and one house [41]. Other 5 houses were partially damaged (Fig. 6.3,
6.4.a-e). In addition a telephone and power poles was crushed and a high voltage
pylon is damaged (Fig. 6.4.f). The regional and the municipal roads were interrupted
(Fig. 6.4.g). Trees was uprooted (Fig. 6.4.h), and about 10 animals was killed. Luckily,
nobody was in the houses, and consequently no casualties occurred [175].
6.2 Analysis of damages
6.2.1 Structural characterisation
To study the avalanche impact on the buildings, a back analysis of the structural
damage was performed for all the houses involved by the event of 15th of December
2008 [41, 73, 101].
In particular the attention is focused on the houses n.1, n.2, n.3, n.5 and n.6
(Fig. 6.3).
Chalet n.1 and 2 were traditional wooden houses, called chalet, resting on a con-
crete foundation with a large terrace. The whole building was composed by three
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Figure 6.3: Observed area of influence, from [175]. In red the houses destroyed, in
yellow those only damaged.
levels: the lowest one was made of the concrete basement, while the second and the
third were made of timber. The chalet structure was in softwood beams blocked each
other by carved hinges (blockbau technique), while the internal partitions were com-
posed of wooden panels. The wooden roof was covered by traditional plate stones
(lauze). Ground elevation around the houses is different: east side apparently has
only two levels. The roof of chalet n.2 is supported by an internal concrete pillar.
Solid softwood columns, supporting the external structural planking (thickness equal
to 7 cm), were placed at the corners and near the main openings [41].
The building n.5 was a small vacation house composed by n.3 floors with a rectan-
gular plan (8 m x 5 m) with the maximum total height of about 760 cm and east-west
orientation. The construction presented a reinforced concrete basement and an up-
per 30 cm thick structural masonry structure. Its roof was made of wood. It was
destroyed by the avalanche which arrived against the east side: only a little part of
the basement survived thanks to the topography of the slope (Fig. 6.7).
The building n.6 was a larger house composed by n.3 floors with a rectangular
plan (12 m x 9 m) with the maximum total height of about 760 cm and east-west
orientation. The construction presented a reinforced concrete basement and an upper
50 cm thick structural masonry structure. Its timber roof was covered by lauzes. The
house was completely destroyed by the avalanche which hit the east side (Fig. 6.8).
Only few parts of the retaining wall were found intact. Hollow bricks, unsuitable for
structural walls, showed the poor quality of the construction [73].
Close to the house, a small building used as a garage was composed by n.2 floors
with a rectangular plan (7 m x 5 m) with maximum total height of about 400 cm and
east-west orientation. The construction presented a reinforced concrete basement and
an upper 30 cm thick structural masonry structure. Its roof was a traditional alpine
roof made of wood. Thanks to the topography of the slope, the basement of garage
survived.
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[a] [b]
[c] [d]
[e] [f]
[g] [h]
Figure 6.4: [a] House n. 3 destroyed. [b]-[e] Houses damaged. [f] High voltage pylon
damaged. [g] Deposit on the road. [h] Trees crushed. Photos RAVDA.
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[a] [b]
Figure 6.5: Chalet n.1 [a] before (Photo Chiaraviglio ) and [b] after the avalanche
(Photo RAVDA, from [175]). Note the concrete basement over which the entire upper
timber structure moved.
[a] [b]
[c] [d]
Figure 6.6: Chalet n.2, partially damaged after the event. In [a] the roof of chalet
n.1 is also visible. Photos RAVDA. In [c] and [d] particular of damages. Photos E.
Bovet.
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[a] [b]
Figure 6.7: Building n.5: [a] before (Photo Rosai) and [b] after (Photo Fusinaz) the
avalanche event of 15th of December 2008.
[a] [b]
Figure 6.8: Building n.6: [a] before (Photo Cella) and [b] after (Photo Fusinaz) the
avalanche event of 15th of December 2008.
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6.2.2 Structural back-analysis
The event of 15th of December caused the total collapse of the timber structure of
chalet n.1. As it is shown by post-event pictures, i.e. Figg. 6.5.b and 6.9, avalanche
flow impacted the north-east corner of the building and caused a combined rotation
and translation of the upper part. By a rigid body model, using equilibrium equations
[41] and the fact that initially the body was at rest, the minimum force able to displace
the upper timber part is about 900 kN [41]. The above model supposes rigid body
Figure 6.9: Blue arrows represent the most likely impact angle, red lines represent
the perimeter of debris, red-dot line is the roof of chalet n.1 in the final displaced
position, from [41].
rotation, therefore it overestimates the impact force. Considering the impact area,
the average pressure is then equal to 54.5 kPa [41].
During the impact of 15th of December event, avalanche flow stroke the north-
east corner of the building causing partial collapse of the structure of chalet n.2. The
rupture of the bearing planking, structurally weakened by window openings, increased
the lack of vertical restraint for the roof, which started to rotate. A back-analysis
of the event is carried out in order to calculate an indicative value of flow velocity
and impact pressure. Modeling roof dynamics as a plastic hinge on top of a timber
beam, which supported half of the roof, the dynamical equilibrium equation is written
[41, 73]. Found the time necessary to rotate, considered the volume of mass entered
and accumulated into the building, and the impact area the estimated average velocity
was 13.2 m/s [41]. Besides, the impact pressure can be calculated with reference to the
collapse mechanism. Considering a timber cantilever of length l = 2.50 m subjected
to an uniform distributed pressure, the collapse occurs at 18.8 kPa which represents
a lower bound estimation if σrupt=12 MPa [41].
To estimate the impact pressure induced by the avalanche on the houses n.5, n.6
and on the garage n.6g, the analysis of damage, the mechanism of collapse and the
direction of the dense flow are taken into account.
Regarding house n.5, we considered that the avalanche impacted the house against
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the east side with a perpendicular direction, removing part of the building emerging
from the slope (the first and the second floors). The collapse mechanism of the
building is considered activated by the minimum impact force of the avalanche able
to displace the destroyed part of the building. The weight of the structure, taking
into account all parts of the building made in different materials, and the impact
surface [101] were evaluated. The impact pressure is than estimated as about 45 kPa.
In addition different modes of rupture are supposed. Firstly, a translational collapse
mode considers the longitudinal walls acting as shear resisting elements. Secondly,
a rotational collapse mode in which the internal partition walls stiffened the whole
upper part, that behaved like a rigid body on the concrete basement. 25kPa were
considered a lower estimation of the impact pressure [73].
Regarding the building n.6, the pressure estimated [101] is about 40 kPa, obtained
by observations concerning (i) the mechanism (application of the arch-resisting pres-
sure theory) [4] and the order (the east wall was the first to be damaged) of the
collapse, (ii) the presence of windows, (iii) the fact that the building was completely
destroyed, (iv) the presence of debris, (v) the location furthered downhill with re-
spect to building n.5. Instead supposing that avalanche caused a local damage, which
evolved into a global collapse, a lower value of 12 kPa is estimated [73].
6.3 Numerical methods to estimate impact pressure
The determination of the pressure acting upon the different houses was carried out by
means of a numerical approach. In particular to reproduce the interaction between the
avalanche and the different structures located along its path three different procedures
are used, based on a stationary approach and on a transient one (Ch. 3). In all the
cases the avalanche is considered as an incompressible fluid having density ρav =130
kg/m3 and viscosity ηav =10 ·ρav kg/ms, as in [41, 46]. The Navier-Stokes equations
can be used Eq. 3.1. It is supposed that the avalanche was in its stationary phase,
hence it did not accelerate or decelerate: consequently F = 0, that is, the gravitational
force is balanced by the friction.
6.3.1 Two and three dimensional stationary approaches
In the first approach presented the whole final area (see Fig.6.3) is occupied by the
snow in movement. The velocity at the end of the channel (boundary number a) is
set equal to |u0|, as well as the initial condition. The value of |u0| = 25 m/s is been
estimated by [101] using the Voellmy-Salm model. In the final part of the channel
(boundaries b-h) the slip condition (v · n = 0) and t · [pI + Z (∇u + (∇u)′)] · n = 0)
are imposed, to indicate that the avalanche is channeled. Afterwards the open slope
allows the avalanche expands itself outside the domain. For this reason, as boundary
conditions [Z (∇u + (∇u)′)] · n = 0 and p = 0 are imposed. The Navier-Stokes
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equations are consequently solved with Comsol Multiphysic [3]. The fluid used is
newtonian: in fact we consider a model in the dimension of the slope, consequently
variations along the avalanche depth, taken into account for instance by the non-
newtonian flow, can not be described.
The same laws are solved even in their three-dimensional version always with the
Comsol Multiphysics software.
6.3.2 Two dimensional transient approach
In the transient case, in the only avalanche area the velocity is imposed equal to |u0|.
The boundary conditions are the same of the previous analysis, less the boundary a.
The Navier-Stokes equations and the advection one are thereby solved in the transient
analysis with the Comsol Multiphysic software.
The avalanche arrived in the building area with an initial velocity of |u0| = 25 m/s,
as Fusinaz [101] estimated using Voellmy-Salm model. The other domain boundaries
are considered as an open slope, allowing the avalanche to expand outside the domain.
In order to evaluate the impact pressure on the buildings, the stationary Navier-
Stokes equations were solved in Comsol Multiphysics too.
6.4 Simulations results
6.4.1 Streamlines analysis and flow direction
The firsts simulations in the stationary situation are done using the viscosity of 10ρ
kg/ms, considered suitable for the dry snow saltation layer. The choice is based,
in fact, on the analysis of the streamlines around the obstacles in the deposit area
(Fig. 6.10). For a major value of the viscosity, in fact, the flow wraps the obstacles
and assumes the configuration as in Fig. 6.10.b [46].
[a] [b]
Figure 6.10: Streamlines in the final avalanche domain with [a] η = 10 · ρ kg/ms and
[b] η = 50 · ρ kg/ms. Avalanche enters from the right side a.
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The streamlines show as the flow is divided by the dam created by the morphology.
The flow directions (Fig. 6.10.a) agree with these observed on the site (Fig. 6.3). In
our simulation, contrarily to the real case, the flow after the dam can rejoin itself,
since it cannot consider the differences in aspect. In addition the house n.4, really
damaged, results not protected by the dam, as the streamlines confirm. On the
contrary, the yellow structures near it (Fig. 6.3) have a reduced pressure since in the
previous impact with the house n.4 the avalanche looses energy [46].
6.4.2 Left branch: houses n.5 and n.6
As concerns the left branch, a simulation is carried. Initially the velocity direction
is proposed only horizontally. In this way, for the house n.5 and the garage n.6g the
pressure values (of order of 40 kPa) obtained agree with those found in Sec. 6.2.2
by a back analysis of the damages occurred. On the contrary the house n.6 has an
underestimated pressure (Fig. 6.11.a) [46].
[a] [b]
Figure 6.11: [a] The values of pressure agree with the real ones for the structures n.5
and n.6g [b] The simulated pressure is correct if the flow direction is oriented as in
Fig.6.10.
Changing the position of the structure n.5 the pressure upwind the building n.6
is always too low (14 kPa), in fact it results protected by the previous house. On the
contrary, modifying the impact angle ϕ of the flow (that corresponds to give as initial
condition u0 = |u0| · sinϕ and v0 = |u0| · cosϕ), in coherence with the streamlines
indicating in Fig. 6.10, the pressure of about 40 kPa is registered on all the obstacles
(Fig.6.11.b and Tab. 6.1) as in Sec. 6.2.2 [46].
Hence, the flow direction, and in particular the angle of incidence, plays a funda-
mental role in the magnitude pressure values. As in the Swiss procedure [80, 183],
(see Sec. 1.7.1), the impact pressure is related to the incidence angle through the
following relation:
p = pref sin
2 ϕ (6.1)
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Table 6.1: Impact pressures simulated and calculated with a back-analysis.
House Structural Simulations
back-analysis
Chalet n. 1 54.5 kPa 57.7 kPa
Chalet n. 2 18.8 kPa 10.7-35.5 kPa
House n. 5 45 kPa ∼ 40 kPa
House n. 6 40 kPa ∼ 40 kPa
Table 6.2: Simulated and calculated pressure by Eq. 6.1.
Degree Simulated pressure Calculated pressure (Eq. 6.1)
45o 2.57·104 Pa 2.60·104 Pa
60o 3.93·104 Pa 3.91·104 Pa
75o 4.86·104 Pa 4.86·104 Pa
90o pref=5.21·104 Pa pref=5.21·104 Pa
This law is verified for a rectangular shape having dimension 5 m x 5 m. As pref the
upwind pressure calculated for a structure with ϕ = 90o is considered (Tab. 6.2).
6.4.3 Chalets n.1, n.2 and n.3
The aim of these simulations is to understand with which angle the avalanche im-
pacted the buildings. From the damage analysis, in fact, chalet n.1, totally destroyed,
protected the south angle of chalet n.2. On the contrary, house n.3 was not protected
(Fig. 6.12) [41].
For this reason, different angles between 0◦-15◦ range were investigated. Conse-
quently, the streamlines were analysed (see Fig. 6.13), as well as the pressure values
on the different impacted walls [41].
Notice that the model considers a constant slope angle: consequently the detailed
morphology of the site was not taken into account in the analysis.
Fig. 6.14 shows the pressure acting on chalet n.1, for different impact angle.
With the second simulations, the pressure values measured on chalet n.2 were
evaluated focusing the attention on the protection role played by chalet n.1. Conse-
quently, the impact pressure and the velocity field generated with and without the
presence of chalet n.1 are compared in Figg. 6.15, 6.16 and 6.17. In particular, for
an increasing value of the impact angle, the south angle of chalet n.2 is more pro-
tected. For α = 90◦ − ϕ = 15◦ the whole east edge is protected. On the contrary, as
Figg. 6.15 and 6.17 show, house n.3 results in any case not protected by chalet n.1.
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Figure 6.12: Chalets n.1, n.2 and n.3. The house on the left was not damaged. Photo
E. Bovet.
[a] [b]
Figure 6.13: Streamlines for different impact angles: [a]α = 90◦−ϕ = 5◦ and [b] 15◦.
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Figure 6.14: Pressures against chalet n.2 for different impact angles (α = 90◦ − ϕ =
0◦, 5◦, 10◦ and 15◦).
[a] [b]
[c]
Figure 6.15: Chalet n.1 protects chalet n.2 from the avalanche stream: [a] with the
chalet n.1 the pressure on chalet n.2 is lower than in the case of [b] without chalet
n.1. [c] The range of pressure.
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Figure 6.16: Pressures against chalet n.2 for different impact angles (α = 90◦ − ϕ =
0◦, 5◦, 10◦ and 15◦), corresponding respectively to the presence (dotted-line) or the
absence (continuous-line) of chalet n.1.
The pressure distribution on chalet n.2 walls explains why the north side of the roof
collapsed, whereas the south and west balcony were not damaged directly [41].
Both structural and numerical a posteriori analyses were performed to assess
avalanche dynamics. From the previous results, the following aspects can be pointed
out.
Referring to chalet n.1, the maximum pressure obtained from numerical analysis
reaches the value of 57.7 kPa, while the minimum value obtained from the structural
back-analysis is 54.5 kPa (Tab. 6.1). Thus, both previous results show that impact
pressure might be about60 kPa. Due to confinement of the flow, the impact area in
the real case was limited to the north-east corner. On the contrary, in the numerical
model, the whole volume was considered in the avalanche flow, therefore pressure
was distributed upon the entire east wall, with a maximum on the south-east corner
because of flow direction. Referring to chalet n.2, impact pressure from numerical
analysis varies from 10.7 kPa to 35.3 kPa, thus the lower estimation obtained from
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Figure 6.17: Pressures against chalet n.3 for different impact angles (α = 90◦ − ϕ =
0◦, 5◦, 10◦ and 15◦), corresponding respectively to the presence (dotted-line) or the
absence (continuous-line) of chalet n.1.
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the structural back-analysis, 18.8 kPa (Tab. 6.1), is considered as correct [41].
In the numerical model, the boundary flow velocity is |u0|=25 m/s [101], and no
friction was imposed. The flow decelerates both close to the edges of the houses,
since no-slip boundary conditions were applied, and in the down-wind death zone.
Therefore, the numerical velocity field near the edge, equal to zero, cannot be com-
pared with the results of the structural back-analysis. Hence, the Bernoulli's equation
(Eq. 1.41, i.e. p = 12Cdρ|u0|2), taking into account the drag coefficient Cd=2.00 for a
square shape and flow density ρ=130 kg/m3, was used. The maximum impact pres-
sure on chalet n.2, obtained from the numerical analysis, is about 35.3 kPa, thus the
velocity is 16.5 m/s. The corresponding value calculated from the back-analysis is
13.3 m/s [41].
From the previous considerations, we can conclude that chalet n.1 deviated the
flow in such a way that the south-east corner of chalet n.2 was protected. As can be
seen in Fig. 6.16, the removal of the upstream structure would cause higher pressures
on the east face of chalet n.2 [41].
Comparing Fig. 6.9 with Fig. 6.15 similarities in debris directions appear. There-
fore, the supposed impact angle might be correct. This hypothesis is also confirmed
by the morphology of the site, if the gradient of the topographical surface is taken
into account [41].
Fig. 6.18 shows the pressure acting on chalets n.1 and n.2 with the three dimen-
sional simulations too.
[a] [b]
Figure 6.18: The impact pressure on chalets n.1 and n.2 with the three dimensional
model for different impact angles ([a] α = 90◦ − ϕ = 0◦ and [b] 15◦).
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6.4.4 House n.3
Analysis of the Cd coefficient
For instance, for the house n.3 having dimension of 8 m x 10 m x 8 m the Cd obtained
using the total force simulated is 1.9 in the case of a two-dimensional stationary sim-
ulation, agreeing with the values in literature, and it is 1.59 in the three-dimensional
stationary one. Usually, in fact, the Cd obtained in a three-dimensional analysis is
lower than in a two-dimensional one [46].
Analysis of the Cp coefficient
The pressure assumes different values, along the edges of the structures, depending
on the Cp coefficient. This analysis seeks the evaluation of the parts that should
have been more resistant. In particular, upwind Cp is positive, while laterally and
downwind it is negative, indicating a depression. This is in coherence with the wind
effects (see Sec. 1.7.4). Fig. 6.19 shows, in the stationary two-dimensional simulation,
the ratio between the pressure and the maximum positive pressure for the house n.3,
supposing a perpendicular impact.
Figure 6.19: The pressure values along the different edges of the house having dimen-
sion 8 m x 10 m scaled with the maximum positive pressure.
In the three dimensional approach too, it is possible to visualize the different values
of the pressure, as in Fig. 6.20. For instance the upwind pressure is close to 40 kPa.
In particular the values characterizing the roof can be evaluated too. Let us note that
in this case the flow depth is introduced [46].
Time evolution
In addition, thanks to a transient analysis, it is possible to evaluate the time history
of the characteristics of the avalanche. For instance, in Fig. 6.21 the pressure in the
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Figure 6.20: The impact pressure on the house n.3 with the three dimensional model.
central point upwind the house n.3 is shown. Three phases can be distinguished. In
the first one, an initial peak probably means that the impacting snow compresses itself
(see Sec. 1.7.2). In the second one, a stationary situation gives a pressure similar to
the simpler two-dimensional stationary analysis. The third phase shows how in the
avalanche tail the pressure decreases to zero [46]. Let is note that the peak value is
about 3.7 times the stationary value, higher than the value of 3 recommended in [117]
(see Sec. 1.7.2).
Figure 6.21: The evolution in time of the pressure in the central upwind point of the
house n.3.
6.4.5 Small obstacles: the case of a tree
The situation of a 30 cm tree is analysed in Fig. 6.22 too, plotting directly on the
boundaries the values of the pressure, scaled with the maximum positive pressure [46].
Finally, Fig. 6.22.b shows as the obstacles of negligible dimension, like trees of 30
cm of diameter, do not deviate the flow [46].
[a] [b]
Figure 6.22: A tree of diameter of 30 cm: [a] its pressure values, along its circumfer-
ence, scaled with the maximum positive pressure value. [b] A tree does not change
the flow direction.
Conclusions and outlook
To conclude the main results of the thesis, the future outlooks and the weak points
to be ameliorated are analysed. It is important to underline as many future imple-
mentation and research topics are born.
In this PhD thesis the complexity of the problem of the interaction between
avalanche and structure is analysed, showing the importance to couple different study
approaches. In fact each method has its points of force but its limits too. In the
back-analysis of the damages the effects of the impact are clear but information on
the dynamics and initial conditions are often missing. The full-scale experiments
have the advantage of describing the real physics and processes but are limited by the
elevate costs, the dependence on meteorological conditions in term of numbers and
characteristics of the events, such as release height and area. The laboratory tests
allow to know and to change the initial conditions and to repeat the experiments,
investigating the physics of the problem, but they have problems in respect of the
similitude criterion. The analytical and numerical approaches permit to keep the real
scale and to decide the input of the problem but they are, for definition, models and
hence they simplify the reality and suppose laws for the physical processes. Therefore,
coupling all the methods a more real and complete analysis of the avalanche impact
against structures process can be pursued.
The new dynamics model proposed has the advantage to define in all points the
values of pressure and velocity without a depth averaged process, that considers only
the mean values. In addition the pressure is not defined by the user by imposing
a relationship with the velocity. Nevertheless in the model on the slope plane the
flow depth cannot be calculated. Besides it is not suitable to be used to describe the
avalanche motion from the release to the deposit because of its too long computational
time. For the same problem the two-dimensional transient analysis is not extensible
to a more complete three-dimensional one. However, the model is suitable to study
the interaction with the structures, since in this way the calculus domain is reduced.
To have the initial condition, as the velocity of the incoming flow, it is sufficient to
couple it with a quicker depth averaged model. The new model for the erosion has the
strong point that takes into account the influence of snow and avalanche properties,
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the avalanche depth, the slope angle, and the position in the avalanche (front or
tail). However it requires the knowledge of the parameters characteristics of the snow
rheology. In future we would like to adapt it to insert into the commercial dynamics
model RAMMS.
Going into the avalanche-structure interaction a first validation of the model, based
on the state of the art notions and on real cases values (test site measurements and
back-analysis of damages), is proposed. It is interesting as different features can be
analysed, starting from the creation of a dead zone upstream an obstacle and arriving
to the pressure distribution on the different parts of a structure. From a practical
point of view, our simulations show the importance in the design of the structure
shape and dimension as well as in the areal contest (if the obstacle is in a channel
or in a open slope). In addition our analysis reveal the importance of considering
the peak of pressure in the first instant of the impact, as well as the concentration of
higher pressure values on the building corners, translated in the fact that these zones
have to be more resistant, features that usually are not taken into account. The
protection role of a structure on buildings farther down the slope, and the creation of
dead zones downwind, should be considered too. The role played by the verticality
of the buildings, i.e. having walls not perpendicular to the avalanche flow, is worth
deepening. In fact probably since now the impact pressure estimated is lower than
the real one, because the impact forces are evaluated basing on laws born for obstacles
perpendicular to the slope. The dependence of the dead zone geometry on the obstacle
characteristics, such as dimension and shape, and on the avalanche features, such as
density and velocity, will be analysed too.
Future research topics are the study of the influence of the Froude number Fr on
the impact pressure, in particular for values of Fr < 1. A turbulence model should
be added to more correctly investigate the airborne avalanche and the avalanche-
structure interaction. In addition the compressibility of the snow and the role played
by the temperature should be taken into account, for instance using the more general
Navier-Stokes equation for compressible fluids with the energy equation conservation
too. Finally, for the transient model in the slope plane the change in the flow depth
should be introduced.
As concern the experimental data, a detailed investigation will be made on the
pressure and on the velocity profiles, when they will be available. The aim is to
characterise the snow rheology, the boundary conditions (slip velocity values) and the
dependence or not of the pressure on the velocity and on the flow regime. The analysis
of the accelerometers measurements on the obstacle will allow an investigation of the
dynamical effects of the impact on a structure too.
With regard to the erosion process, the potentiality of the new straw test to
measure the real eroded snow in small avalanches is shown in the thesis. Moreover,
the number of monitoring points will be increased along the whole path in order to
better describe the zones where both erosion and deposition occur and where the
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deposition is prevalent. The interesting relationship between the curvature and the
deposition height will be validated using future experimental results. In addition the
existence of a threshold velocity under which the avalanche stops will be analysed,
maybe using the peculiarities of the non-Newtonian fluids.
Finally, for the slow movements the relationship among creep, glide and pressure
on defence structures will be investigated.
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